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This project shows how central representations of 
women in science were to the “B” science fiction films of 
the 1950s and uses these films as valuable indicators for 
cultural analysis.  I argue that the emergence of the 
modern American science fiction film in 1950 combined with 
the situation of post-W.W.II women in science to create a 
genre explicitly amenable to exploring the tension between 
a woman’s place in the home and her place in the work 
force, particularly in the fields of science. 
 Out of a context of 114 “B” science fiction films 
produced between 1950 and 1966, I offer substantial readings 
of seven films that feature women in science.  Using 
changing gender roles after W.W.II as an analytical focus, 
each chapter explores relationality within films, among 
films, and between films and the culture in which they were 
produced, distributed, and consumed in order to make visible 
overall gender patterns, kinship systems, and possibilities 
for imagining change.  The conclusion to the project uses 
the conceptual framework that has been established to 
suggest possibilities for a more thorough analysis of the 
American science fiction film genre, in particular as that 




My parents thought I wanted to be a scientist when I 
grew up, and frankly so did I.  At ten years old, I was 
fascinated by a book called Zip Zip the Man from Mars1 and 
convinced my younger cousin that he and I together could 
build a rocketship and travel to the moon.  I had a six-
paneled deluxe Gilbert chemistry set with which I 
attempted to concoct rocket fuel to propel a small balsa 
wood model rocket into space.  I focused on science in 
junior high school, subscribing to a small monthly journal 
entitled Nuclear Physics.  My parents bought me with their 
hard earned working-class dollars a special Funk and 
Wagnall’s science encyclopedia through which I searched 
every entry in the index in order to counter one of my 
science teacher’s overconfident pronouncements that there 
existed no source of energy that did not come from the 
sun.2  
In high school I studied biology, chemistry, physics, 
geometry, algebra, trigonometry, and calculus.  In my 
sophomore year, I won first place in invertebrate zoology 
in a city-wide paper-reading contest (and later fourth 
place in the state) for a paper entitled “The Effect of 
Light Color and Intensity on Gryllus assimilus.”3   In my 
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junior year, I won second place in my school science fair 
for a project on chelation that illustrated the molecular 
structure and chemical action of ethylenediamine 
tetraacetic acid, a compound I had read about in 
Scientific American that seemed fascinating to me.  After 
high school I got my first full-time job as an assistant 
laboratory technician in the department of Media 
Preparation in a bacteriology lab at the Louisiana State 
Board of Health. 
In college I had a part time job as a lab assistant 
in the university biochemistry lab, while I majored in 
first biochemistry, then chemistry, then biology, then 
molecular biology, fascinated as I was by the astounding 
discoveries being made at the time concerning the nature 
of DNA.  I read for pleasure books such as James D. 
Watson’s The Double Helix: A Personal Account of the 
Discovery of the Structure of DNA (1968) and Linus 
Pauling’s Vitamin C and the Common Cold (1970).  Finally, 
when I realized I had changed my major yet again—this time 
to psychology—and was skipping more classes than I was 
attending in order to protest the war in Vietnam and 
organize for the Women’s Liberation Movement, I dropped 
out of school and got a full time job in the back office 
of a brokerage firm, not thinking, just clerking, and 
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trying to figure out what it was I wanted to do with my 
life. 
Too late, I realized that what I really had wanted to 
be all along was not a scientist, but rather an actress in 
a science fiction movie.  I wanted to be the girl who 
joined in the adventure.  I wanted a place in the action 
of the world.  I had internalized the images in the movies 
I had seen as a child and drawn on them to try to make a 
place for myself in a world that, even as I was becoming a 
young adult, was still extremely male-dominated.4  This 
misdirection was not completely illogical, since 
opportunities for girls in science were newly prevalent 
when I was growing up, opportunities of which my parents 
and teachers, and even I myself, were quite aware.  My 
primary impulse, however, and the encouragement to which I 
responded, did not so much reflect my interest in a 
scientific career, but rather my desire to have a career 
at all and to have that career taken seriously, as were 
the careers of the cinematic women scientists to whom I 
looked for a vision of my future. 
I remember sitting in the Fox Theater, where I 
usually went on Saturdays for what we called the Kiddie 
Matinee.  I rarely knew what picture would be playing, but 
usually, back in the fifties, the picture was a “B” 
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science fiction movie: Attack of the 50 Foot Woman, Attack 
of the Crab Monsters, Attack of the Giant Leeches, Attack 
of the Puppet People, The Blob, The Fly, The Tingler, The 
Thing, It Came from Beneath the Sea, It Came from Outer 
Space, It Conquered the World, It! The Terror from Beyond 
Space, Kronos, Tarantula, Them!.  I can still remember, as 
if a flashbulb went off and fixed the passing images in my 
mind, the first time I saw a movie called This Island 
Earth.  I was sitting in the front row.  When the title 
came up on the screen, it was accompanied by an overview 
of Earth as seen from space.  There was eerie background 
music.  I anticipated that I would be taken on an 
interstellar ride where the impossible would become 
possible, where I could escape the social confines of 
gender and class I sensed even then were closing around 
me. 
When the hero of the film, Cal Meacham, was 
identified as a nuclear physicist, I felt that even if the 
movie was not going to be about outer space, it was at 
least going to be about science, a field with fertile 
possibilities at that time for girls like me.  In his lab, 
the nuclear physicist had an assistant (also male, but 
clearly subordinate) with whom I immediately and 
unconsciously identified (as a girl, I felt I would never 
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be able to be the male hero who was automatically entitled 
to participate in the adventure).  When Meacham boarded an 
unpiloted, mysterious plane (to the chagrin of his 
unfortunately cowardly assistant), I was disappointed that 
he hadn’t boarded a spaceship.  The fact that the plane 
landed at a luxurious research facility in Georgia instead 
of on Mars was countered, however, by the appearance of 
another nuclear physicist, actress Faith Domergue as Dr. 
Ruth Adams.  Then it was revealed that the big-headed, 
super-intelligent proprietors of the research facility in 
Georgia had indeed come from outer space.  Then we were on 
a spaceship, headed for Metalluna, a planet outside of our 
own Milky Way Galaxy.  Then we actually landed on 
Metalluna. 
This movie was satisfying all my needs.  It had a 
scientific adventure based on realistic science; a woman 
scientist whose intelligence, education, and drive 
entitled her to participate in an interstellar adventure; 
aliens advanced enough to have determined another way of 
living; a spaceship with futuristic technology; and 
ultimately another inhabited planet in the universe.  When 
a monster appeared, a Metalluna mutant, I remember this 
moment clearly, I sat back in my theater seat and thought 
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to myself, “This is the best movie I have ever seen in my 
life.” 
Even today after I have found my small niche in the 
world as a teacher, writer, and scholar, I am still 
fascinated by these movies.  When they began to be re-
released, I bought them from video catalogs and taped them 
from television (usually from late night or Saturday 
afternoon “Creature Features”).  I currently have a still 
growing collection of over a hundred movies.  When I 
finally located This Island Earth at a Blockbuster Video 
store (I was in my thirties by this time), I rented it 
eagerly to see if I would recapture this thrill from my 
childhood or if, sadly, I would uncover what had only been 
a child’s gullible naivete. 
With great pleasure, I discovered that the film still 
had the same power over me as it did when I was a child.  
Well, not exactly the same, for not only was I watching 
the film, but I was also watching myself having watched 
the film as a child, and watching myself as an adult both 
watching the film and watching myself as a child watching 
the film for the first time.  From my position of watching 
myself watching myself watching myself, a sort of meta-
watching, as it were, I decided to set about interrogating 
the power that this film, as well as others of the era in 
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which I grew up, had had over not only me, but also others 
of my generation. 
 Bill Warren, grown-up fan of the “B” science fiction 
films of the 1950s like myself as well as author of the 
indispensable Keep Watching the Skies!: American Science 
Fiction Movies of the Fifties Volume I 1950-1957 (1982) 
and Volume II 1958-1962 (1986), writes, “In reseeing many 
of these movies for this book, in almost every case I’ve 
found that those I liked best then, I like best now.  The 
difference is that now I can explain why I think these 
films are good” (I:x).  My aim in this project is not so 
much to valorize these films (that would be a subject for 
another project) but rather to recover the representations 
of women that influenced my childhood, to show how central 
these female characters, especially women in science, were 
to the genre, and finally, to make use of these “B” 
science fiction films of the 1950s as valuable indicators 
for cultural analysis. 
As an academic, I have a wealth of critical thought 
from which to draw to achieve my goal.  Underlying this 
project is the work of Mikhail Bakhtin, particularly in 
his 1934-1935 “Discourse in the Novel,” excerpted and 
translated in The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays 
(1981).  Bakhtin writes, 
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We are taking language not as a system of 
abstract grammatical categories, but rather 
language as ideologically saturated, language as 
a world view, even as a concrete opinion,  
insuring a maximum of mutual understanding in 
all spheres of ideological life.  Thus, a 
unitary language gives expression to forces 
working toward concrete verbal and ideological 
unification and centralization, which develop in 
vital connection with the processes of 
sociopolitical and cultural centralization.  
(271) 
 
This concept of language, indeed of creativity itself, as 
ideologically and historically situated grounds my 
contention that the ideology of the 1950s, particularly as 
that ideology affected issues of gender, “saturates,” to 
use Bakhtin’s terminology, the “B” science fiction films 
of that era. 
Further, Bakhtin’s characterization of language in 
the novel can be particularly correlated to the commercial 
film medium.  He writes, 
Language is not a neutral medium that passes 
freely and easily into the private property of 
the speaker’s intentions; it is populated—
overpopulated—with the intentions of others.  
Expropriating it, forcing it to submit to one’s 
own intentions and accents, is a difficult and 
complicated process.  (294) 
 
The “language” of film consists of a heteroglot of voices: 
the actors, the cinematographers, the writers, the set 
designers, the director, the producer, the executive 
producer, and ultimately, the consuming public, whose 
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desires, in a capitalistic system, are reflected in the 
“word” choices each collaborator makes.  To read a 
particular film, allows one, as Bakhtin read the novel, to 
interpret  
the co-existence of socio-ideological 
contradictions between the present and the past, 
between differing epochs of the past, between 
different sociological groups in the present, 
between tendencies, schools, circles, and so 
forth, all given bodily form.  (291) 
 
It is this type of reading I am attempting in this 
project.5 
The point of entrance for this project, “the outside 
that penetrates and determines the inside,” to use Jacques 
Derrida’s terminology,6 is gender as it connects various 
points of definition and characterization of the “B” 
science fiction films of the 1950s.7  Thus, I have drawn on 
the work of feminist literary and cultural theorists, 
particularly Gayle Rubin in “The Traffic in Women: Notes 
on the ‘Political Economy’ of Sex” (1975), Julia Kristeva 
in Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection (1982), and Eve 
Kosofsky Sedgwick in “Gender Asymmetry and Erotic 
Triangles” (1985), to construct a conceptual framework for 
my analyses. 
Further, the efforts of researchers such as Anne 
Sayre in Rosalind Franklin and DNA (1975), Vivian Gornick 
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in Women in Science: Portraits from a World in Transition 
(1983), Evelyn Fox Keller in “The Wo/Man Scientist: Issues 
of Sex and Gender in the Pursuit of Science” (1991), and 
Margaret Rossiter in Women Scientists in America Before 
Affirmative Action 1940-1972 (1995) have enabled me to 
situate my readings within a sociological as well as 
literary context.  Finally, Robin Roberts’ A New Species: 
Gender and Science in Science Fiction (1993) and Sexual 
Generations: “Star Trek: The Next Generation” (1999), 
Vivian Sobchack’s Screening Space: The American Science 
Fiction Film (1995), and Carl Freedman’s Critical Theory 
and Science Fiction (2000) have all served as models and 
provided inspiration for my own work. 
 In Chapter One, “’You are about to adventure into the 
Dimension of the Impossible!’: Science Fiction Film 
Histories, Definitions, and Canons,” I fear I myself attempt 
the impossible.  This chapter offers a general overview of 
definitions of the science fiction genre as a whole.  
Further, it offers a general overview of the science fiction 
film.  It also offers a detailed overview of the genre of 
the “B” science fiction films of the 1950s and attempts to 
define, or at least describe, this particular moment in 
American science fiction film history, in particular, as 
this genre resonates strongly with concerns proper to 
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feminist theory.  Specifically, I argue that the emergence 
of the modern American science fiction film in 1950 combined 
with the situation of post-W.W.II women in science to create 
a genre explicitly amenable to exploring the tension between 
a woman’s place in the home and her place in the work force, 
particularly in the fields of science. 
 In the subsequent chapters, I offer substantial 
readings of seven “B” science fiction films from the 1950s 
that feature women in science.  These readings are not 
intended to prove the argument I set forth in Chapter One 
but rather to continue that argument in the texts of 
individual films as these films display a series of roles 
for women.8  Each of the chapters uses changing gender roles 
after W.W.II as an analytical focus.  Each chapter explores 
relationality within films, among films, and between films 
and the culture in which they were produced, distributed, 
and consumed in order to make visible overall gender 
patterns, kinship systems, and possibilities for imagining 
change. 
Chapter Two, “’How does a girl like you get mixed up in 
a thing like this in the first place’: Representation of 
Women Scientists in the ‘B’ Science Fiction Films of the 
1950s,” looks specifically at representations of full-
fledged woman scientists.  It provides detailed, 
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historically situated readings of two films, Rocketship X-M 
(1950) and It Came from Beneath the Sea (1955), and the 
women scientists they depict, Osa Massen as Dr. Lisa Van 
Horne, physicist and fuel engineer; and Faith Domergue as 
Professor Lesley Joyce, marine biologist respectively.  
Using the research of Rossiter, Keller, and Sayre and the 
theories of Rubin and Sedgwick, these cinematic 
representations and the changing gender dynamics their 
professionalism provokes are compared and contrasted with 
historically situated real-life women scientists.  
Chapter Three, “’Science is science, but a girl must 
get her hair done’: The Struggle to Balance Professionalism 
and Femininity in the Giant Insect Films of the 1950s,” 
examines the giant insect as metaphor for the terrors of 
changing gender roles.  It draws on Frederic Jameson’s 
reading of Stephen Spielberg’s Jaws (1975) in “Reification 
and Utopia in Mass Culture” (1979).  Jameson writes that 
“the vocation of the symbol—the killer shark—lies less in 
any single message or meaning that [sic] in its very 
capacity to absorb and organize all of these quite distinct 
anxieties together” (26).  The chapter provides detailed 
formalist and psychoanalytic readings of three films, the 
women in science they depict, and the giant creatures that 
terrorize the societies in which these women try to 
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function: Them! (1954), starring Joan Weldon as Dr. Pat 
Medford, entomologist; Tarantula (1955), starring Mara 
Corday as Stephanie “Steve” Clayton, graduate student in 
biology; and The Deadly Mantis (1957), starring Alix Talton 
as Marge Blaine, science magazine editor and photographer.  
Each film exhibits a prevailing sense of equilibrium in 
which a woman’s professional standing is balanced by the 
gender characteristics that she, as well as the creature 
that terrorizes the world, must display. 
Chapter Four, “’How’re chances of me coming along?’: 
The Problem of Cinematically Representing a Heteroglot 
World,” rests on a Bakhtinian framework as it explores the 
ideological consciousness of the era with respect to 
attempts to reconcile a woman’s place in a scientific 
adventure with a woman’s place in the home.  This chapter 
provides detailed readings of two films, the professional 
women they depict, and the men with whom they are 
romantically paired: Beginning of the End (1957), starring 
Peggie Castle as Audrey Aimes, photojournalist, and Peter 
Graves as entomologist Ed Wainwright; and Kronos (1957), 
starring Barbara Lawrence as Vera Hunter, darkroom 
technician and Jeff Morrow as Dr. Leslie Gaskell, 
astrophysicist.  Despite the fact that the women in these 
films operate on the margins of science, they insist on 
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being subjects who, as photographers, determine the 
narratives of their own as well as others’ lives. 
 The conclusion to this project, “’What then will the 
future reveal if this story is only the beginning...’: Where 
to Go from Here,” uses the conceptual framework I have 
established in the preceding chapters to suggest 
possibilities for a more thorough analysis of the “B” 
science fiction films of the 1950s, for analysis of remakes 
of the “B” science fiction films of the 1950s, and for 
analysis of the trajectory of the science fiction film as it 
grew out of the “B” science fiction films of the 1950s from 
the 1960s to the present and beyond.  Warren writes, “I wish 
I could recapture the feeling of seeing The Day the Earth 
Stood Still for the first time again.  It was the most 
exciting thing I had ever experienced” (I:viii).  In this 
project, I do my best to capture that excitement and offer 
it as continuing encouragement for positive social growth. 
Endnotes 
 
1 I’m still trying to locate a copy of this book. 
 
2 I found that cosmic rays were a form of energy that 
did not come from the sun.  My teacher was annoyed. 
 
 3 Gryllus assimulus is a black field cricket. 
 
 4 When I applied for my job at the Board of Health in 
1966, for example, there was a section on the application 
form for females.  This section asked specific questions 
about my menstrual cycle: How would I describe my flow: 
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light, normal, heavy, extra heavy?  How long did my period 
last: 1 day, 2 days, 4 days, more?  What symptoms did I 
experience: cramps, headache, nervousness, lethargy?  How 
many days a month did I expect to miss from work due to my 
period: 0, 1, 3, 5, more?  When I entered LSU as a 
freshman in 1967, for another example, girls (as opposed 
to men) were not allowed to live off campus, stay out past 
designated times, smoke cigarettes while walking, or wear 
anything other than dresses outside of the dormitory area. 
 
5 Certainly this project is also indebted to the work 
of Raymond Williams, particularly “Base and Superstructure 
in Marxist Cultural Theory” in Problems in Materialism and 
Culture: Selected Essays (1980).  Williams’ work situates 
Bakhtin’s work within the context of the capitalistic 
imperative and is thus applicable to analyses of the 
productions of commercial film studios whose films 
incorporated the ideological conflicts of the periods in 
which they were produced, not so much to put forth an 
agenda, but rather to capitalize on those conflicts.  
Likewise, this project is indebted to the work of Frederic 
Jameson, particularly in The Political Unconscious: 
Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act (1981) and 
“Reification And Utopia in Mass Culture” in Signatures of 
the Visible (1990).  Political Unconscious provides a 
synthesizing framework for cultural studies as it argues 
for the symbiotic relationship between texts and the 
political unconscious.  Further, Jameson’s analysis of 
Jaws and The Godfather, Parts I and II in “Reification” 
specifically applies cultural studies to the American 
commercial film medium.   
 
6 From “Afterword: Toward an Ethic of Discussion,” 
Limited Inc, p. 152-153. 
 
7 Of course, the very way for this type of project was 
paved by writers like Laura Mulvey in “Visual Pleasure and 
Narrative Cinema” (1975) and Mary Jacobus in “Is There a 
Woman in This Text?” from Reading Woman (1986).  These 
writers and others like them put forward the idea that the 
location of the spectator, particularly the woman 
spectator, is valid, indeed essential for analysis. 
 
 8 I am indebted to Carl Freedman for the concept and 
terminology used in this paragraph.  In Chapter 3 of 
Critical Theory and Science Fiction, he writes, “In this 




science-fiction novels.  My aim is to demonstrate, in more 
detail than has previously been feasible some of the 
different ways that science-fiction texts resonate 
strongly with concerns proper to critical theory.  I do 
not attempt exhaustive, partly for reasons of economy, but 
also in order to warn against the imbecile empiricism that 
the notion of ‘practical criticism’ often implies and the 
concomitant naivete that holds the minute examination of 
particular texts to be the ultimate test or telos of 
literary theory.  These readings are not proposed 
precisely as ‘example’ of the argument in Chapter 2, and 
still less as proof (in any positivistic sense) of it.  
Rather, I am continuing the argument in a different 
register—the ‘molecular’ register (as Deleuze and Guattari 




“You are about to adventure into 
 the Dimension of the Impossible!”:  
Science Fiction Film 
 Histories, Definitions, and Canons 
 
Roger Corman’s 1957 Not of This Earth opens with the 
following characteristically dramatic scroll: 
You are about to adventure into the dimension of 
the Impossible!  To enter this realm you must 
set your mind free from the earthly fetters that 
bind it!  If the events you are about to witness 
are unbelievable, it is only because your 
Imagination is chained.  Sit back, relax, and 
believe.. so that you may cross the brink of 
time and space.. into that land you sometimes 
visit in your dreams! 
 
In the dimension of science fiction, however, the 
“Impossible” is not quite so unfettered.  Nor is it so 
easily linked to the land of dreams. 
Definitions of Science Fiction 
Despite the fact that, as Carl Freedman writes in Critical 
Theory and Science Fiction, “[n]o definitional consensus 
exists” (13), any work on science fiction must necessarily 
begin with at least an attempt to provide an overview of 
the admittedly slippery definitions of just how the 
dimension of science fiction both embodies and is 
different from dreams and the impossible.  Freedman begins 
his “definitional task by considering the two poles of 
opinion in the matter of simple description” (14).  I 
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begin mine with two particular definitions, separated both 
chronologically and epistemologically. 
Robert Heinlein.  Writer Robert Heinlein, writing as a 
science fiction practitioner in “Science Fiction: Its 
Nature, Faults and Virtues” in 19591, states that “to define 
is to limit; a definition cannot be useful unless it limits” 
(15).  One way Heinlein limits the category of science 
fiction is by defining it against what it is not.  Whereas 
all fiction is by definition imaginary, he argues, fiction 
can be divided into the categories of realistic fiction, 
that is “imaginary but possible,” and fantasy, or “imaginary 
and not possible” (18).  Science, or speculative, fiction 
falls into the former category, distinguishing it, according 
to Heinlein, from such works of fantasy as, for example, 
Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland, Kenneth Grahame’s The 
Wind in the Willows, L. Frank Baum’s The Wizard of Oz, or 
C.S. Lewis’s Out of the Silent Planet. 
Within the category of realistic fiction Heinlein 
places the historical novel, the contemporary-scene novel, 
and the, according to him, superior to either of those 
forms, speculative novel.  Though he aligns this speculation 
with speculation on matters of actual science, he sets 
distinct parameters between science fiction and actual 
science.  He writes, 
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Ordinarily a scientist will use the convenient 
rule-of-thumb called ‘least hypothesis’ but he 
owes it no allegiance; his one fixed loyalty is 
to the observed fact.  An honest science fiction 
writer observes the same loyalty to fact but 
from there on his path diverges from that of the 
scientist because his function is 
different....In matters incompletely explored 
such as reincarnation and time travel the 
science fiction writer need not be and should 
not be bound either by contemporary opinion or 
least hypothesis; his function is to speculate 
from such facts as there are and to do so as 
grandly and sweepingly as imagination permits.  
He cannot carry out his function while paying 
lip service to the orthodox opinions or 
prejudices of his tribe and generation, and no 
one should expect it of him. (21) 
 
Thus, Heinlein is remarkably flexible, despite his 
restriction that science fiction not violate established 
science fact. 
As his above comments demonstrate, according to 
Heinlein, speculation on social issues is more possible in 
science fiction than in realism.  He writes, 
Through science fiction the human race can try 
experiments in imagination too critically 
dangerous to try in fact.  Through such 
speculative experiments science fiction can warn 
against dangerous solutions, urge toward better 
solutions.  Science fiction joyously tackles the 
real and pressing problems of our race, wrestles 
with them, never ignores them—problems which 
other forms of fiction cannot challenge. (44-45) 
 
Indeed, Heinlein’s own novels tackle social as well as 
scientific issues.  His 1961 Stranger in a Strange Land, for 
example, presaging 1967’s “Summer of Love” and the hippie 
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revolution, uses the concept of extraterrestrial visitation 
to critique contemporary sexual and religious mores.  His 
1966 The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress, which narrates a story of 
revolution on the moon, reads like a de facto manifesto on 
libertarianism.  His 1956 The Door into Summer uses time 
travel (and a dramatic revenge plot) to exemplify acceptable 
business ethics (and potential consequences for not 
following them). 
Despite its focus on social commentary, Heinlein’s 
definition does privilege the scientific method.  He writes, 
Speculative fiction is the only form of fiction 
which does not exclude any area of human 
experience...and in particular it does not 
exclude that most truly human of all human 
activities, the one that sets us above animals: 
the exercise of the scientific method and the 
sober consideration of the consequences thereof.  
This is an era when the scientific method, its 
meaning and use, is indispensable to the mature 
man—we either use it, or we and our free 
democratic culture will go under. (43-44) 
 
Thus works of alleged science fiction—indeed almost all of 
pulp science fiction—that tackle social issues in a 
creative, meaningful manner but are, as Heinlein writes, 
“based on violation of scientific fact, such as spaceship 
stories which ignore ballistics, stories which have the 
lizard men of Zlxxt crossbreeding with human females, 
stories which represent the surface conditions of Mars as 
being much like those of Earth” (19) would be excluded, 
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indeed invalidated as science fiction, by Heinlein’s 
definition.  
Heinlein’s “handy short definition of almost all 
science fiction” as “realistic speculation about possible 
future events, based solidly on adequate knowledge of the 
real world, past and present, and on a thorough 
understanding of the nature and significance of the 
scientific method” (22) valorizes works that are, well, his.  
(One can’t help but think of T.S. Eliot, the critic, using 
T.S. Eliot, the poet’s “The Waste Land” as the exemplar 
against which great achievement in poetry should be 
measured.)  Heinlein does not limit his definition of 
science fiction, however, to works that speculate primarily 
on technological advances.  His exhortation that the science 
fiction writer “face up to a complex world, try to figure 
out what makes it tick, try to cope with it, survive and 
triumph over it” (44) proffers even works like Sinclair 
Lewis’s It Can’t Happen Here, George Orwell’s 1984, Aldous 
Huxley’s Brave New World as definitive (and indeed 
exemplary) works of science fiction. 
Carl Freedman.  Though literary critic Carl Freedman 
agrees with Heinlein that to define is to limit, he is 
clearly dissatisfied with Heinlein and others’ categorical 
attempts to do so.  In Critical Theory and Science Fiction 
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(2000), Freedman writes that “having failed to limit the 
category of science fiction by descriptive means...we are 
now in urgent need of a genuinely critical, analytic, 
definitional principle” (16).  Like Heinlein, however, 
Freedman positions science fiction as distinguishable from 
realism and fantasy.2  Like Heinlein’s, this distinction 
separates the “imaginary but possible” and the “imaginary 
but not possible.”  Expanding on the work of Darko Suvin, 
Freedman writes that  
science fiction is determined by the dialectic 
between estrangement and cognition. The first 
term refers to the creation of an alternative 
fictional world that, by refusing to take our 
mundane environment for granted, implicitly or 
explicitly performs an estranging critical 
interrogation of the latter.  But the critical 
character of the interrogation is guaranteed by 
the operation of cognition, which enables the 
science-fictional text to account rationally for 
its imagined world and for the connections as 
well as the disconnections of the latter to our 
own empirical world. (16-17) 
 
Where Freedman’s definition succeeds and surpasses 
Heinlein’s is in its theoretical rather than primarily 
descriptive interrogation of these distinctions. 
Further, Freedman’s concept of genre is more fluid than 
Heinlein’s.  His distinction between cognition and 
estrangement (and consequent extrapolation of the Heinlein’s 
concept of “imaginary but possible”) exists on a continuum.  
He writes,  
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If the dialectic is flattened out to mere 
cognition, then the result is ‘realistic’ or 
mundane fiction, which can cognitively account 
for its imaginings but performs no estrangement; 
if the dialectic is flattened out to mere 
estrangement (or, it might be argued, pseudo-
estrangement) then the result is fantasy, which 
estranges, or appears to estrange, but in an 
irrationalist theoretically illegitimate way. 
(16-17) 
 
Freedman’s definition further surpasses Heinlein’s in that 
it foregoes such esoteric technological criteria as the 
validity of Einstein’s theory, the measurability of extra 
sensory perception, or whether or not there is water on 
Mars; indeed it liberates science fiction works from the 
eras in which they were created.  “The crucial issue for 
generic discrimination,” he writes, “is not any 
epistemological judgment external to the text itself on the 
rationality or irrationality of the latter’s imaginings, but 
rather...the attitude of the text itself to the kind of 
estrangements being performed” (18).  This reference point 
allows Freedman to expand the genre beyond pulp 
entertainment at the same time that it frees it from a 
Heinleinesque privileging of the natural sciences. 
This privileging of “those texts in which cognitive 
estrangement is not only present but dominant” (22) allows 
Freedman to acknowledge Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein as the 
first science fiction novel in that it is “the first 
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important work of fiction to engage modern science seriously 
and to feature a scientist as its protagonist” (4).  Because 
of the fluidity allowed by his definition, a connection with 
science does not disallow Freedman from interrogating 
Dante’s Paradise Lost and Milton’s Inferno as feasible 
science fiction texts.  He writes, “It is in this sense of 
creating rich, complex, but not ultimately fantastic 
alternative worlds that Dante and Milton can be said to 
write science fiction” (15-16).  At the same time, 
Freedman’s definition is limited enough for him to be able 
to apply its criteria to designate a “preeminent author of 
modern science fiction.”3   
Film Science Fiction 
 Both Heinlein and Freedman look at science fiction as 
a categorical term that applies equally to both literary 
and cinematic texts.  However, there are differences 
between the two.  As James Monaco explains in How to Read 
a Film: The World of Movies, Media, and Multimedia: 
Language, History, Theory (2000), because of the 
complexity and variability of the image on the screen, 
“the observer is free to participate in the experience 
much more actively” than is the reader of a novel (46).  
That is, the control of the narrative shifts from author 
to viewer as the medium shifts from word to image.  
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Likewise, because the creation of a film, unlike the 
creation of a novel, is a collaborative project involving 
studios, producers, directors, writers, actors, and 
others, an authorial voice is often difficult to isolate, 
again further shifting the construction of meaning from 
author to viewer.  Since this project focuses on the “B” 
science fiction films of the 1950s, it is necessary to 
look at definitions that attempt specifically to 
theoretically illuminate, or at least descriptively 
categorize, science fiction films and how they affect as 
well as appeal to their viewers.   
 As with the overall definitions of the science 
fiction genre itself, many works on science fiction film 
provide definitions of and attempts to categorize science 
fiction films.  As in the previous section on science 
fiction as a whole, however, I intend in this section to 
provide two particular attempts to elucidate the science 
fiction film, attempts again that are separated both 
chronologically and epistemologically. 
Douglas Menville.  One cannot not look at Douglas 
Menville’s 1959 dissertation: A Historical and Critical 
Survey of the Science-Fiction Film.4  In this work, because 
of a limited amount of data, Menville is able to give a 
descriptive overview of (reasonably) all science fiction 
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films, beginning with Georges Melies’s Fantastic 
Hydrotherapy or The Doctor’s Secret (1900), A Trip to the 
Moon (1902), and The Impossible Voyage (1904) and ending 
contemporaneously with The Time Machine, Journey to the 
Center of the Earth, and On the Beach, films in 1959 only in 
production.  As do Heinlein and Freedman, Menville 
distinguishes science fiction from both realism and fantasy.  
He writes, 
The science-fiction film is based on speculation 
as to what could or will possibly occur, given a 
valid scientific premise.  To extrapolate on 
this premise, the film-maker enlarges upon it, 
speculates upon what could conceivably occur, no 
matter how improbable it may seem. (4) 
 
“As opposed to this,” he continues, “the ‘fantasy’ film 
would include all other types of film in which the bizarre, 
the unearthly, the supernatural occurs, and is either not 
explained or explained in supernatural, legendary or occult 
terms” (4-5). 
Further, in view of the considerable overlap between 
science fiction and horror evidenced in the film medium, 
Menville acknowledges and addresses the need for a separate 
category of horror.  “The ‘horror’ film,” he writes, “is 
actually a sub-category under ‘fantasy,’ but should be 
considered separately in view of its wide usage”(5).  
“Emphasis in the horror film,” he continues, 
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is upon those elements of story, acting 
direction, photography, sound and editing which 
horrify, frighten and shock.  The entire 
approach of a horror film is one of stimulating 
terror, a desire to appeal to that part of us 
which thrills to the unknown, the supernatural 
and the grotesque. (5) 
 
As Heinlein argues (and Freedman assumes), Menville 
acknowledges that “secondarily, of course, science-fiction 
offers tremendous opportunities and possibilities for satire 
and moral reform” (144).  As Freedman asserts (and Heinlein 
concedes), Menville realizes the slipperiness of any attempt 
at classification.  “The final consideration in classifying 
films for this study,” he writes, “was that of 
degree....Whenever the science-fiction element was deemed 
essential to the plot of the film, the film was included as 
science-fiction” (6). 
Menville’s ultimate definition of “true science-
fiction,” a definition both descriptive and (necessarily) 
subjective, admits into his canon and indeed privileges 
films “offering unlimited horizons of speculation, 
entertainment and escape” (157).  Thus, his canon includes 
The Thing (from Another World), despite its overtones of 
horror, as a science fiction work.  It clearly excludes The 
Wizard of Oz as fantasy and excludes Dracula and 
Frankenstein, despite the latter’s basis in scientific 
experimentation, as horror.  Further, Menville’s canon 
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excludes films such as The Atomic Kid and The Crimson Ghost 
because they “contain only small amounts of scientific 
speculation or include merely a science-fiction ‘gimmick’ or 
two in their plots, without which they would fall into some 
other category, such as gangster, musical or comedy” (6). 
Vivian Sobchack.  In 1980, Vivian Sobchack critically 
explored the genre in The Limits of Infinity: The American 
Science Fiction Film, an extensive overview and analysis, 
which was republished in 1987 with an additional preface and 
chapter as Screening Space: The American Science Fiction 
Film.  Like Menville, Sobchack confronts the distinction 
between the horror film and the science fiction film.  In 
fact, she constructs a definition of science fiction that 
would explicitly allow for the continuum that exists, 
particularly in film, between the two genres.  She writes, 
We need a definition of science fiction which 
gladly recognizes these hybrid forms as part of 
a spectrum which moves—on a sliding scale—from 
the sacred to the profane.  Such a definition 
might read: The SF film is a film genre which 
emphasizes actual, extrapolative, or speculative 
science and the empirical method, interacting in 
a social context with the lesser emphasized, but 
still present, transcendentalism of magic and 
religion, in an attempt to reconcile man with 
the unknown. (63) 
 
Within the construct of this definition, a film like Jason 
and the Argonauts is considered fantasy because it “feels no 
obligation to make itself credible in relation to the world 
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outside the film” (89).  Likewise, classic horror films like 
Frankenstein, Dracula, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and The Wolf 
Man are considered to fall under the horror rubric because 
within them “the world...is consistent in its values and 
predestined to find Man struggling with evil, menaced by 
protean outcasts who have been denied Eden” (35).  Finally, 
classic “B” films from the 1950s such as Them!, The Deadly 
Mantis, It Came from Beneath the Sea, The Beast from 20,000 
Fathoms, and The Monster that Challenged the World are 
(reluctantly) accepted into the genre. 
Interestingly, Sobchack’s survey of the science fiction 
film begins where Menville’s ends, overlapping, of course, 
on the remarkable decade of the fifties, at the end of which 
Menville observed a decline in the science fiction film and 
from the beginning of which Sobchack lays the foundation for 
the progression of the genre.  “[I]t must also be 
remembered,” Sobchack writes, “that although the SF film 
existed in isolated instances before World War II, it only 
emerged as a critically recognized genre after Hiroshima” 
(21).  For Sobchack, the “two seminal films (both adapted 
from literary sources) which together, at the beginning of 
the 1950s, seemed to describe the limits of the genre and 
caught the critics’ attention” are Destination Moon and The 
Thing.  According to Sobchack, these films established 
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trajectories leading to films that “have continued to 
display dual and opposing attitudes toward science, logic, 
and order” (24). 
The first part of Sobchack’s study concludes with films 
such as 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968), Silent Running (1972), 
Soylent Green (1973), Dark Star (1974), and ultimately Star 
Wars (1977), for which she has the highest praise: “The 
impassive third-person camera eye, in its flatness, its 
balanced and symmetrical attention to both the real and the 
imaginary, creates a wonder unique to science fiction” 
(144).  The second part of her study, which adopts a more 
ideological critical stance, focuses on mainstream hits of 
the 80s, such as Blade Runner (1982), E.T.: The Extra 
Terrestrial (1982), Return of the Jedi (1983), and Dune 
(1984), as well as on more marginal films such as Liquid Sky 
(1983), Repo Man (1984) and The Brother from Another Planet 
(1984). 
 Unlike Menville’s, Sobchack’s analysis is more 
formalist than chronological.  Freedman, discussing George 
Lucas’s Star Wars, notes “a spectacular hypertrophy of the 
specifically visual dimension associated with science-
fiction tales of space travel.”  “Given the centrality of 
the visual dimension to film as a medium,” he continues 
parenthetically, “it might even be argued that this one 
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factor establishes the generic dominance of science 
fiction in the filmic text” (22).  Indeed, Sobchack 
elucidates this visual dimension in detail in order to 
specifically identify the science fiction film.  She 
writes, 
Although it lacks an informative iconography, 
encompasses the widest possible range of time 
and place, and constantly fluctuates in its 
visual representation of objects, the SF film 
still has a science fiction ‘look’ and ‘feel’ to 
its visual surfaces.  This unique look and feel 
embraces all the films of the genre, is quickly 
recognized by the viewer, and begs for some kind 
of critical identification....The visual 
connection between all SF films lies in the 
consistent and repetitious use not of specific 
images, but of types of images which function in 
the same way from film to film to create an 
imaginatively realized world which is always 
removed from the world we know or know of.  The 
visual surface of all SF film presents us with a 
confrontation between and mixture of those 
images to which we respond as ‘alien’ and those 
we know to be familiar. (87) 
 
This specification reiterates, from a visual perspective,  
Heinlein’s concepts of “imaginary but possible” and 
“imaginary and not possible,” as well as Freedman’s concepts 
of “cognition” and “estrangement.”  The draw of the science 
fiction film rests, as Sobchack writes, “in the cinematic 
realization of an imaginary action occurring in what seems 
to be documented real space” (140).  While Sobchack does 
attempt to characterize the sound aspect of the science 
fiction film, she nonetheless acknowledges that it is 
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comprised of “a soundtrack which has often failed to meet 
the challenge of its accompanying visuals and which has been 
the butt of ridicule because of its generally reductive 
qualities, its inability to live up to the expectations set 
by the visual imagery it accompanies” (222).5 
1950s American Science Fiction Films 
Clearly Heinlein would disparage most of the films of 
this era, except of course for scientifically accurate 
films such Destination Moon (1950), for which he served as 
technical advisor and wrote the screenplay (based on his 
own novel Rocketship Galileo) with Rip Van Ronkel and 
James O’Hanlon.6  “A man who provides Mars with a dense 
atmosphere and an agreeable climate,” he writes, 
a man whose writing shows that he knows nothing 
of ballistics nor of astronomy nor of any modern 
technology would do better not to attempt 
science fiction.  Such things are not science 
fiction—entertainment they may be; serious 
speculation they cannot be. (30) 
 
What must he have thought about those films where 
astronauts kick back and have a cigarette in the cockpit 
after landing on a distant planet (Fire Maidens from Outer 
Space, 1956), where a race of people are small enough to 
fit in an Earthman’s pocket because of the low gravity on 
the floating asteroid on which they live (The Phantom 
Planet, 1960), or where a well-intentioned Louisiana 
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scientist’s use of hydrocortisone goes awry and turns 
wounded war veterans into alligators (The Alligator 
People, 1959) to cite only a few representative examples! 
Menville and Sobchack, as well as others, necessarily 
comment on the science fiction films of the 1950s as they 
constitute a particular moment in American social and film 
history.  Most, but for the exception of a few films, 
denigrate that moment.  More recent critics, myself 
included, have come to appreciate the value of this 
particular moment in social and film history, not because 
of the high-art cinematic style the films of the era do or 
do not embody, but rather, in part, for the insights they 
provide into the ideological consciousness of a pivotal 
era in American cultural history. 
Douglas Menville.  Menville divides the science fiction 
films of the 1950s into two chronological categories, as 
outlined in the chapters of his dissertation.  The first 
group he valorizes.  “The end of the war and the marvels of 
the atom suggested new possibilities for science-fiction in 
film” (156), he writes.  In “The Renaissance of the Science-
Fiction Film: 1950 to 1955,” he cites such films as 
Destination Moon, Rocketship X-M, The Thing, The Day the 
Earth Stood Still, When Worlds Collide, Flight to Mars, The 
Lost Continent, Unknown World, The Magnetic Monster, The 
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Beast from 20,000 Fathoms, Invaders from Mars, It Came from 
Outer Space, Cat-Women of the Moon, Donovan’s Brain, The War 
of the Worlds, The Creature from the Black Lagoon, Killers 
from Space, Monster from the Ocean Floor, Riders to the 
Stars, The Rocket Man, The Snow Creature, Tobor the Great, 
Target Earth, Them!, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, 
It Came from Beneath the Sea, and This Island Earth as 
representative of this bright new era. 
However, according to Menville, this period of 
renaissance was short lived.  “This boom in ‘good’ films,” 
he writes, “continued until around 1955, when the smaller, 
more cheaply made thrillers began to outnumber the bigger 
productions.  As more and more of these small films were 
produced, they became preoccupied with horror and shock 
aspects to the exclusion of more important elements” (156-
157).  In “The Declining Years: 1956 and 1957,” though he 
expresses appreciation for Invasion of the Body Snatchers, 
Earth vs. the Flying Saucers, Forbidden Planet, The 
Abominable Snowman of the Himalayas, The 27th Day, The 
Incredible Shrinking Man, The Fly, From the Earth to the 
Moon, The Time Machine, and Journey to the Center of the 
Earth, Menville laments the poor quality of such films as 
The Mole People, World without End, The Amazing Colossal 
Man, Attack of the Crab Monsters, Beginning of the End, The 
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Black Scorpion, The Deadly Mantis, The Giant Claw, Invasion 
of the Saucer Men, Kronos, The Land Unknown, The Monster 
that Challenged the World, The Invisible Boy, The Monolith 
Monsters, Attack of the 50-Foot Woman, The Brain from Planet 
Arous, Fiend without a Face, It! The Terror from Beyond 
Space, The Hideous Sun Demon, The Blob, I Married a Monster 
from Outer Space, Queen of Outer Space, First Man into 
Space, Monster on the Campus, and Attack of the Puppet 
People. 
The primary component that distinguishes a “good” film 
from a “poor” film (other than “big” and “small”) in 
Menville’s (what Freedman would call “precritical”) 
evaluation is the quality of the story.  Referring to the 
poorer films, he writes, 
The main ingredient which seems to be lacking in 
the conception of science-fiction films such as 
these, is story—something good and solid on 
which to base a shooting script.  The science-
fiction films of any given year which have been 
above the average, which have received the best 
critical acclaim, have been those based on 
established story material. (149) 
 
Actually, however, it is just the zany extemporaneousness of 
the films of this era that make them so amenable to cultural 
analysis. 
Richard Hodgens.  C. S. Lewis scholar Richard Hodgens 
in “A Brief, Tragical History of the Science Fiction Film” 
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from Focus on the Science Fiction Film (1972), concurs with 
Menville’s impression of late 50s films.  Indeed, he seems 
to loathe almost all the “B” science fiction films of the 
period.  Writing in 1959, he complains, “Science fiction 
filming as we know it today began in 1950 with Destination 
Moon, and has continued to the present, hideously 
transformed, as a minor category of production” (79).  While 
he evidences sufficient knowledge of the films of this era, 
he disparages films Menville, even Heinlein, might deem 
satisfactory. 
The list of films he considers hideous includes The 
Thing (“a most radical betrayal of its source” [83]), The 
Incredible Shrinking Man (“began its own minor series of 
increasingly poor films about people who are too small or 
too big” [85]), I Married a Monster from Outer Space (“an 
intolerable view of mixed marriage” [85]), The Forbidden 
Planet [sic] (“had something to do with the Id, but it might 
as well have been Grendel” [85]), The Fly (“impossible” 
[85], “inconsistent” [85], and “morally repugnant” 86]), not 
to mention the films in the “bloated insect horror” (84) 
category.  There are only three films of the era (“Perhaps 
there may be one or two others” [80]) that Hodgens deems 
acceptable, and those are three films produced by George 
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Pal: Destination Moon, When Worlds Collide, and War of the 
Worlds, though he offers criticisms of those films as well. 
Hodgens seems to hold an even stricter view than 
Heinlein as to the necessity of connection between science 
fiction and hard science.  He writes, “Science fiction 
involves extrapolated or fictitious science, or fictitious 
use of scientific possibilities...” (79).  Clearly this view 
is borne out by his selection of Destination Moon as a 
paragon of the era’s science fiction film.  At the same 
time, however, (in the same sentence, actually), Hodgens 
widens his definition of the genre to an almost illimitable 
extent.  He continues, “...or it may be simply fiction that 
takes place in the future or introduces some radical 
assumption about the present or the past” (79).  Hodgens 
seems particularly incensed by the popularity and commercial 
success the science fiction films of the 50s were enjoying.  
He protests that “money could be made by ‘science fiction’ 
that preyed on current fears symbolized crudely by any 
preposterous monster, and the only special expense involved 
would be for one monster suit” (83).  Though he admits that 
“[i]t may be argued that all the atomic monsters of SF films 
are symbols,” he maintains that “they are inapt, inept, or 
both” (88).  To the contrary, the cultural phenomena that 
produced these, to Hodgens “hideous,” vehicles of anxiety 
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are increasingly coming to fascinate literary and cultural 
critics today (an anxiety that many of us enjoyed riding 
like an out-of-control roller coaster during the cockamamie 
funhouse of the 50s). 
Vivian Sobchack.  Though Sobchack specifically tailors 
her definition of film science fiction to include the “B” 
science fiction films of the 1950s, one can’t help but sense 
that she does so somewhat grudgingly.  In Screening Space, 
she discusses what she refers to as “The Trouble with 
Creatures and Monsters.”  “The Creature cycle of the fifties 
and the Monster films,” she laments, despite the fact that 
there are “some exceptionally well done films” that “cannot 
be ignored,” “are neither horror nor SF films” (53, 55).  
Nonetheless, she continues, “[t]here is no way of either 
ignoring or purifying them” (55).  Her goal, then, is to 
“arrive at a more moderate evaluation of these hybrid films 
by coming up with a definition of SF film which can, instead 
of being threatened by such films, accommodate them” (55).  
Despite her acknowledgment that the films produced during 
the beginning of the decade were “seminal” to the 
trajectories of science fiction films that followed, she 
still seems to wish that they were different. 
Bill Warren.  It is impossible to write anything on 
American science fiction films of the 1950s without 
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acknowledging, indeed depending on, Bill Warren’s exhaustive 
and impressive Keep Watching the Skies!: American Science 
Fiction Movies of the Fifties Volume I 1950-1957 (1982) and 
subsequent Keep Watching the Skies!: American Science 
Fiction Movies of the Fifties Volume II 1958-1962 (1986).7  
Warren’s viewpoint on 1950s science fiction films, 
retrospectively as well during the decade itself, is 
completely antithetical to Hodgens’.  In Keep Watching the 
Skies! Volume I, he admits, “No matter if I hate or adore 
these movies, in a way I love them all, because they were my 
best friends when I was growing up” (I:viii). 
Even though Warren’s admittedly precritical work8 is an 
example of personal canon construction at its most dedicated 
and painstaking, he tries to avoid actually defining the 
genre.  “I am not going to try to define science fiction; 
that way madness lies,” he writes, “and the effort has 
ruined better minds than mine” (I:x).  He does not 
completely succeed in this attempt.  “To me,” his inevitable 
definition begins, 
a science fiction movie has to be a fantasy film 
in which the fantastic element is rationalized 
as being explicable in scientific terms....A 
movie like World Without End is science fiction 
because the time travel that happens in it is 
explained by a space ship going so fast that it 
pierces a ‘time barrier.’...[A]n attempt is made 
to explain it in quasiscientific terms. (1:x) 
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Despite the imprecision of this (non)definition, Warren does 
give parameters for works that are included in his study, 
parameters that, again, inevitably lead to an attempt to 
define. 
First, he writes that he “tried to include each and 
every film that has some element of science fiction 
important to the plot, no matter how insignificant the 
element is otherwise....In short, I define science fiction 
by content—does the movie have science fiction elements?—not 
by approach” (I:x).  Additionally, he “included only those 
films released theatrically in the United States” (1:xi).  
Finally, he excluded “the serials of the 1950s that were 
science fiction.  Serials operated on trends of their own,” 
he writes, “and there was very little cross-fertilization of 
ideas from serials to feature films, or vice versa” (I:xi).  
Further, Warren, like Sobchack, at least admits to a certain 
“look” as a defining quality of the science fiction film, at 
least the films of the period he is discussing.  This look 
he describes as “gray, flat and ‘realistic,’” almost 
“semidocumentary” (Ixiii). 
As a result of his wide parameters, Warren’s canon 
includes much more than it excludes, from 50s classics like 
The Day the Earth Stood Still and It Came from Outer Space, 
to film adaptations of science fiction classics like The 
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Time Machine and Journey to the Center of the Earth, to 
comedies like The Three Stooges in Orbit and The Absent 
Minded Professor, to Japanese films released in America like 
Mothra and The Mysterians, to horror films like Horrors of 
the Black Museum and House of Fright, to schlock trash like 
Mesa of Lost Women, Nude on the Moon, and Sex Kittens Go to 
College, to more mainstream films like The Man in the White 
Suit, The Mouse the Roared, Little Shop of Horrors, and The 
Manchurian Candidate, and the list goes on. 
Like Menville, Warren concurs that the quality of the 
science fiction film declined as the decade progressed.  
Writing in the preface of Volume II, he states, 
The story of the period covered by this volume 
is sadder, as things in decline always are.  The 
genre underwent two cycles in the 1950s, that of 
1950-54, spurred as it was by novelty and 3D, 
and the renaissance that got underway in mid-
1956; the SF film form underwent a change and 
was actually dying out by 1960....What was 
happening in the period beginning roughly in 
late 1959 on through the 60s was that the 1950s-
type SF film was being supplanted by another 
kind of movie: the horror film. (II:xvii) 
 
Despite this distressing admission, Warren remains the 1950s 
science fiction film genre’s ur-fan, recognizing the 
significance of these films earlier and more thoroughly than 
anyone else. 
Patrick Luciano.  In Them or Us: Archetypal 
Interpretations of Fifties Alien Invasion Films (1987), 
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Patrick Luciano, though certainly not as unabashedly as 
Warren, likewise appreciates these “B” films, from both 
historical and psychoanalytical perspectives.  He writes, 
“The proliferation of science fiction films is one of the 
most interesting developments in post-World War II film 
history.  An estimated 500 film features and shorts made 
between 1948 and 1962 can be indexed under the broad heading 
of science fiction” (1).  Luciano cites Sobchack, from The 
Limits of Infinity: The American Science Fiction Film, who, 
as he says, “succinctly states the typical critic’s attitude 
when she describes monster movies as ‘embarrassments’ that 
‘come under the most critical fire and are—in fact—often 
hated, usually for the least objective of reasons’” (1).  
Luciano’s entire work is, in fact, an attempt to redress, in 
a very particular manner, such dismissive evaluations.  “In 
light of this contemptuous attitude toward the alien 
invasion film,” he writes, “this study intends to show that 
alien invasion films are properly a subgenre separate from 
the horror genre and that C.G. Jung’s analytical psychology 
is the proper methodology to use in seeking the meaning 
inherent in these films” (1-2). 
Luciano, as is again typical of definitions of the 
genre, establishes parameters between science fiction and 
what science fiction is not.  In particular for his study, 
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he focuses on the distinction between science fiction and 
horror.  As Heinlein distinguishes between the “imaginary 
but not possible” and the “imaginary but possible,” and as 
Freedman distinguishes between estrangement and cognition, 
Luciano writes, “Horror exists within what I call the 
alternate world, while science fiction...exists within the 
continuous world” (6-7). 
Recent Criticism.  Recent criticism concerning the “B” 
science fiction films of the 50s, without eulogizing them, 
nonetheless values them for the rich store of information 
they provide for cultural study.  In his 1997 NYU 
dissertation, The American Science Fiction Film and Fifties 
Culture, for example, Adam Knee “demonstrate[s] a 
particularly significant shift in the science fiction 
genre’s figuration of containment anxieties through the 
1950s” (436).  In Screams of Reason: Mad Science and Modern 
Culture (1998), David J. Skal includes Hollywood “B” science 
fiction films, particularly of the fifties, in his 
exploration of “our multilevel cultural waltz with the 
maniac in the lab coat: where he’s been leading us, what 
he’s trying to tell us, and why he never really goes away” 
(28).  In Paranoia, The Bomb, and 1950s Science Fiction 
Films (1999), Cyndy Hendershot demonstrates how “1950s sf 
films chart our early attempts to make meaning out of the 
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unthinkable, to construct metaphors for representing the 
unrepresentable” (128).  With this project, I hope to add my 
small fragment of interest, research, and knowledge to all 
the aforementioned work. 
Parameters of the Canon Constructed for This Project 
For the purpose of this project, I have looked at a 
particular collection of films in a particular moment of 
film and social history in order to determine a canon 
representative of that moment.  By setting parameters for 
the collection I deem most representative of the science 
fiction films of the 1950s, I hope to contribute to an 
understanding of a critical component of the science 
fiction genre, an understanding that speaks to, with, and 
possibly against the definitions cited above.  In so 
doing, I am afraid that I, like Warren, have inevitably 
attempted to construct a potentially “mind-ruining” 
definition of my own, one whose foundation, unlike 
Freedman’s, is more inductive than theoretical. 
The definition that has arisen from the data I have 
assessed stipulates first that the science fiction film 
base its primary narrative on speculation from, as 
Menville states, “a valid scientific premise.”  The 
validity of the speculation that ensues from this premise, 
however, is not a primary concern for my definition, as it 
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is for Heinlein’s.  What is more important to the science 
fiction film, at least as it has evolved out of the 
crucial decade of the 50s, is, as Freedman argues with 
respect to the science fiction genre as a whole, the 
attitude of the text toward itself.  That is, to use the 
terminology of Kenneth Burke, the science fiction film 
bases its epistemological reality on science; science is 
its “God-term,” an inviolable screen through which reality 
manifests itself.  As such, what is important is that the 
film at least attempt to represent an ensuing as well as 
initial connection with what Luciano refers to as “the 
continuous world.” 
A second component of the definition that has arisen 
from the data I have assessed concerns the look and sound 
of the science fiction film as it embodies the film’s 
intersection of speculation and reality (or as Freedman 
would say, estrangement and cognition and as Sobchack 
would say, alien and familiar).  That is, the science 
fiction film uses realistic, almost documentary filmic 
techniques as a background from which extraordinary 
occurrences seem to logically arise.  Finally, the science 
fiction film, again as it has evolved out of the crucial 
decade of the 50s, has as its primary theme the 
intersection of the prevailing science of the era with the 
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nature of humankind, an intersection as often condemnatory 
as redemptive.  Because of the sudden increase of women 
entering the fields of science during and immediately 
after W.W.II, the nature of humankind is complicated by 
the issue of gender, a complication that renders the 
science fiction film a particularly fruitful site for 
exploration and interrogation of this issue. 
Methodology.  Because the pool of 1950s “B” science 
fiction films is a limited one, I have attempted to look at 
(generally that means to purchase on videotape and view at 
the very least one time) as many films as possible.  Those 
films I have not been able to look at, I have read about 
(usually in Warren, but also in various film and video 
guides, science fiction film histories, video catalogs, 
internet movie databases, and Variety’s Complete Science 
Fiction Reviews).  From the films I have looked at or read 
about, I have selected and catalogued a total of 114 films.  
(See the attached Filmography for a complete listing of 
these films along with relevant production information.)  I 
have selected these films on the basis of patterns I have 
discerned that are repeated consistently within them.  These 
patterns in production, plots, themes, and actors are 
described in detail below. 
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My selection and cataloging process was not unlike 
Warren’s with respect to my appreciation and direct 
experience of the era I am investigating.  Like Heinlein, 
Freedman, Menville, and Sobchack, however, I recognize 
that limits are needed for any critical interrogation to 
be useful.  First, my interest, like Sobchack’s, lies in 
the American film.  For the purpose of his survey, Warren 
considers American films to include all films released in 
the United States, no matter their country of origin.  
Thus, he includes, in particular, Japanese films such as 
Godzilla, King of the Monsters (1956), Rodan (1957), The 
H-Man (1959), and Mothra (1962).  I have limited my 
selection primarily to films made and released within the 
American studio system.  The effects of W.W.II. that in 
large part stimulated the science fiction film renaissance 
of the 50s were certainly experienced differently in 
countries that were not responsible for dropping the first 
atomic bomb, and their films reflect that cultural 
difference. 
I have included, however, films that though made 
outside of the United States, were made in conjunction 
with American studios and actors as well as those films 
that were fairly widely released and distributed in the 
United States.  These films include, for example, The 
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Abominable Snowman of the Himalayas (1957), The Crawling 
Eye (1958), and The Cosmic Monster (1958), starring 
American actor Forrest Tucker; Fiend Without a Face (1958) 
and First Man into Space (1959), starring American science 
fiction film actor, Marshall Thompson (also in It! The 
Terror from Beyond Space and Cult of the Cobra); and The 
Giant Behemoth (1959) and Day of the Triffids (1962), both 
of which experienced wide release. 
Second, like Heinlein, Freedman, Menville, Sobchack, 
Hodgens, Warren, and the general consensus on the genre, 
I, of course, limited films that would be considered for a 
canon of 1950s science fiction films to those that 
speculate from, as Menville states “a valid scientific 
premise.”  Along with Heinlein (probably much more than 
Heinlein), I have set the limits for what would constitute 
a scientific premise as “grandly and sweepingly as 
imagination permits.”  Thus a film such as 4D Man (1959), 
where exposure to a certain kind of radioactivity under a 
specific set of circumstances enables molecules to pass 
through one another, I consider to be science fiction.  A 
film such as The Giant Claw (1957), where a flying 
creature cannot be detected by radar because it has 
crossed over from a universe of anti-matter, I look at as 
science fiction.  Even as preposterous a film as The Brain 
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from Planet Arous, wherein an alien brain takes over the 
brain of an earth scientist and can only be destroyed by a 
blow to its Fissure of Rolando while it replenishes itself 
outside of its human host, I consider science fiction.  
This wild speculation on the barest of scientific 
hypotheses was characteristic of the period.  To the 
science fiction purist, such films are pure pulp.  
However, as representative as they are of the “B” science 
fiction films of the 1950s that laid the foundation for 
the science fiction films to follow, they cannot be 
denied. 
The issue that then arises, as Menville states, is 
“that of degree.”  “Whenever the science-fiction element 
was deemed essential to the plot of the film,” as Menville 
decided for the purposes of his survey, “the film was 
included as science-fiction” (6).  Now, of course, we are 
faced with the decision of determining what is 
“essential.”  Unlike Warren, who, as stated above, “tried 
to include each and every film that has some element of 
science fiction important to the plot, no matter how 
insignificant the element is otherwise,”9 I have followed 
Menville’s more practical method of excluding films that 
“contain only small amounts of scientific speculation or 
include merely a science-fiction ‘gimmick’ or two in their 
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plots, without which they would fall into some other 
category, such as gangster, musical or comedy” (6). 
Thus the compilation of 114 films that I have settled 
on as representative of the era does not include films such 
as Donovan’s Brain (1953) and The Atomic Brain (1964), 
where space and science are incidental to a crime plot.  
Likewise, my compilation excludes comedies, such as Abbot 
and Costello Go to Mars (1953) The Absent Minded Professor 
(1961), and The Three Stooges in Orbit (1962), within 
which the attitude toward the text, harkening back to 
Freedman, is not at all one of critical interrogation.  As 
well, I have excluded pictures such as Lost Continent 
(1951) and Jungle Hell (1956), for example, which include 
a rocket or flying saucer merely as pretext for a jungle 
adventure. 
The next way to limit a genre is to do what has been 
done over the years and that is to compare and contrast 
films from other categories.  As for all the above 
mentioned writers, the distinction between fantasy and 
science fiction is relatively easy to make, particularly 
with respect to the films of the 50s, where an effort not 
only to integrate but to foreground science was 
predominant.  Excluded from the 114 films I have selected 
as representative of the era, then, are films such as Two 
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Lost Worlds (1950), Prehistoric Women (1950), The 7th 
Voyage of Sinbad (1958), and other such pictures that have 
no intended connection with, as Luciano states, the 
continuous world. 
Distinguishing science fiction from horror, as do 
Menville, Sobchack, Warren, and Luciano, particularly 
considering the hybrid horror/science fiction films of the 
1950s, is a more difficult process.  In his second volume, 
Warren admits that “there are several SF movies included in 
this book that bridge the gap between SF and horror movies: 
those that included horror content, and featured a science 
fiction [rationalistic] approach” (II:xvii).  Following this 
criterion, I have included horrormeister William Castle’s 
The Tingler in my compilation of science fiction films, 
whereas I have excluded his (equally entertaining but 
exuberantly illogical) House on Haunted Hill (1958) and 13 
Ghosts (1960).  Further, I have excluded films that are 
clearly supernatural, such as Cult of the Cobra (1955), 
starring science fiction film regulars Faith Domergue and 
Marshall Thompson, even when these films feature other 
relevant characteristics of the genre. 
It is similarly difficult to precisely distinguish 
science fiction from realism, particularly considering, as 
Warren describes it, the semidocumentary look of the films 
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of the era.  Films such as Invasion U.S.A. (1953), On the 
Beach (1959), and Panic in Year Zero! (1962) are much more 
serious than other wildly speculative films of the era.  
Though the dialectic within them slants more toward 
cognition than estrangement, again harkening back to 
Freedman, I have definitely included films such as these 
in my list of films representative of the period, 
primarily because the proliferation of science fiction 
films in the 1950s was stimulated by the bomb as 
emblematic of the power of science.  Invasion U.S.A., On 
the Beach, Panic in Year Zero!, and films like them 
explore the ramifications of the bomb itself.  Though 
their focus is more realistic than in films such as Them!, 
Tarantula, or The Deadly Mantis that use symbols to 
represent the power of science, they nonetheless belong to 
the genre of films that speculated on the intersection of 
science and humanity during the period. 
As opposed to what I am excluding, what I am 
specifically looking for, as I have cited Sobchack above, 
is the “unique look and feel” that “embraces all the films 
of the genre” and “is quickly recognized by the viewer” 
(87).  While Sobchack provides a detailed “critical 
identification” (87) of this look and feel, my initial 
sense of them has been primarily experiential.  For 
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example, when one looks at film after film from the 1950s 
science fiction/horror/fantasy oeuvre, one can determine 
almost immediately what type of film will ensue.  For the 
science fiction film, there is first the realistic black 
and white cinematography, high contrast in the better made 
films, grainy in the cheaper ones, or there is the 
brilliant, optimistic, and at the time unrealistic 
Technicolor of the prestige films.  Secondly, the opening 
scenes include a dramatic explosion, usually of an atomic 
bomb, a view of Earth from space, a rocketship, space 
itself, a laboratory, sometimes all of the above. 
Often, there are portentous voiceovers (a scroll in 
the cheaper films) with characteristic pronouncements on 
atom bombs and intercontinental rockets, satellites, 
flying saucers, UFOs.  These voiceovers contain references 
to the military: the Secretary of Defense, the Air 
Intelligence Command, the United States Space Command, the 
Hemispheric Defense Command.  There is talk about the 
planet Mars, Earth, Planet X.  Often there are biblical 
exhortations: “And the Lord said I will destroy man whom I 
have created from the face of the Earth” (Attack of the 
Crab Monsters), or “Since biblical times, man has 
witnessed and recorded strange manifestations in the sky 
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and speculated on the possibilities of visitors from 
another world” (Earth vs. the Flying Saucers).10 
There is Man himself: Man, with his God-given genius 
of science, ever-inventive Man, Man who goes forward into 
the unknown.  Not surprisingly, there is science, science, 
science: an obscure scientist; the Second Scientific 
Expedition; the frontiers of science; the science of 
speed, travel, radio; the science that has made man’s 
lifetime bigger and the world smaller.11  Often, there is 
an alienating soundtrack, one that uses a Theremin or 
similar eerie sounding instrument.  Sometimes there is a 
vacuous silence.  Finally, you know it when you experience 
it: that sense, as the film goes on, that the distinctly 
alien is gradually being incorporated into the decisively 
familiar. 
“Admittedly,” as Menville acknowledges, “any 
classification of films into specific groups must, in the 
last analysis, be largely a matter of personal opinion” 
(4), and his assertion is certainly true even beyond 
issues of classification.  Several films I have excluded 
from the 114 films I have settled on as representative of 
the era, I have excluded not because of limits, but rather 
simply because I do not have them, can’t get them, have not 
seen them.  Some examples of these films are The Creature 
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with the Atom Brain (1955), directed by Edward L. Cahn and 
written by Curt Siodmak; The Flame Barrier (1958), starring 
science fiction regular Arthur Franz; Fred F. Sears’ The 
Night the World Exploded (1957); Jack Arnold’s The Space 
Children (1958); and Roger Corman’s War of the Satellites 
(1958).  In some cases, films were available, but I just 
didn’t want them.  For example, Space Master X-7 (1958), 
though directed by science fiction regular Edward Bernds and 
co-written by the ubiquitous George Worthing Yates, is 
described in terms of its connection with The Three Stooges.  
Likewise, Roger Corman’s The Creature from the Haunted Sea 
(1960) is described in the Movies Unlimited Video Database 
as “half-horror/half-spoof.”  These types of films are 
referentially rather than inherently science fiction.   
Nonetheless, the 114 films I have selected and 
catalogued, though anyone may see fit to make changes either 
from personal experience or on a theoretical basis, provide 
a thorough though not exhaustive foundation for analysis of 
the “B” science fiction films of the 1950s.  My approach to 
looking at these films is like Sobchack, Luciano, Knee, and 
Hendershot’s with respect to the critical analysis I attempt 
to provide, but as we shall see below, a feminist analysis 
is my primary focus.12  (See the attached Filmography for 
information regarding representations of women in science in 
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the films of the 50s: actresses, characters, roles, and 
excerpts that illustrate each role’s relation to the 
entirety of the film in which it occurs.) 
Time Period.  The genre of the American 1950s “B” 
science fiction film has a strict temporal component.  The 
canon I have constructed for this project is certainly not 
unrelated to earlier filmic texts such as William Cameron 
Menzies’ visual speculation on the progress of mankind in 
his 1936 Things to Come13 or Fritz Lang’s expression of 
dystopia in his 1926 Metropolis.  It characterizes a 
certain moment in the history of film (as well as the 
history of science fiction itself), but can be described 
as more of a rupture in that historical chronology than as 
a development of it.  To repeat Menville, “The end of the 
war and the marvels of the atom suggested new 
possibilities for science-fiction in film” (156).  In 
particular, the era was influenced by the sudden awareness 
that mankind, through science, now had the power to destroy 
itself.  Further, it was becoming clear that advances in 
technology would soon be able to take mankind beyond the 
limits of Earth itself.  Moreover, a more subtle, interior, 
paradigmatic shift resulted from the realization that, as 
had occurred during the war, women’s roles not only had 
changed, but were in effect able to change. 
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Likewise, though the “B” science fiction films of the 
1950s are not completely disconnected from the creature 
classics of the 1940s, such classics as Dracula, 
Frankenstein, The Wolf Man, and The Mummy, they form a 
separate rather than continuous genre.  These 1940s horror 
classics were indeed influential on popular 1950s horror 
films such as William Castle’s 13 Ghosts and House on 
Haunted Hill, or Curse of the Demon, King Kong, or Mighty 
Joe Young.  The science fiction films of the period, 
however, focused more on speculation grounded in scientific 
premises than, as I have cited Sobchack above, on the 
“transcendentalism of magic and religion.” 
The time period for the era of science fiction films 
that I deem a basis for this project begins in 1950 with 
the release of Rocketship X-M and Destination Moon and in 
1951 with the release of The Thing (from Another World).  
From this beginning, three distinct, though certainly 
interrelated, trajectories emerged: from Destination Moon, 
the trajectory of technical science fiction; from The 
Thing, the hybridity of science fiction and horror that 
led to the infamous creature features; and from the 
smaller budgeted and lesser known (though it was 
definitely a money maker in its time) Rocketship X-M, the 
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interrelation of science fiction and human drama.  As Knee 
writes,  
Rocketship X-M’s mixture of fictional science 
and romantic adventure would prove to be far 
more influential to the development of the 
science fiction film than Pal’s relatively dry 
scientific speculation.  Indeed, where 
Destination Moon sacrificed dramatic excitement 
to an emphasis on supposed accuracy of 
scientific detail and hardly compelling special 
effects, Rocketship X-M delivered lively 
entertainment on a minimal budget and solidly 
established what would become some central 
conventions of the genre. (87) 
 
Knee and I are both grateful for the strength of Rocketship 
X-M’s influence. 
Like Warren, I end the time period for the 1950s 
explosion of science fiction films in the early to mid-
1960s.  This change is evidenced by the formulaic, self-
referential, comedic nature of the later films of the era, 
such as the remake of It Conquered the World (1956) for 
television as Zontar, Thing from Venus (1966) and the remake 
of Invasion of the Saucer Men (1957) as the even more 
comedic The Eye Creatures (1965).  This change is also 
evidenced by the infiltration of science fiction films with 
conventions from emerging “teen operas” of the era, in films 
such as, for example, Bert I. Gordon’s 1965 Land of the 
Giants, starring contemporary teen idols Beau Bridges, 
Johnny Crawford, and Tommy Kirk (as well as future teen 
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star, Ron Howard) and Larry Buchanan’s 1967 Mars Needs 
Women, also starring Tommy Kirk as well as Yvonne Craig 
(soon to become television’s Batgirl). 
 The end of the era of the “B” science fiction films 
of the fifties primarily occurred as a result of very real 
changes in scientific fact, changes which became 
commonplace knowledge through the personal (and mass 
cultural) experience of watching dramatic TV transmissions 
of the NASA Mercury Program’s blasts not only into space, 
but into our American consciousness.  The launch of 
Sputnik in October 1957 changed the focus of film science 
fiction from wildly speculative to necessarily realistic 
depictions of space travel (culminating in the combination 
of both elements in 2001: A Space Odyssey).  Alan Shepard 
in Freedom 7 and Gus Grissom in Liberty Bell 7 leapt into 
sub-orbital space within months of each other in 1961.  
John Glenn orbited the Earth in Friendship 7 in February 
1962, followed that same year by Scott Carpenter in Aurora 
7, and in 1963 by Wally Schirra in Sigma 7 and Gordon 
Cooper in Faith 7.  Finally, humankind’s first real foray 
into space reached its visual culmination with the Apollo 
11 mission by Neil Armstrong, Michael Collins, and Buzz 
Aldrin in July 1969, when the Eagle landed on the moon and 
Armstrong made his first small step.14 
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 The drama of these actual experiences superceded and 
overwhelmed cinematic attempts to speculate on them.  As 
Warren writes,  
When artificial satellites and spaceships were 
still in the realm of imagination, movies could 
do anything and be anything; space was a weird, 
mysterious realm.  But soon enough, where there 
were people whose profession was spaceship pilot 
(we called them astronauts), filmed SF 
contracted rather than expanded. (II:xix) 
 
Indeed, for audiences of the scientifically innocent 50s, 
there were few restrictions on the imagination with respect 
to space travel, the existence of extraterrestrial life, the 
very power of science.  For post-NASA science fiction era 
audiences, however, an era of wild speculation in which even 
the almost impossible was possible had ended. 
Production.  Along with a temporal aspect, the canon I 
have constructed for this project privileges films where 
there was direct studio involvement, films that were 
intended primarily to capitalize on mass audience anxieties 
of the era, to make money, to sell tickets.  In this 
project, I look specifically at works that were intended not 
to be artifacts, but rather to be marketed as commodities.  
The patterns I have discerned with respect to production 
that are repeated consistently involve studios, producers, 
directors and writers. 
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Major studios that produced and/or released science 
fiction films from 1950 to the early 1960s are broken down 
from my compilation of 114 films as follows: American 
International (22), Universal-International (15), Allied 
Artists (12), Columbia (9), 20th Century-Fox (8), United 
Artists (7), MGM (5), Paramount (5), Warner Bros. (5), 
Lippert (3), and RKO (2).  While most pictures were farmed 
out to smaller independent subsidiaries, quite a few were 
backed and produced by the big studios themselves: Colossus 
of New York, Conquest of Space, I Married a Monster from 
Outer Space, and When Worlds Collide (Paramount); The Day 
the Earth Stood Still, The Fly, and Journey to the Center of 
the Earth (20th Century-Fox); Queen of Outer Space and World 
Without End (Allied Artists); Forbidden Planet (MGM); and 
Them! (Warner Bros.).  By far, the studio most invested in 
the science fiction film bonanza of the 50s, however, was 
Universal-International, which backed production of 12 of 
the 15 films it released. 
My interest in the production aspect of the science 
fiction films of the 50s privileges certain films over 
others.  As Warren writes, 
The usual precedent-setting films (at all times) 
are rarely expensive major studio productions, 
or the cheapest of the cheap—in both cases, the 
profit margin it too slim to take chances.  But 
once the middle-budget films make a mint in a 
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new area, in come the bigger-budgetted movies 
and the cheapie-fast-buck operators. (II:xviii) 
 
Thus, an analysis of the science fiction films of the 50s 
must certainly focus on early groundbreaking films such as 
20th Century-Fox’s The Day the Earth Stood Still (1951) or 
Warner Bros.’ Them! (1954).  It would also minimize the 
importance of such films as Plan 9 from Outer Space and 
Robot Monster, films that were produced so far outside the 
mainstream studio system as to be more representative of 
an individual mind than of the overall consciousness of 
the era. 
At the same time, big budget pictures such as MGM’s 
1960 adaptation of H.G. Wells’ The Time Machine, 20th 
Century Fox’s 1959 version of Jules Verne’s Journey to the 
Center of the Earth, and Columbia Pictures’ 1961 rendering 
of Verne’s Mysterious Island would be less significant 
than the middle-range, risk-taking films that capitalized 
directly on the era’s zeitgeist.  Menville complains that 
in these smaller films, “Important production elements, 
such as story, acting and direction were neglected in 
favor of the ‘monster’ or whatever the given menace 
happened to be.”  “No longer did the science-fiction film 
attempt to astound and stimulate”; he continues, “its 
emphasis shifted to ‘shock value’” (149).  I would argue 
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that it is primarily by analyzing these monsters and their 
shock value that the ideological consciousness of the post-
W.W.II, pre-Sputnik era can be discerned.  Thus, I find the 
middle range films, such as those produced by Universal-
International or farmed out by American International or 
produced by smaller studios like Lippert Pictures to be most 
fruitful for analysis. 
The “B” science fiction film genre of the 50s had its 
own stable of producers, directors, and writers who 
contributed greatly to the nature of films released in the 
commercial arena.  Some of the major producers represented 
in my compilation of films include William Alland (9 
films), Bert I. Gordon (7 films), Roger Corman (5 films), 
Charles H. Schneer (5 films), Herman Cohen (4 films), 
George Pal (4 films), and those ubiquitous independent 
producers James H. Nicholson and Samuel Z. Arkoff (8 films 
between them).  Some of the major directors were (again) 
Bert I. Gordon (7 films), Jack Arnold (6 films), Roger 
Corman (5 films), Nathan Juran, occasionally writing as 
Nathan Hertz (5 films), Edward Bernds (3 films), and 
Edward L. Cahn (3 films).  Some of the major writers were 
George Worthing Yates, who wrote (or contributed story 
material to) 6 films; Bert I. Gordon (again) 5 films; and 
David Duncan 4 films, and Orville H. Hampton 2 films. 
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Obviously, this system was a male dominated one.  
However, a few women’s names do pop up: Kate Philips co-
wrote the screenplay for The Blob, Thelma Schnee wrote the 
screenplay for The Colossus of New York, Fiend Without a 
Face was based on a short story by Amelia Reynolds Long, 
Patricia Fielder wrote the screenplay for The Monster that 
Challenged the World, Charlott Knight (with Ray Harryhausen) 
contributed the story idea for 20 Million Miles to Earth, 
and Helen Ainsworth produced The 27th Day.  Despite the lack 
of direct female involvement, however, as we shall see 
throughout this project, the films of the era dealt 
persistently with issues concerning women. 
Plots.  The major plot devices of the era can be 
broken down into three basic types: travel into space, 
arrival of aliens on earth, and unnatural creatures.  The 
travel-into-space plot was initiated in 1950 by 
Destination Moon and Rocketship X-M.  This plot trajectory 
eventually led to various real and imaginary locations: 
the moon (Cat Women of the Moon, Project Moonbase), Mars 
(The Angry Red Planet, Flight to Mars), a completely 
fictional planet (Altair Four in Forbidden Planet, 
Metalluna in This Island Earth, Rayton in The Phantom 
Planet), into the stratosphere (First Man into Space), or 
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Earth in the future, usually arrived at accidentally 
(World Without End, Beyond the Time Barrier). 
The arrival-of-aliens on earth plot trajectory was 
initiated by The Flying Saucer, which was more a 1940s 
crime/spy drama than science fiction; and by The Day the 
Earth Stood Still and The Thing (from Another World), both 
now considered science fiction film classics.  The aliens in 
this type of plot come variously from Venus, Mars, 
Metalluna, the planet Arous, the Andromeda Nebula, Davanna, 
Planet X, the moon, Another World, or simply Outer Space.  
Some are motivated by mindless destruction, a pure desire to 
conquer (Invaders from Mars, Invisible Invaders, It! The 
Terror from Beyond Space, Target Earth, The Thing, War of 
the Worlds).  Often, the aliens arrive with a warning about 
mankind’s potential to destroy itself (The Day the Earth 
Stood Still, The Cosmic Monster, Earth vs. the Flying 
Saucers). 
Generally the aliens are superior to the people of 
Earth in mental abilities and scientific know-how, but are 
deficient in the essential humanity that defines the human 
race.  Some have as their goal the domination of Earth due 
to the fact that their own planet is facing its own 
particular catastrophe.  In I Married a Monster from Outer 
Space, for example, the alien planet has no more women and 
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the males intend to reproduce with women from Earth.  The 
Metallunans in This Island Earth need scientific information 
on the conversion of nuclear power to energy so that they 
can continue to ward off the attacks of the Zahgons on their 
own planet; nonetheless, their ultimate plan is to colonize 
Earth.  All of the aliens that arrive on Earth, whatever 
their intent, are potentially dangerous and must be heeded, 
if not outright defeated. 
The unnatural creature plot trajectory includes animal 
(or animal-like) creatures, non-animal creatures, and 
unnatural humans.  Films that center around animal creatures 
include Attack of the Crab Monsters, Attack of the Giant 
Leeches, Beast from 20,000 Fathoms (the creature is a 
rhedosaurus), The Beginning of the End (giant locusts), The 
Black Scorpion, The Deadly Mantis, Earth vs. the Spider, The 
Giant Gila Monster, The Killer Shrews, The Monster that 
Challenged the World (prehistoric sea snails), Tarantula, 
Them! (giant ants), and 20 Million Miles to Earth (a 
Venusian Ymir).  Non-animal, but just as destructive, 
creatures include The Blob, Kronos, and The Monolith 
Monsters. 
Human beings become unnatural in various ways.  
Wounded men turn into reptiles in The Alligator People.  
The Amazing Colossal Man and The 50 Foot Woman grow large.  
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A scientist becomes an insect in The Fly.  A physicist can 
penetrate matter in 4D Man.  A mad scientist creates a 
monster from the body parts of teenage car crash victims 
in I Was a Teenage Frankenstein.  An evil psychiatrist 
plunges a maladjusted teenager too deep into his 
unconscious in I Was a Teenage Werewolf.  The Incredible 
Shrinking Man and The Puppet People grow tiny.  The Leech 
Woman reverses the aging process.  A professor of 
paleontology devolves into the Monster on the Campus.  “X” 
the Man with the X-Ray Eyes ultimately rips his own super-
powerful eyes out of his head. 
As with any categorization schema, the boundaries for 
these plot trajectories are far from fixed.  While Conquest 
of Space and Destination Moon, for example, consist 
primarily of the travel-into-space plot trajectory, The 
Angry Red Planet and Cat Women of the Moon contain plot 
trajectories concerning unnatural creatures as well.  In The 
Angry Red Planet, the unnatural creatures are plant-like, 
intent on repelling a race they perceive as too warlike; in 
Cat Women, the unnatural creature is a sensible Earth woman 
turned renegade under the mental control of a proto-feminist 
Moon queen.  While the plot of The Atomic Submarine 
primarily concerns defeating an giant, antagonistic, alien 
eyeball, the alien in Attack of the 50 Foot Woman engenders 
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a life-altering metamorphosis in an otherwise simply unhappy 
wife of an abusive, philandering husband.  While the plot of 
It! The Terror from Beyond Space focuses on the defeat of a 
mindless killer from Mars, the telepathic creature from 
Venus in It Conquered the World is intent on creating a more 
suitable planet for the universe by divesting Earth people 
of their unpredictable and illogical emotions. 
Underlying Themes.  Persistent underlying themes of 
metamorphosis and science gone mad are embedded in all of 
these plot trajectories.  Creatures grow large and 
voracious.  Human beings undergo changes in size, in 
ability, or change to animal or animal-like states.  Most 
pervasively, they undergo changes with respect to their 
minds, wills, and/or emotions, as in The Abominable Snowman 
of the Himalayas, The Brain from Planet Arous, The Brain 
Eaters, Cat Women of the Moon, The Crawling Eye, I Married a 
Monster from Outer Space, Invaders from Mars, Invasion of 
the Body Snatchers, It Came from Outer Space, It Conquered 
the World, and Kronos. 
The theme of science gone mad is reflected in 
paranoia about the bomb and the concept of scientist as 
overreacher.  Paranoia about the bomb is expressed in 
films such as, for example, The Amazing Colossal Man, The 
Beginning of the End, The Hideous Sun Demon, It Came from 
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Beneath the Sea, and Them!, whose terrors derive from the 
direct consequences of exposure to atomic radiation.  It 
is also reflected in films such as The Angry Red Planet, 
The Day the Earth Stood Still, Earth vs. the Flying Saucers, 
and Red Planet Mars that incorporate powerful anti-war 
messages.  “Your civilization has not progressed beyond 
destruction, war and violence against yourselves and 
others,” an outraged Martian from the angry red planet, 
for example, warns “men of Earth.”  “Do as you will to 
your own and your planet,” it allows,  
but remember this warning: Do not return to 
Mars!  You will be permitted to leave for this 
sole purpose: carry the warning to Earth.  Do 
not come here.  We can and will destroy you, all 
life on your planet, if you do not heed us.  You 
have seen us, been permitted to glimpse our 
world.  Go now.  Warn mankind not to return 
unbidden. 
 
The Alligator People, The Cosmic Monster, The Fly, 
Forbidden Planet, 4D Man, I Was a Teenage Frankenstein, I 
Was a Teenage Werewolf, and Tarantula are only some of the 
films which embody the theme of scientist as overreacher.  
In films such as these, a spirit of unbridled scientific 
inquiry leads not only to the individual inquirer’s 
destruction but seriously endangers the rest of humanity 
as well.  Freedman notes that Shelley’s Frankenstein is 
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“ultimately conservative and hostile to science.”  
Nonetheless, he argues that this  
hostility by no means cancels the 
epistemological radicalism of the novel, its 
sense that the most fundamental of material and 
intellectual categories—condensed into the 
problem of life itself—can no longer be taken 
for granted but are now somehow up for grabs and 
can be challenged and rethought. (4) 
 
So it is with these films of the 50s.  The individual’s 
power to heal, to alter, to dominate can no longer be taken 
for granted.  The essential nature of humankind, our 
relation to other species in the universe, is called into 
question. 
Actors and Actresses.  Despite their general lack of 
influence on actual content and production matters, the 
actors and actresses who appeared in the science fiction 
films of the 50s, those who gave dimension to studio 
sanctioned ideas, remain the most memorable in the public 
consciousness, the most powerful vehicles for expression of 
contemporary ideologies. 
In fact, Luciano sees fit to create an iconography of 
1950s science fiction actors.  “Certainly one of the more 
intriguing aspects of the alien invasion genre,” he writes, 
“is the near repertory company of male performers who 
dominated the genre” (56).  “The actors themselves are a 
convention,” he asserts (60).  He classifies his iconography 
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into two primary types.  The “romantic visionary hero” (57) 
is represented by  Richard Carlson (It Came from Outer 
Space), Arthur Franz (Flight to Mars, Invaders from Mars, 
Monster on the Campus), Richard Denning (Target Earth!), Rex 
Reason (This Island Earth), and John Agar (Brain from Planet 
Arous, Revenge of the Creature).  The “practical ‘guts ‘n 
glory guys’” (57), against whom the romantic visionaries are 
often counterpoised, are represented by actors like Kenneth 
Tobey (The Thing, It Came from Beneath the Sea) and Marshall 
Thompson (Fiend Without a Face, First Man into Space, It! 
The Terror from Beyond Space).  Then there is the “pragmatic 
man of action...found in the secondary roles” (58).  These 
men, usually military men and/or fathers to intrepid young 
daughters, are played by actors like the ubiquitous Morris 
Ankrum (Beginning of the End, Earth vs. the Flying Saucers, 
Flight to Mars, The Giant Claw, Invaders from Mars, Kronos, 
Red Planet Mars, Rocketship X-M, and “X” The Man with the X-
Ray Eyes) and Thomas Browne Henry (Beginning of the End, The 
Brain from Planet Arous, Earth vs. the Flying Saucers, How 
to Make a Monster, and 20 Million Miles to Earth). 
Whereas Luciano’s iconography privileges men, this 
project privileges women.  As much as I admire Bill Warren’s 
work, listen to what he has to say about the female 
characters in the science fiction films of the 50s: 
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“Occasionally woman characters had male names but this 
didn’t play any part in the plot.”  Actually, the giving of 
male names to woman characters—Marty Hunter, Lee Hunter, 
Dale, Lesley, Pat Bennett, Pat Blake, Pat Medford, Nikki, 
and Steve—is a bit more than occasional and is quite a 
significant component of the genre.  Warren unfortunately 
(and erroneously) continues, 
(Usually when the woman character has a woman’s 
name, she has a relationship established with 
the hero before the story even starts.  Then she 
doesn’t even have to seem competent.)  Almost 
none of these women have a distinctive 
personality; even more than the male leads, 
which is not saying much, the leading women 
characters are interchangeable. (I:xiii) 
 
As Luciano felt the need to redress the negative attitude 
toward the science fiction films of the 1950s, it is the aim 
of this project to redeem the image of woman in those films 
by foregrounding women’s roles in order to show, not only 
how varied, but also how central they were to the genre of 
1950s “B” science fiction films. 
Representations of Women in 1950s “B” Science Fiction Films 
My interest in the roles of women privileges films in 
which women do, in fact, play active roles.  Thus a film 
like The Atomic Submarine, for example, though it includes 
many of the characteristic components of 50s science fiction 
(an alien invader, a “romantic visionary hero” in conflict 
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with a “practical ‘guts ‘n glory’ guy,” a script by Orville 
H. Hampton), is not particularly interesting to me because 
the only woman character in it is a floozy type, peripheral 
to the action, there to appease male lust and momentarily 
masculinize the hero.  Likewise, Destination Moon and 
Conquest of Space do not have significant women characters.  
Except for an extraordinary extended dance sequence in 
Conquest of Space and the overwhelming power of women in it, 
the few women’s roles are peripheral to the action.  Such 
films, however, despite what Warren and reviewers like him 
may think, are not representative of the genre, which 
contains a multitude of actresses in a variety of non-
interchangeable roles. 
There are indeed woman characters who have women’s 
names as well as established relationships with the hero 
before the story starts.  However, these women are as 
interesting and varied as they are competent.  There is 
Joyce Meadows as Sally Fallon, for example, dutiful daughter 
of John Fallon (played by Thomas Browne Henry) and virtuous 
(but tantalizing) fiancée of brilliant scientist Steve March 
(John Agar) in the Brain from Planet Arous.  It is Sally who 
ultimately discovers the Achilles heel of the insatiable 
alien Brain.  There is Patricia Neal as widow Helen Benson, 
discontented fiancée of Tom Stevens (Hugh Marlowe) and brave 
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confidante of benevolent alien Klaatu in The Day the Earth 
Stood Still.  There is Lola Albright as schoolteacher Cathy 
Barrett, fiancée of geologist Dave Miller (Grant Williams) 
and kind rescuer of a suddenly orphaned little girl in The 
Monolith Monsters. 
There are as well roles for dutiful wives.  Jean Byron, 
for example, plays Connie Stewart, the newly pregnant wife 
of scientific investigator Dr. Jeffrey Stewart (Richard 
Carlson) in The Magnetic Monster.  However, there is also 
Allison Hayes as the proud, outraged Nancy Fowler Archer, 
wife of puny, philandering Harry in The Attack of the 50 
Foot Woman.  Moreover, as is not unusual for the genre, The 
Attack of the 50 Foot Woman features two noteworthy roles 
for women.  Yvette Vickers (also of The Attack of the Giant 
Leeches) as the shamelessly slutty Honey Parker is as right 
for Harry as Nancy is wrong.  In It Conquered the World, 
Beverly Garland as Claire, wife of misguided scientist Dr. 
Tom Anderson, sacrifices herself in fighting the invader 
from Venus and thus saves the world.  Sally Fraser, on the 
other hand, as Joan, yields to the invader and is murdered 
by her altruistic husband, Dr. Paul Nelson. 
Many films, in fact, feature more than one woman 
character.  In The Phantom Planet, Colleen Gray is the 
conniving Liara, who competes with Deloris Faith’s mute and 
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docile Zetha for the attentions of a stranded United States 
astronaut.  (Zetha is the victor; Liara, however, ultimately 
pairs up with the equally conniving Herron from her own 
planet.)  In The Leech Woman, Gray’s aging June Talbot 
murders Sally Howard (Gloria Talbot), the young fiancée of 
disloyal attorney Neil Foster (Grant Williams) and stuffs 
her in a closet when Howard confronts her about encroaching 
on her territory.  In Flight to Mars, Dr. Jim Barker’s “able 
assistant” Carol Stafford (Virginia Huston) loses out to 
Martian scientist Alita (Marguerite Chapman), whose interest 
in science, unlike Stafford’s, is not based on a desire to 
seduce a male scientist.  (Stafford eventually pairs up with 
a much more suitable mate.) 
In The Crawling Eye, Janet Munro and Jennifer Jayne 
play devoted sisters Sarah and Anne Pilgrim, traveling 
entertainers.  Sarah is a vulnerable psychic medium, whom 
her older sister devotedly protects.  (They both end up with 
suitable mates at the end of the picture, after the crawling 
eyes are defeated, of course.)  In The Incredible Petrified 
World, seasoned news photographer Dale Marshall (Phyllis 
Coates) has it out with ingenuous oceanographer Lauri Talbot 
(Sheila Noonan): 
Talbot:  You should have kept that.  It may be 
awhile before you get anything else to read. 
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Marshall:  When I need your advice, I’ll ask for 
it. 
Talbot:  I’m sorry.  I didn’t realize... 
Marshall:  You don’t realize a lot of things.  You 
probably never will. 
Talbot:  I didn’t mean to intrude, Dale.  It was 
just a friendly joke. 
Marshall:  Friendly.  Heh, heh.  Well, you just 
listen to me, Miss Innocent.  There’s nothing 
friendly between two females.  There never was and 
there never will be. 
Talbot:  I’m sorry you feel that way.  I was 
hoping we could help each other. 
Marshall:  You don’t need any help and neither do 
I.  Not as long as we have two men around us. 
 
Fortunately for the feminist in me, by the end of the 
picture, Marshall comes to her senses and admits she was 
wrong. 
Further, there is a particular sub-genre of films 
that contain multiple roles for women.  World Without End, 
for example, contains three distinct and significant 
female roles.  Nancy Gates is Garnet, traditionally 
feminine and submissive.  Then there is stately Shawn 
Smith as the bit-too-aggressive scientist Elaine: “Why are 
the women so, so vital,” a male object of her attention 
questions his colleague, “and the men so different?”  
Finally, there is Lisa Montell’s Deena, the young mutant 
girl, who though typically smitten by the male hero, 
nonetheless asserts her right to participate in the 
adventure.  Cat Women of the Moon not only features Marie 
Windsor as astronaut/navigator Helen Salinger, it also 
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features Alpha, Zeta, Lambda and other moon women played 
by the Hollywood Cover Girls.  Queen of Outer Space 
features not only the inimitable Zsa Zsa Gabor as Martian 
scientist Talleah, it also features a phalanx of women 
characters—Motiya, Kaeel, Odeena, and other Venusian 
Amazons under the control of their tragically flawed 
leader, Yllana.  “Professor, what do you make of all 
this?” a marooned astronaut announces to one of his 
colleagues.  “There’s nothing but women!” 
Despite the variety of women’s roles in the “B” science 
fiction film genre of the 1950s, one can, as Luciano 
constructed an iconography of male actors, construct an 
iconography of actresses.  There are two primary types of 
women who play leading roles.  One is the smart and sexy 
woman in charge, and the other is the spunky, indefatigable 
girl next door.  These two categories, of course, exist on a 
continuum.  There are those who are sexier than smart, 
smarter than sexy, or more quietly than obviously 
indefatigable.  Nonetheless, one can single out actresses 
who represent this continuum’s paragons. 
Delicately beautiful but confidently self-assured Faith 
Domergue of The Atomic Man, It came from Beneath the Sea, 
This Island Earth, and Voyage to the Prehistoric Planet 
exemplifies the sexy, smart woman in charge.  Glamorous, 
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alluring Barbara Rush of It Came from Outer Space and When 
Worlds Collide) later went on to mainstream stardom in The 
Bramble Bush, Come Blow Your Horn, Magnificent Obsession, 
The Young Lions, and The Young Philadelphians.  Coleen Gray 
of The Leech Woman and The Phantom Planet portrays the 
sinister side of sexy, a captivating woman not to be taken 
lightly.  Marguerite Chapman of Flight to Mars, is more 
commanding than coquettish, as is Shawn Smith of It! The 
Terror from Beyond Space, The Land Unknown, and World 
Without End. 
Beverly Garland, the Jamie Lee Curtis of her day, 
exemplifies the spunky, indefatigable girl next door.  In 
The Alligator People, It Conquered the World, and Not of 
This Earth, she takes on terrors that intimidate even the 
men in the pictures.  The buoyant Annette Funicello-like 
Gloria Talbot, who unfortunately for moviegoers, quit the 
business to lead a non-show-business life, likewise 
confronts treacherous situations in I Married a Monster from 
Outer Space and The Leech Woman.  The intrepid Phyllis 
Coates of I Was a Teenage Frankenstein and The Incredible 
Petrified World later achieved television stardom as 
Superman’s  fearless-to-a-fault Daily Planet reporter Lois 
Lane.  Amicable Mara Corday is less spunky than quietly 
confident in her leading roles in The Black Scorpion, The 
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Giant Claw, and Tarantula, as is Joan Taylor in 20 Million 
Miles to Earth and Earth vs. the Flying Saucers. 
One cannot establish secondary roles for women as 
easily as did Luciano.  However, an interesting assortment 
of minor roles reveals what women could and could not do in 
the 50s.  Nurses, secretaries, telephone operators, 
stewardesses, receptionists, nannies, housekeepers, and 
waitresses regularly operate quietly and efficiently in the 
background.  Likewise, barmaids, bird-brained blondes, B-
girls, prostitutes, dancers, and strippers lurk in the 
shadows of 1950s era respectability.  There are also mothers 
and daughters.  Patty Duke, for example, plays a little  
girl almost irreparably damaged by a desperate 4D Man.  
Little Linda Scheley is turned into a human statue in The 
Monolith Monsters.  Sandy Descher plays a little girl 
traumatized my the giant ants in Them!. 
All these little girls, as do little boys in the films 
of the era, need protection from unforeseen consequences 
resulting from out-of-control scientific advances.  Mrs. 
Lodge is a ferocious protector of her lost little boys in 
Them!  A mother sobs in despair after her disobedient 
daughter is killed in The Monster that Challenged the World.  
(Against her mother’s orders, she ran off to meet her 
boyfriend at night on the dangerous beach.)  It is beyond 
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the scope of this project, however, to redeem every woman’s 
role in the science fiction films of the 1950s.  Just as the 
films of the period intersected with matters of science, the 
rest of this project focus on representations of women in 
science. 
Representations of Women in Science 
As I have articulated in my definition of the science 
fiction film, there is indeed a range of roles for women in 
science in the 114 films I have selected as representative 
of the “B” science fiction films of the 50s.  These roles 
range from the traditional to the pioneering.  There are, of 
course, the nurses: Beverly Garland is hospital nurse Nadine 
Storey in Not of this Earth (1957) and a neuropathologist’s 
nurse, Jane Marvin, in The Alligator People (1959).  At the 
same time, the genre represents women as full-fledged 
scientists whose work, more often than not, directly affects 
the future of humankind.   
Doctor of chemistry, astronaut, and fuel engineer Dr. 
Lisa Van Horne (Osa Massen) in Rocketship X-M (1950), for 
example, conducted “pioneering research with monatomic 
hydrogen that enabled her to develop the first rocket fuel 
powerful and concentrated enough to make this flight 
possible.”  Entomologist Dr. Patricia “Pat” Medford (Joan 
Weldon) takes over for her aging father Dr. Harold Medford 
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and helps save the world from giant ants in Them! (1954): 
“Someone with scientific knowledge has to go,” she argues 
when confronted with patronizing concern.  “My father’s 
physically unable to do it.  That leaves me.”  “Outstanding 
authority on marine biology” Dr. Lesley Joyce (Faith 
Domergue) in It Came from Beneath the Sea (1955) likewise 
helps save the world from a giant creature.  Dr. Ruth Adams 
(again Faith Domergue), nuclear physicist, is “way ahead of 
anyone else in your field” (except for dashing love 
interest, nuclear physicist Cal Meacham) in This Island 
Earth (1955).  In “X” The Man with the X-Ray Eyes (1963), 
medical science foundation administrator Dr. Diana Fairfax 
(Diana Van der Vlis) has “given up my own research to help 
the foundation.” 
Women are also represented as students on their way to 
becoming full-fledged scientists.  In Revenge of the 
Creature (1955), ichthyology graduate student Lori Nelson 
(Helen Dobson) openly speculates on the ramifications of her 
career choice: “You know, sometimes I, I wonder how I ever 
got started on all this.  Science, fish, ichthyology.  Where 
will it all lead me?  As a person, I mean.  Most of the kids 
I went to undergraduate school with are already married and 
have children.”  Biology graduate student Stephanie “Steve” 
Clayton (Mara Corday) in Tarantula (1955) is more matter of 
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fact: “I wrote a paper on the nutritional aspects of 
expanding populations,” she explains, “and Professor Jacobs 
read it and offered me a job for the summer.” 
There are also roles for women as capable and devoted 
assistants to scientists.  Carol Hanley Marvin (Joan Taylor) 
has married the space exploration scientist she works for in 
Earth vs. the Flying Saucers (1956).  Physicist’s assistant 
Linda Davis (Lee Meriwether), to her boss’s great dismay, 
falls for his dynamic younger brother instead of him in 4D 
Man (1959).  To the great dismay of Carol Stafford (Virginia 
Huston), the rocket scientist who acknowledges that “she 
learned so much she became indispensable” in Flight to Mars 
(1951) falls for somebody else instead of her.  Women are 
also assistants to men who are like father figures: Kim 
Parker is Barbara Griselle, an aging paranormal scientist’s 
secretary in Fiend without a Face (1958); Margaret 
Sheridan’s Nikki Nicholson is secretary to a misguided Nobel 
scientist, whom she ultimately betrays (for the good of the 
world) in The Thing (1951). 
Finally, there are interesting roles for women working 
on the peripheries of science.  Gaby Andre is “highly 
qualified” computer operator Michele Dupont in The Cosmic 
Monster (1958).  Marla Landi is aviation medicine 
cardiographer Tia Francesa (“I’m all for science in 
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skirts!”) in First Man into Space (1959).  Faith Domergue is 
news photographer Jill Rabowski in The Atomic Man (1956).  
Peggie Castle is world-renowned photojournalist Audrey Aimes 
in Beginning of the End (1957).  Phyllis Coates is news 
photographer Dale Marshall in The Incredible Petrified World 
(1960).  Alix Talton is science magazine editor and 
photographer Marge Blaine in The Deadly Mantis (1957).  
Barbara Lawrence is indispensable darkroom technician Vera 
Hunter in Kronos (1957).  All of these women, no matter 
their position in the hierarchy of science, aim to direct 
their own lives. 
Aiming with a Lens of Gender Analysis 
Aiming with a lens of gender analysis slants the 
perspective on the genre’s plots and underlying themes.  The 
underlying themes of metamorphosis and science gone mad 
reflect the changes produced by women’s expanding role, 
particularly in the fields of science, during W.W.II, where 
W.W.II itself is represented by the atomic bomb which, by 
extension, reflects the dangerous potential of all 
scientific progress. 
Travel-into-space plots can be read as metaphors for 
travel into a new society.  Generally, at the conclusion of 
these plots, the hero or heroine returns to Earth, changed 
but alive, either more appreciative of humanity (This Island 
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Earth) or more understanding of other life forms (The 
Phantom Planet).  Most consistently and most important to a 
gender analysis, however, the films conclude with a coupling 
of male and female protagonists (Dr. Lisa Van Horne and 
pilot Floyd Graham in Rocketship X-M, Dr. Jim Barker and 
Martian physicist Alita in Flight to Mars, nuclear 
physicists Cal Meacham and Ruth Adams in This Island Earth, 
Colonel Tom O’Bannion and Dr. Iris Ryan in The Angry Red 
Planet).  When the space travelers don’t return to Earth (or 
at least don’t return to the Earth that they left), they are 
nonetheless coupled (Major Moore and Colonel Breiteis in 
Project Moonbase, John Borden and Garnet and Herb Ellis and 
Deena in World Without End).  When they are not coupled, 
they are bereft (Astronaut Frank Chapman leaves Zetha behind 
on The Phantom Planet, Major William Allison loses The 
Supreme’s daughter Tyirene in Beyond the Time Barrier).  All 
of these outcomes are predicated on a change in gender roles 
that is often elided in these films and that manifests in 
other overdetermined terrors. 
No matter the location, the space travelers are 
guaranteed to meet conflict and face catastrophe from 
various sources.  The extraterrestrial beings may be 
mindlessly violent (Rocketship X-M, It! The Terror from 
Beyond Space, The Angry Red Planet) or intentionally 
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malevolent.  Often this malevolence is justified by the 
extraterrestrials’ own dire circumstances.  Sometimes the 
encountered beings merely want to protect themselves.  The 
first man into space is simply beset by mysterious natural 
forces hostile to humankind.  All of these conflicts and 
catastrophes can be read, at least in part, as expressions 
of the changing world that resulted from women’s foray into 
the professions, particularly in the fields of science, 
after W.W.II.  Some of the most intense malevolence, in 
particular, derives from sexual impulses, in female 
dystopian films such as Cat Women of the Moon, Forbidden 
Planet, and Queen of Outer Space.  All of these films offer 
obvious possibilities for gender analysis of the era. 
The arrival-of-aliens on earth plots can be read, again 
at least in part, as depicting post-W.W.II women and men 
themselves as alien, adapting to changing gender roles in a 
new society.  The alien motivations of mindless destruction, 
the desire to conquer, the warnings about mankind’s 
potential to destroy itself, the need to dominate Earth 
because their own planet is dying, all these motivations 
express the dangers associated with change in general.  In 
particular, they express a male fear of woman’s conquering 
society, and warn that the new woman with her desire to lead 
an individualized life has destroyed the safety of her and 
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her family’s own natural home.  Finally, the unnatural 
creature plots can be variously read as manifestations of 
changed and therefore unnatural women, men, and family 
structures.  All of these viewpoints will be developed, as 
if in the systematic and methodical darkroom of a science 
fiction laboratory, as you read on. 
Endnotes 
1 Reprinted in The Science Fiction Novel: Imagination 
and Social Criticism in 1969. 
 
2 Where Heinlein positions science, or speculative, 
fiction as a sub-category of realism, albeit the best sub-
category, Freedman grandly (and indeed, hyperbolically) 
proposes fiction itself to be a sub-category of science 
fiction.  He writes, “In fact, I do believe that all 
fiction is, in a sense, science fiction.  It is even 
salutary, I think sometimes to put the matter in more 
deliberately provocative, paradoxical form, and to 
maintain that fiction is a subcategory of science fiction 
rather than the other way around” (16). 
 
3 Freedman on Philip K. Dick and the context of the 
science fiction style: “It is in this context that we may 
return to the prose of Philip K. Dick.  I choose to focus 
on Dick because I consider him to be the preeminent author 
of modern science fiction, ‘the Shakespeare of science 
fiction,’ in Jameson’s phrase” (35). 
 
4 Republished unaltered by Arno Press in 1975. 
 
5 M. Night Shyamalan’s Signs (2002) makes great use of 
the science fiction soundtrack to characterize its alien 
visitors. 
 
6 See Robert Heinlein, “Shooting Destination Moon,” 
Focus on the Science Fiction Film, Ed. William Johnson, 
Prentice Hall, 1972, 52-65, to see how much Heinlein loves 
his own movie. 
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7 In Keep Watching the Skies!, Warren writes, “Books 
like this one will provide the research tools for future 
cinema sociologists, who will be coming.  Those people 
will have their own obsessions and drives, and here they 
can connect with mine and, it is to be hoped, find a way 
into 1950s SF films” (II:xx).  Indeed, Warren’s work, 
which was republished as a compilation of Vols. I and II 
by McFarland & Co. in 1997, was a resource on which I 
depended almost daily. 
 
8 In his first volume, Warren writes, “I do not 
subscribe to or even buy at the newsstand, so to speak, 
any particular critical theory.  In a real sense, I’m not 
a film scholar, I’m just a movie fan” (I:viii).  In his 
second volume, however, he at least admits that his work 
and process are of scholarly value: “This is the most 
extensive survey of such a limited focus undertaken in the 
history of film scholarship—and I should know, as I make 
my living generally as a film scholar” (II:xix). 
 
9 Even Warren disavows the criterion he used for his 
first volume.  He writes, “While the period covered in 
Volume 1 does have more of the films generally thought of 
as classics, the period covered by Volume 2 has far more 
standard SF films altogether.  That is, Volume 1 is 
diluted with Jungle Jim movies, Bowery Boys comedies, 
Abbott & Costello Meet movies, as so forth—films with SF 
content, but ones about which it is not necessary to say 
very much regarding how they fit into the overall 1950s 
science fiction movies” (II:xx). 
 
10 Ezekiel 1:4-7; 15-19 (Revised Standard Version): 
“4As I looked, behold, a stormy wind came out of the north, 
and a great cloud, with brightness round about it, and 
fire flashing forth continually, and in the midst of the 
fire, as it were gleaming bronze. 5And from the midst of it 
came the likeness of four living creatures.  And this was 
their appearance: they had the form of men, 6but each had 
four faces, and each of them had four wings.  7Their legs 
were straight, and the soles of their feet were like the 
sole of a calf’s foot; and they sparkled like burnished 
bronze....15Now as I looked at the living creatures, I saw 
a wheel upon the earth beside the living creatures, one 
for each of the four of them.  16As for the appearance of 
the wheels and their construction: their appearance was 
like the gleaming of chrysolite; and the four had the same 
likeness, their construction being as it were a wheel 
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within a wheel.  17When they went, they went in any of 
their four directions without turning as they went.  18The 
four wheels had rims and they had spokes; and their rims 
were full of eyes round about.  19And when the living 
creatures went, the wheels went beside them; and when the 
living creatures rose from the earth, the wheels rose.” 
 
11 The following are the full texts from which the 
excerpts were drawn: 
 
Attack of the Crab Monsters (1957) 
SCENE:  Earth from space 
SCROLL:  You are about to land in a deadly zone of 
terror.. on an uncharted atoll in the Pacific!  You are 
part of the Second Scientific Expedition dispatched to 
this mysterious bit of Coral reef and volcanic rock.  The 
first group has disappeared without a trace!  Your job is 
to find out why!  There have been rumors about this 
strange atoll.. frightening rumors about happenings way 
out beyond the laws of nature... 
SCENE:  H-bomb explosions, earthquakes, floods 
VOICEOVER:  And the Lord said I will destroy man whom I 
have created from the face of the Earth.  Both man and 
beast and the creeping thing and the fowls of the air, for 
it repenteth me that I have made them. 
SCENE:  Scientists arriving in boat at atoll. 
 
The Cosmic Monster (1958) 
SCENE:  Scientist in lab, train, radio tower, military 
base and men, explosion, space ship shooting into space, 
planet in space 
VOICEOVER:  Since the world began, ever-inventive man has 
constantly pushed forward into the unknown.  One by one, 
the frontiers of science have fallen before him: the 
science of speed, travel, radio.  Now he stands on the 
threshold of a new age.  A terrifying age.  Man goes 
forward into the unknown, but how does the unknown react?  
The unknown planet.  Planet X. 
SCENE:  Scientists in lab. 
 
Earth vs. The Flying Saucers (1956) 
SCENE:  Space, jet, flying saucer 
VOICEOVER:  Since biblical times, man has witnessed and 
recorded strange manifestations in the sky and speculated 
on the possibilities of visitors from another world.  
Today, from the skies of California, the fields of Kansas, 
the rice paddies of the Orient, the air lanes of the world 
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come persistent reports of UFOs—unidentified flying 
objects—which we have come to know as flying saucers. 
SCENE:  Scenes from around the world, flying saucer, 
military base 
VOICEOVER:  In Dayton Ohio, the Air Intelligence Command 
gathers in such data from all quarters of the globe.  97% 
of the objects prove on investigation to be of natural 
origin, but 3% still are listed as unknown.  The air force 
is aware of the widely held belief that some of these 
could be flying saucers from another planet.  While there 
is nothing conclusive in the evidence, the probing and 
digesting of information about UFOs continues unceasingly. 
SCENE:  Military generals 
VOICEOVER:  As a result, headquarters of the Hemispheric 
Defense Command in Colorado Springs issued an order: All 
military installations are to fire on sight at any objects 
not identifiable.  But even as they did so, the military 
wondered whether their scientific know-how and their best 
weapons would be effective in any battle of the Earth vs. 
the flying saucers. 
SCENE: Roadside sign reading “YOU ARE APPROACHING 
OPERATION SKY HOOK.  RESTRICTED AREA.  DEPARTMENT OF 
DEFENSE.” 
 
The Giant Claw (1957) 
SCENE:  Earth from space 
VOICEOVER:  Once the world was big, and no man in his 
lifetime could circle it.  Through the centuries, science 
has made man’s lifetime bigger and the world smaller.  Now 
the farthest corner of the Earth is as close as a 
pushbutton, and time has lost all meaning as manmade 
devices speed many more times faster than sound itself. 
 
The Hideous Sun Demon (1959) 
SCENE:  Alarm, accident at Atomic Research, Inc., victim 
being taken to hospital on stretcher 
VOICEOVER:  Immediately after the launching of U.S. 
satellites #1 and #3 into outer space, newspaper headlines 
across the country told the world of a new radiation 
hazard from the sun, far more deadly than cosmic rays.  An 
obscure scientist, my colleague Dr. Gilbert McKenna, had 
already discovered this danger from the sun.  This is his 
story.  
 
It! The Terror from Beyond Space (1958) 
SCENE:  Rocketship on desolate Martian landscape 
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VOICEOVER:  This was the planet Mars as my crew and I 
first saw it.  Dangerous, treacherous, alive with 
something we came only to know as death.  This is what we 
faced when our spaceship cracked up in landing just six 
months ago in January of this year, 1973.  But it seems as 
if centuries passed before rescue ships arrived, for today 
of all my crew, I, Col. Edward Carruthers of the United 
States Space Command, am the only one alive.  Now I will 
be going back to face my superiors on Earth, and perhaps 
there too, I will find another kind of death. 
 
The Phantom Planet (1960) 
VOICEOVER:  9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 
SCENE:  Atomic bomb explosion 
VOICEOVER:  Since the splitting of the atom only a few 
decades ago, and through his God-given genius of science, 
Man, at last, has succeeded in penetrating further and 
further into the unknown vastness of space. 
SCENE:  Rocketship in space, moon 
VOICEOVER:  The moon has become the launching base for 
advanced explorations. 
SCENE:  Meteorites 
VOICEOVER:  From this pivotal point, astronauts, at the 
risk of their lives, set out to conquer Nature’s 
mysterious forces. 
SCENE:  Space 
VOICEOVER:  Yet many questions remain unanswered.  What is 
his Earth in relation to the inconceivable number of other 
worlds?  Is his speed truly the fastest?  His 
achievements, the greatest?  Or is he a mere unimportant 
piece of driftwood, floating in the vast oceans of the 
universe.  Could there [unintelligible] our own on other 
planets?  Is it not possible that atmospheric conditions 
of relative environments control their shapes and forms?  
If so, would they be giants?  Or, could perhaps the 
opposite be true?  Could their intellect have reached a 
scientific level far above Man’s dreams? 
SCENE:  Rocketship in space 
VOICEOVER:  What then will the future reveal, if this 
story you are about to witness is only...the beginning? 
SCENE:  Rocketship interior, astronauts 
 
Project Moonbase (1953) 
SCENE:  Earth from space 
SCROLL:  In 1948, the Secretary of Defense proposed that 
the United States build a Space Station as a military 
guardian of the sky.  By 1954 atom bombs and inter-
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continental rockets made it a necessity.  In 1966 the 
first orbital flight was made by Colonel Breiteis.  By 
1970 the Space Station had been built and free men were 
reaching for the Moon to consolidate the safety of the 
Free World.  But while this was going on, the enemies of 
Freedom were not idle—they were working to destroy the 
Space Station. 
 
12 Privileging the female experience as I am in this 
project, it is impossible to rely solely on Warren’s work 
as representative of the period.  Consequently, one must 
consider a work like Robin Roberts’ A New Species: Gender 
and Science in Science Fiction (1993), in which Roberts, 
not unlike Elaine Showalter in her 1977 A Literature of 
Their Own, defines and extrapolates a canon of feminist 
science fiction.  Roberts’ work, however, focuses on print, 
while this project focuses on film.  Moreover, Roberts’ work 
focuses on texts specifically created by women and for and 
about women (though not exclusively so), as this project 
cannot.  One must also consider Roberts’ Sexual Generations: 
“Star Trek: The Next Generation” and Gender (1999) in an 
exploration of feminist issues in science fiction.  Both 
critical works have served as invaluable guides to this 
project. 
 
13 William Cameron Menzies, director of the 1936 film 
Things to Come, is also the director, co-writer, and 
production designer of the 1953 film Invaders from Mars.  
Invaders from Mars, however, as much as it fits into a 
science fiction film canon of the 50s, is at the same time 
more dreamy, expressionistic than the norm for the era. 
 
14 Detailed information about NASA’s space programs 
can be obtained from www.ksc.nasa.gov. 
 
Chapter 2 
“How does a girl like you get mixed up  
in a thing like this in the first place?”: 
Representation of Women Scientists in the “B” Science 
Fiction Films of the 1950s 
 
In 1950s America, space travel was soon to be a 
reality.  The devastating consequences of nuclear power 
and atomic radiation had become undeniably apparent.  
Women were returning home to the role of mother/homemaker 
as W.W.II veterans returned to the jobs these women had 
temporarily and successfully performed in their absence.  
Imaginatively extrapolating alternative fictional worlds 
from these empirical realities, particularly in the realm 
of the American “B” science fiction film, allowed for 
extreme situations wherein space travel and its 
consequences could be explored, the concept of world peace 
could be promoted, and women’s professional talents and 
abilities could be acknowledged and utilized without 
overtly threatening existing social structures.  Back in 
the real world of 1950s America, however—the rocketship 
still on the drawing board, the Cold War rampaging 
unassuaged, the husband needing a job, the movie over, the 
audience safely home—the tensions and fears that permeated 
the decade remained. 
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One characteristic of American “B” science fiction 
films from 1950 to 1963 or so is their depiction of 
professional women characters, particularly as assistants 
to scientists, students of science, and even as scientists 
in their own right.1   The emotional conflicts and career 
choices of these women characters displaced (if only 
temporarily) the assumption that they would inevitably 
fulfill the role of dutiful housewife and contented 
mother.  The post-W.W.II emergence of women into the 
public/professional sphere, both in fiction and in 
reality, destabilized and threatened the existing family 
structure of male as provider and woman as 
mother/homemaker.2  Accordingly, the speculative films of 
the period also incorporated the percolating tensions 
between the role of woman as professional and her ability 
to fulfill the gender expectations that would relegate her 
to a private/domestic sphere.  The interplay between these 
new representations of woman and the tensions resulting 
from those representations not only provides insight into 
the possibilities available to 1950s women, but reveals 
behavioral parameters which women, even today, traverse at 
great cost.  Furthermore, the depictions of women in these 
films of the 50s serve as prototypes for future women’s 
roles in the science fiction film genre. 
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This figure of the emerging woman professional, 
particularly in the fields of science, is often ignored in 
critical analyses and interpretations of the wonderfully 
speculative canon of “B” science fiction films that 
evolved in 1950s America.  In his appreciative and 
otherwise thorough discussion of the genre in his 1987 
Them or Us: Archetypal Interpretations of Fifties Alien 
Invasion Films, for example, Patrick Luciano minimizes the 
importance of the role of the female scientist.  He writes 
of the characterization of woman in these films “that her 
professional status is merely a ruse to get her near the 
invader, and once the invader meets her she becomes the 
archetypal ‘damsel in distress’ and therefore a symbol in 
the romantic tradition” (81).  Luciano’s interpretation 
relies on a strict Jungian analysis that, in itself, 
designates woman’s role in the individuation process of 
the universal ego self to one that is secondary to the 
individuation of a well-respected male ego self.   
Even contemporary Hollywood film director Tim Burton 
makes the same error of ignoring, or at least misreading, 
the woman in science in 1950s “B” science fiction films.  
His 1996 film Mars Attacks! pays deliberate and 
affectionate homage to the genre.3  The movie is a 
“parodistic sendup of alien invasion movies that owes its 
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style to the genre classics of the ‘50s,” as Todd McCarthy 
(qtd. in Halliwell) writes in Variety.  Among many other 
cleverly recreated images and tropes from these films, 
Burton’s film successfully depicts, for example, the 
struggle between the scientific romantic visionary (played 
with requisite pipe in mouth and tailored suit by Pierce 
Brosnan) and the hard-hitting what Luciano refers to as 
“guts and glory guy” (played in full military regalia by 
Rod Steiger),4 yet the film fails to represent what I argue 
is a crucial stock figure in 1950s “B” science fiction 
films: the woman in science.5 
More recently, Adam Knee and Cyndy Hendershot, in 
their intelligent and thorough analyses of American 
science fiction films of the 50s, far from ignore the 
significance of women in the genre.  However, their 
readings integrate, rather than focus on, the roles of 
women with other cultural aspects of the period.  In 
Paranoia, the Bomb, and 1950s Science Fiction Films 
(1999), for example, Hendershot, like Luciano, provides a 
psychoanalytic framework for her analysis of the films and 
their relation to what she perceives as a psychological, 
indeed clinical, disorder of the culture at large.  Her 
primary focus is on the cultural paranoia that “stemmed 
from the atomic bomb,” but also with, as she writes, “such 
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subjects as anti-communism, internal totalitarianism, 
scientific progress, domestic problems, gender roles, and 
sexuality” (2).  In contrast, this project foregrounds 
issues of gender roles and sexuality as they reflect 
and/or affect other issues of the era. 
In his 1997 NYU dissertation, The American Science 
Fiction Film and Fifties Culture, Knee, like Hendershot, 
integrates gender with other issues of the period.  He 
writes, 
The romantic and/or familial subplots of fifties 
science fiction film are often written off as a 
frivolous generic requirement—but in a decade of 
particularly close scrutiny of gender roles, it 
should come as no surprise that these seemingly 
mundane, gradually unfolding dramas about the 
interrelationships between male and female 
characters are consistently intertwined with the 
spectacular events which hold the horrified 
attention of both the films’ characters and 
their audiences, and that it is in the resultant 
dialectic of the fantastic and the domestic that 
these texts’ deeper concerns often reveal 
themselves. (8-9) 
 
The issues with which gender is intertwined include 
“alienness, radioactivity” (15), “issues of social and 
political conformity” (45), the “child’s experience of the 
rise of the military-industrial complex and of political 
paranoia” (46), the “growing self-awareness of male 
anxiety over the feminine” (46) as well as “alternatives 
to traditional notions of the masculine” (46-47).  This 
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horizontal focus on the period and the genre often leads 
Knee to readings that are different (though certainly not 
mutually exclusive) from mine.  For example, he reads the 
“black tarantula” in Tarantula as a manifestation of 
racial fears (310) while I, through a feminist framework, 
read the doubly gendered creature as a manifestation of 
fear over potential dissolution of prescribed gender 
boundaries. 
More importantly, however, Knee and I disagree on 
some of our readings of the women in the films.  For 
example, Knee reads “Rocketship X-M’s portrayal of Van 
Horn (sic) as a somewhat emancipated professional woman” 
as “a largely negative one” (104).  I, on the other hand, 
visualize Van Horne as a valiant embodiment of extreme 
gender possibilities, struggling for balance.  
Furthermore, Knee misquotes a critical statement made by 
“Steve” Clayton, Tarantula’s woman scientist.  He writes, 
“’Science is science,’ she declares while departing for a 
shopping spree, ‘but a girl must get a hand on’” (298).  
No, no, no.  As the title of Chapter Three of this project 
indicates, it is getting her “hair done” that is Clayton’s 
concern, a concern signifying the delicate balance between 
professionalism and femininity that women of the 50s 
needed to be aware of.  These horizontal examinations of 
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the era that integrate women’s roles with so many other 
cultural concerns seem to me to skip a step.  Before 
women’s issues can be assimilated and subsumed into a 
larger cultural context, they need to be examined in their 
own right. 
In response to omissions, co-optations, and 
misreadings of the role of women in American “B” science 
fiction films of the 1950s, I intend in this chapter to 
explore in detail two particular representations of women 
as full-fledged scientists.  Osa Massen and Faith Domergue 
both play women scientists who significantly challenge 
gender stereotypes.  Domergue’s Professor Lesley Joyce in 
It Came from Beneath the Sea, as the sole proprietor of 
necessary scientific information, for example, gives 
military orders.  (Her Dr. Ruth Adams, along with lead 
male character Cal Meacham in This island Earth, saves 
humankind.)  Massen’s Dr. Lisa Van Horne in Rocketship X-M 
never screams, as so many of the women in these films are 
required to do, even when faced by brutal mutants or 
imminent death.  While both characters persevere in their 
professions despite criticism, censure, and condescension, 
however, their consummate acceptance by a mass audience 
ultimately depends on their ability to attract, fulfill, 
and be fulfilled by a man.  Consequently, both actresses 
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must perform what were often considered the mutually 
exclusive categories of “feminine” and “smart,” and are 
immediately alluring to their male counterparts. 
 Massen and Domergue each portray, for example, 
opposite extremes on a continuum of sexual attractiveness.  
While Massen’s naivete and dedication to her work 
initially blind her to her own appeal in Rocketship X-M, 
Domergue’s character in It Came from Beneath the Sea is 
aware of and confident in her allure and is perfectly 
willing to use her feminine wiles to in order to achieve 
goals both personal and professional.  In fact, each 
character’s success in inserting herself into a 
traditionally male enterprise is balanced against the 
extremes of her performance: the more knowledge, 
authority, and recognition she achieves as a scientist, 
the more extreme must be her sexual persona.  Clearly, 
within this balance of forces, there is an extreme beyond 
which a naïf or a vixen becomes either a patsy or a whore, 
or an intelligent woman, a frustrated spinster.  It is 
this limit that circumscribes the range of behaviors 
available to a socially acceptable woman. 
As a fictional construct, the often referred to as  
“distaff side” of a scientific team was perfunctorily 
acknowledged and ultimately accepted by the film-going 
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audience, provided her behavior remained within specific 
parameters of gender performance.  In the reality of the 
1950s, however, acknowledgement and acceptance for a 
brilliant, beautiful woman scientist were much harder to 
achieve, at least, for example, according to the well-
known case of X-ray crystallographer and “pioneer of the 
study of molecular structures including DNA” Rosalind 
Franklin.6  Nonetheless, the circumstances surrounding the 
women in these films reflect the realities of the distaff 
Cold War work force. 
In Women Scientists in America: Before Affirmative 
Action 1940-1972, Margaret W. Rossiter describes the 
ambivalence that accompanied women’s changing roles.  On 
the one hand, she writes, “American women were...being 
warned in the years after 1950 of the importance, even the 
necessity of their contributing to the nation’s defense,” 
while on the other, “in time it became clear that bright 
women were to be trained only for ‘readiness’ and 
‘preparedness’ purposes and then, like precious minerals 
and other natural resources, ‘stockpiled’ for a future 
emergency” (50).  What better place to explore the 
potential of these “stockpiled” resources than in a 
speculative world where mutant creatures run rampant, 
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extraterrestrial beings threaten the Earth, and travel 
into space could be humankind’s only salvation? 
In their depictions of women as full-fledged 
scientists, Rocketship X-M (1950) and It Came from Beneath 
the Sea (1955) overtly address the tensions that erupted 
between woman’s emergence into science and her traditional 
place in the home.  Through an examination of these two 
films and the women scientists portrayed in them, this 
chapter will show two women scientists making choices 
about their own futures, both personal and professional, 
as well as playing significant roles in determining the 
advancement of each film’s plot.  This chapter will show 
these women scientists balancing their professional 
successes with exhibitions of extreme sexual personae in 
order to maintain a delicate balance between challenging 
gender stereotypes and operating within the mainstream of 
dominant social values at the same time.  Significantly, 
the women characters in these films serve as prototypes 
for speculation on the role of woman as scientist both in 
society as well as in future science fiction films. 
Rocketship X-M 
 Along with Destination Moon, also released in 1950, 
Rocketship X-M marks the beginning of the 1950s “B” 
science fiction genre.  While Destination Moon 
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concentrates on accurate scientific speculation (and has 
no significant woman characters), Rocketship X-M is an 
absorbing drama that forgoes the rigors of science in 
order to comment imaginatively on gender relationships as 
well as other possibilities for social change.  Despite an 
initial reverential attitude toward Destination Moon as a 
classic of the era, the tropes and themes of Rocketship X-
M (fortunately for women as well as for drama) form the 
true foundation for the “B” science fiction films that 
followed.  As Wade Williams explains on the videotape 
liner notes, this “definitive space exploration film of 
the 50’s” is “a genuine classic with a power that has 
spanned the decades.”   
Contemporary reviews of the film typically focus on 
the anti-war message it conveys—that it, for example, 
“poses an idea of what atomic warfare may mean to this 
world” (Brog. Variety, May 3, 1950).  Later reviewers 
concur on this interpretation of the film.  Bill Warren, 
for example, writes in his exhaustive 1982 Keep Watching 
the Skies!: American Science Fiction Movies of the 
Fifties, 
Rocketship X-M was probably the first film to 
expound such a grim warning about our possible 
future, at least in such graphic terms.  It was 
only five years after the first atomic bombs 
were detonated, but the idea that we now had the 
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potential to wipe out civilization entirely was 
already beginning to permeate mass culture.  
Shortly after RX-M, this idea of atomic 
devastation became cliché in these films, but it 
was novel in 1950. (11) 
 
The novelty of the film’s social message, however, does 
not lie only in its reaction to the bomb, but also (if not 
more so) in its determination of the parameters for future 
depictions of women in science fiction in the decade of 
the 50s.  Women in the science fiction genre established 
by the films of the 1950s, and particularly by Massen’s 
performance in Rocketship X-M, indeed may be both 
professionally successful and sexually attractive.  What 
they may not expect is an easy metamorphosis of the 
American family structure into one which accommodates 
woman as daring scientific adventurer. 
Massen, RX-M’s attractive female lead, is not 
actually a “pure” science fiction icon.  Unlike Faith 
Domergue, who starred in This Island Earth (1955), Cult of 
the Cobra (1955), The Atomic Man (1956), and Voyage to the 
Prehistoric Planet (1965) as well as It Came from Beneath 
the Sea, RX-M was Massen’s only science fiction role.7  
Moreover, Massen’s pronounced German accent and demure 
manner mark her as distinctly alien.  It is this 
otherness, however, which allowed her to pioneer a new 
role for women.  Additionally, the fact that Massen is 
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German, especially after W.W.II, implicitly predetermines 
a plot line that she could be an enemy, acting in 
opposition to American values, that such an enemy can be 
conquered in war, and, in the context of the romantic 
plot, that this potential enemy will again be conquered, 
this time in love.  Thus, the conventional structure of 
the American family in the 1950s can be comfortably 
challenged, or estranged, without the outcome of that 
challenge ever really being in doubt. 
 An examination of the film’s treatment of the 
hypothetically gender neutral nature of science also 
reveals the difficulty inherent in changing the 
patriarchal structure of the American family.  The initial 
identification of Massen’s character as “Doctor” is 
immediately challenged by the fact that her very presence 
as a woman on a traditionally “male” adventure is 
questioned.  Fortunately for the scientist/heroine, she is 
sponsored by a prestigious older male mentor.  His 
paternal support embraces her within the family fold, 
despite her transgression of traditional norms, at the 
same time that the need for such support belies the 




Massen’s character is initially identified in the 
film by profession rather than by gender, as is each of 
her male colleagues (though her first name is nonetheless 
distinctly feminine).  Official spokesman Dr. Robert 
Fleming (played by science fiction icon Morris Ankrum) 
proudly introduces the crew of the “first manned 
spaceship” as follows: 
Dr. Karl Eckstrom, designer of the RX-M and as 
you all know one of the most brilliant 
physicists of the day, and an old friend.  Dr. 
Lisa Van Horne, his most able coworker and 
assistant, Doctor of Chemistry [emphasis mine].  
Col. Floyd Graham, pilot.  Mr. Harry 
Chamberlain, astronomer of the Mt. Wilson and 
Palomar observatory staffs, will serve as 
navigator.  Maj. William Corrigan, engineer. 
 
According to Evelyn Fox Keller in “The Wo/Man Scientist: 
Issues of Sex and Gender in the Pursuit of Science,” 
however, such an elision of gender difference presupposes 
a relationship between “humans and science” as opposed to 
“men’s and women’s relations to the pursuit of science,” a 
relationship that thus perpetuates existing social 
inequalities (226-227).  Moreover, this denial of gender 
difference reinforces the concept of pure science as an 
uncritical acceptance of the experimental method as well 




Van Horne’s qualifications as a “human” scientist, 
however, are predictably challenged by the media, as the 
representative of the public (and therefore less 
scientifically enlightened) voice.  What is surprising (or 
tragic) is that the challenge comes specifically from a 
woman reporter, one of at least four in an assembly of 
approximately forty reporters, who, seemingly oblivious to 
her own marginal status, asks, “From the woman’s angle, 
Dr. Van Horne, how does it feel making a trip like this 
alone with four men?”  True to her sexually naïve persona, 
Dr. Van Horne responds, “To tell the truth, I never 
thought much about it,” as if any thought of specific 
female biological needs had never occurred to her, as if 
her own vulnerability alone in a confined space for a 
prolonged period of time with four men (only one of whom 
is older and fatherly) would never be an issue, 
reinforcing the illusion of a genderless nature of pure 
science. 
“Tell me,” the reporter pointedly continues, “is 
there any specific reason why one member of the crew 
should be a woman?”8  Eckstrom, defender of pure science as 
well as of his protégé, immediately takes over the 
situation.  Dr. Van Horne, is overtly supported throughout 
the film by Dr. Eckstrom, who as well as being her 
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coworker, functions as a mentor, or professional father 
figure.  This convention is typical of the genre.9  He 
protectively confronts the newspaper reporter, “I’d like 
to answer that, if I may.  The reason Miss Van Horne is 
making this trip is because of her pioneering research 
with monatomic hydrogen that enabled her to develop the 
first rocket fuel powerful and concentrated enough to make 
this flight possible.” 
In fact, it is Van Horne’s work, the data that she 
can produce, that hypothetically entitles her, or anyone, 
to participate in the scientific adventure.  The 
assumption underlying pure science is that anyone who can 
do good science can succeed, reach the stars even.  
Indeed, much of the film’s dialogue corroborates the 
scientific, and hypothetically genderless, component of 
Van Horne’s participation.  Here is a sample: 
Eckstrom:  Fuel mixture? 
Van Horne: Hydrogen and oxygen plus A12.  After 
120 seconds, hydrogen and oxygen plus A14.  
After 340 seconds, hydrogen plus A16. 
Corrigan:  After 560 seconds, A16. 
Van Horne:  Right. 
 
This hypothesis of the genderless nature of science, 
however, is muddled by social realities in which gender, 




As Rossiter reports, while women were indeed 
encouraged to undertake careers in science at the start of 
the Cold War, “it was known that certain professors did 
not want, and would not accept, women graduate students" 
(84).  Moreover, certain graduate programs even “continued 
their strict ban on women’s admissions through the late 
sixties” (80).  Thus, while RX-M speculates on the 
potential women in science can achieve, it also delineates 
the concessions those in power must provide, for certainly 
Van Horne could not have undertaken her pioneering 
research without education and support from a male mentor.  
This need for male support is particularly illustrated by 
the fact that it is Van Horne’s mentor who defends the 
marginal participation of women in science that Van Horne 
herself claims not even to recognize.  Moreover, 
Eckstrom’s use of “Miss” balanced against Van Horne’s 
introduction as “Doctor” (or even Lisa) underscores the 
persistence of patriarchal conceptions of gender roles in 
the American family.  Her first name, pointedly spoken by 
Floyd Graham, the virile young pilot who aims to seduce 
her, is not employed until the end of the film, as Van 
Horne begins succumbing to a traditional feminization, in 
which “Doctor” as well as “Miss” would have to be 
exchanged for “Mrs.” 
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During the flight, Van Horne’s allegiance begins to 
transfer from her older mentor, Dr. Eckstrom, to the young 
pilot.  (Eckstrom has died.)  This convention, typical in 
1950s science fiction films,10 perpetuates distinctly male-
privileged economic and political structures.  As Gayle 
Rubin maintains in “The Traffic in Women: Notes on the 
‘Political Economy’ of Sex,”  “If it is women who are 
being transacted, then it is the men who give and take 
them who are linked, the woman being the conduit of a 
relationship rather than a partner to it.”  “As long as 
the relations specify that men exchange women,” Rubin 
continues, “it is men who are the beneficiaries of the 
product of such exchanges” (174).  Moreover, this exchange 
of the young woman scientist between older mentor and 
potent young male further destabilizes the power of an 
emerging woman when it morphs into, and thus reconfigures, 
the classic Oedipal triangle. 
In “Gender Asymmetry and Erotic Triangles,” Eve 
Kosofsky Sedgwick succinctly describes the Oedipal 
triangle as representing “the situation of the young child 
that is attempting to situate itself with respect to a 
powerful father and a beloved mother” (479).  If the woman 
scientist in these films of the 50s is read as the young 
child (and as a young woman emerging into new 
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potentialities, I think that she certainly can be), then 
the beloved mother has been eclipsed by the genre’s 
nurturing father figure.  The powerful young male with 
whom she aligns herself then perpetuates the power of 
patriarchal institutions, even if the actual father has 
died.  Most importantly, any reference to a powerful woman 
in whose tradition the young woman can follow has been 
eliminated.  The new woman exploring her own subjectivity 
must continue to struggle against her role as object of 
exchange, devoid of social power and privilege.  The 
difficulties that confront a young woman who wants to 
envision herself as an adult (or as a fully individuated 
self, to use Luciano’s framework) remain. 
A striking component of how the film exemplifies the 
difficulties a woman emerging into full personhood must 
deal with is reflected in the interplay between the film’s 
gender plot and its action plot.  In fact, woman’s 
expanding gender role as depicted in Rocketship X-M is the 
crucial element that determines the film’s final outcome 
(an outcome that, like the film’s heroine, is anomalous to 
the genre).  Here is RX-M’s plot, as described in the 




Four men and a girl [sic] blast into space on 
mankind’s fist expedition to the moon.  But due 
to a cataclysmic event in space, their ship is 
sent hurtling out of control towards the planet 
Mars.  Suspenseful terror as the crew fights for 
their life on a war-ravaged world with 
radiation-riddled nightmare creatures!  The 
climax makes this one of the most powerful and 
unforgettable science fiction movies ever made. 
 
The film’s heroine is not allowed to be identified as a 
female adult, a potentially sexual female adult, or an 
adult component of the American family.  The film’s hidden 
subtext against the maturing of girls into anything other 
than their idealized and socially accepted role as wife 
and mother is also revealed in this sexist comment by C.A. 
Jejeune (qtd. in Halliwell):  “The message of Rocketship 
X-M is clear: never take a lady as your fuel expert on a 
trip into interstellar space.”  Dr. Eckstrom’s idealistic 
pronouncement is countered by this bias that blames all 
women for the (alleged) failure of one, illustrating the 
extra burden pioneering women (as well as representatives 
of other minority groups) are forced to carry.11 
Indeed, if producer/writer/director Kurt Neumann had 
not taken, as Jejeune claims, “a lady as your fuel expert 
into interstellar space,” had not taken her so boldly 
without questioning her credentials, had not entrusted a 
major portion of the mission’s responsibility to her, I 
don’t believe the ship would have crashed.  I’m sorry to 
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reveal the ending here, but I assure you, every time you 
watch this movie, you will believe that this time the 
space travelers will make it.  This time, the “great wave, 
carrying us up, protecting us” that Van Horne suddenly 
senses seconds before impact will save them, will allow 
man and woman to live on earth as equals...but it doesn’t.  
This is 1950, and the ramifications of the complete and 
total gender equality that Van Horne’s characterization 
explores are terrifying, too speculative to reconcile, 
even in an already speculative genre. 
In Them or Us, Luciano argues that it is the “sense 
of wonder” invoked by the science fiction genre that leads 
to an “emphasis on plot rather than character exposition” 
in the science fiction film.  He declares that “[t]his 
emphasis on narrative action—specifically on a scientific 
idea or concept but literally on the course of events 
itself (including cause-and-effect relationships)—gives 
meaning and value to the science fiction film” (14).  Van 
Horne’s attempt to individuate a life outside of 
patriarchal boundaries and the ultimate crash of 
Rocketship X-M have an implicit cause and effect 
relationship.  To explode the boundaries of gender 
performance, particularly as that explosion would affect 
the ingrained and biologically rationalized structure of 
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the American family, leads to an explosion of those who 
would dare to challenge those boundaries.  If you want to 
live outside natural laws, you can’t be saved.  You can 
only bring about your own doom and that of the men who 
trust you. 
It is the exploratory nature of the relationship 
between Van Horne and pilot Floyd Graham that dooms the 
exploratory flight.  Graham’s attraction to Van Horne 
underscores the need for a professional woman to be at 
least sexually attractive, even if not responsive.  “This 
is the hottest crew I’ve ever worked with,” he comments to 
a news reporter as he alludes to Van Horne, “especially in 
the brains department.”  He is frustrated, however, by Van 
Horne’s lack of a response to him.  “Unless you look like 
a test tube or a chemical formula,” he complains, “you 
haven’t got a chance.”  Within a patriarchal family 
paradigm, there is little latitude for a woman’s primary 
interest to lie in an area outside of that family.12 
 Throughout the flight, Graham continually tries to 
distract Van Horne from his primary competitor for her 
attention: her work.  Here is their first direct 
conversation: 
Graham:  Now don’t get mad at me, but can’t you 
ever relax?  All these weeks, months, I‘ve been 
watching you.  Nothing but work, work, work.  
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You know, I’ve been wondering.  How does a girl 
like you get mixed up in a thing like this in 
the first place? 
Van Horne:  I suppose you think that women 
should only cook and sew and bear children. 
Graham:  Isn’t that enough?  There’s such a 
thing as going overboard in the other direction 
too you know.  If you know what’s... 
 
Two aspects of this exchange reflect the tensions inherent 
in attempting to represent gender equality without 
challenging patriarchal norms.  One is Graham’s apparent 
ambivalence toward Van Horne’s accomplishments.  On the 
one hand, he believes the traditional role of wife and 
mother to be sufficient for a woman.  On the other, he 
seems to be open to a woman’s pursuing more than one 
direction in life.  The second significant aspect is that 
immediately after this conversation, during it actually, 
before anything further can be discussed, solved, or 
mediated between the two participants, the ship 
experiences a massive power failure.  The mere 
conversation has rendered them powerless in space!  Until 
the tensions embedded in this conversation are resolved, 
the romantic plot cannot move forward.  Paradoxically, 
until the plot moves forward, the tensions can not be 
resolved. 
 Another example of this stalemate results from an 
attempt to resolve these tensions.  Eckstrom and Van Horne 
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have been concentrating on detailed and difficult 
calculations in order to restore the ship’s power.  
Eckstrom, not a young man, has fallen asleep.  Van Horne, 
still working, reluctantly asks Graham for help in 
removing some papers from under Eckstrom’s arm.  “I 
wouldn’t rob him of his sleep for anything,” she explains, 
as protective of her mentor as he is of her.  Graham takes 
advantage of the opportunity:  “Why don’t you take a 
minute off from that.  You’re worn out.”  Van Horne 
ultimately, and reasonably, acquiesces:  “You’re right.  
I’m not even thinking straight.  Numbers buzz in my head 
like wasps.  I ought to think of something different.” 
 As they gaze at the moon out of a porthole, Graham 
seduces her into imagining a different, more socially 
conventional, life: 
Graham:  [D]id you ever park in an open 
convertible on the cliffs overlooking the 
Pacific on a warm summer night when a big moon 
hung up there like a lantern, the blue light 
from it walking across the water, radio playing 
a nice tune, waves wishing upon the beach... 
Van Horne:  No, I, uh, perhaps unfortunately, I 
never had the time nor the thought to do 
anything much beyond my profession. 
 Graham:  Now don’t tell me you never looked at 
that old moon except for astronomical reasons. 
 Van Horne:  You’re right.  I have.  In Rome once 
and in Switzerland at Lake Lugano.  What a nice 
stroll....It was lovely there.  The water black 
like cold coffee, the moonlight like flecks of 
ice cream floating on it, the music from the 
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hotel ballroom...oh but that was so long ago.  
Another world.  Fine scientist I am. 
Graham:  Why? 
Van Horne:  Daydreaming. 
Graham:  It’s good for you once in while. 
 
Again the ambivalence.  Does he want her to daydream only 
“once in while”?  Once he got her into that other world, 
would he ever let her go?  Is she truly content with the 
choice she has made?  How does a woman have both a career 
and a love life?13 
 We do not get the answers to these questions.  Van 
Horne returns, responsibly, to her calculations.  Graham 
makes one last comment:  “That moonlight’s effective 
stuff.  I wonder what effect a double dose like this would 
have in a convertible?”  Van Horne isn’t paying attention.  
“Hmm?” she asks.  “Nothing.  Skip it.”  And then 
METEORITES!  And suddenly, as Dr. Fleming announces to the 
newsmen, “They are completely off their course.  Moving at 
incredible velocity.  Out into limitless space.  I can‘t 
understand it.”  Each time Graham and Van Horne attempt to 
reconcile, even explore, the tensions between traditional 
gender expectations and women’s expanding professionalism, 
resolution is averted by catastrophe.  The battle moves 




Rocketship X-M’s tragic conclusion reinforces this 
impression of a cause and effect relationship.  Together 
Graham and Van Horne have piloted the rocketship back to 
Earth’s atmosphere.  Eckstrom, Van Horne’s father figure, 
and engineer Corrigan, a representation of the traditional 
family man, are dead, their bodies abandoned on Mars.  
Young astronomer Chamberlain is mortally wounded, wavering 
in and out of consciousness and delirium—a dependent 
child.14  “I know we’re in a tight spot,” Graham says 
reassuringly, “but we’ll manage somehow.”15  Indeed, this 
“tight spot” serves as a metaphor for the tight spot into 
which women’s professional advancement thrust the turn-of-
the-decade American family, in which a child would 
potentially be able to itself not with respect to a 
powerful father and a beloved mother, but rather with 
respect to a powerful father and an equally powerful 
mother. 
“Any sign of increase in speed?” Van Horne asks, all 
business, as well she should be, concentrating on avoiding 
catastrophe and perpetuating this new family.  And here 
comes Graham again, always wanting her attention:  “No, 
not yet.  You know, you’re a pretty swell girl Lisa.”  And 
then they gravitate into a discussion that begins to 
negotiate the realities of a life together on Earth, 
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realities that would no doubt lead to the new title of 
Mrs. 
Van Horne:  Girl?  I’m not Dr. Van Horne 
anymore? 
Graham:  No, just Lisa. 
Van Horne:  Doing her job. 
Graham:  No, I don’t see you that way at all.  I 
see a woman sweet, gentle, and beautiful. 
Van Horne:  I’m not the same? 
Graham:  Somehow no. 
Van Horne:  But I am you know.  The same, I 
mean. 
Graham:  Well, maybe I’ve changed... 
 
Coincident with these revelations, they discover that, due 
to a miscalculation for which Van Horne blames herself, 
they “haven’t got enough fuel left for a landing.  Not 
even an approach.”  Again, resolution is averted.  In each 
other’s arms, Graham and Van Horne gaze toward Earth, as 
their new family explodes into oblivion—a much easier, and 
certainly more romantic conclusion, than working out the 
nuts and bolts of just how much Graham was willing to 
change, how much of Van Horne’s career would be sacrificed 
to raising a child.16 
The satisfaction of such an ending is that the 1950s 
proto-feminist viewer could imagine a resolution wherein 
Van Horne enjoyed a meaningful career, perhaps, while 
Graham raised their child(ren) and supported her in her 
successes...if only they had managed to land.  The 
traditional 50s viewer could have imagined that had 
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catastrophe been avoided (a catastrophe for which Van 
Horne, after all, blamed herself) the lady would have 
finally come to her senses and gone back into the home 
where everyone would have been happier.  Because the film 
ends with a romantic and tragic disaster, the tensions 
inherent in transgressing gender boundaries (for men as 
well as for women) within a social structure that 
privileges traditional gender roles are sublimated to a 
sense of closure.  Nonetheless, the film’s radical message 
lies in its attempt to extrapolate a future wherein a 
representation of a socially acceptable professional woman 
is possible.  Its warning, however, is that within such an 
attempt lies potential catastrophe. 
It Came from Beneath the Sea 
The tensions that Rocketship X-M avoids, the much 
less romantic It Came from Beneath the Sea, released five 
years later, takes on directly.  While It Came from 
Beneath the Sea sacrifices consistency, closure, and 
romance, it achieves a daring representation of a 
professional woman who is both powerful and erotic and, 
most importantly, survives. 
The focus of contemporary evaluations of the film is 
not so much on the film’s anti-war message—this 
interpretation had become perfunctory—but rather on its 
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“thrills” and “credibility” (Brog. Variety, June 22, 
1955).  Perfunctory acknowledgement is also made of the 
participation of a woman in the scientific adventure, as 
the reviewer describes lead actress Faith Domergue as “the 
attractive femme interest, playing the distaff side of the 
scientist team” (109).  Her character’s role as full, 
though distaff, partner in the scientific adventure is 
balanced, however, by the support she receives from her 
male colleagues as well as by the heightened sexuality she 
displays. 
Unlike Osa Massen, Domergue is no stranger to the 
science fiction film genre.  With her demure glances and 
delicate beauty, however, she is in many ways more like 
Massen than she is like the genre’s other distaff icons—
girl-next-door Mara Corday of Tarantula (1955), The Black 
Scorpion (1957), and The Giant Claw (1957), for example, 
or the indefatigable Beverly Garland of It Conquered the 
World (1956) and The Alligator People (1959).  Along with, 
for example, Colleen Gray of The Leech Woman (1959) and 
The Phantom Planet (1961), Domergue manifests, indeed she 
revels in, woman’s more alluring, overtly sexual 
characteristics.  And as with Massen’s otherness, it is  
this performance of sexuality that allows Domergue the 
leeway to relimn her era’s accepted performance of gender.  
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The more sexually attractive she is, the more she is 
allowed to succeed.  Conversely, as her credibility as a 
professional rises, so must her sexual attractiveness. 
The pressures faced by Domergue’s fictional character 
in It Came from Beneath the Sea are particularly amenable 
to a comparison with those of the woman scientist whose 
struggles are most representative of the real-life gender 
tensions of the era for women in science, Rosalind 
Franklin.  While the sexual attractiveness of Domergue’s  
character facilitates her success, the more successful 
Franklin became, the more unattractively she was portrayed 
by colleagues and competitors.  Franklin is variously 
described by biographers as “quick, fierce, and fun-
loving” (McGrayne 310), “a strikingly good-looking woman” 
with “clear olive skin, raven black hair, and brilliant 
eyes that could sparkle with amusement or flash with rage” 
(310), “a very handsome woman...truly stunning” (Bernstein 
148), a woman of “striking good looks” who possessed a 
“rather elegant, neat swiftness with which she habitually 
moved” (Sayre 25).  No, I am not describing a movie star 
here, but rather the woman scientist conversely described 
by eventual Nobel laureate Watson in The Double Helix as 
someone who “did not emphasize her feminine qualities,” 
wore no “lipstick to contrast her straight black hair,” 
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whose “dresses showed all the imagination of English 
bluestocking adolescents,” and could have been “the 
product of an unsatisfied mother who unduly stressed the 
desirability of professional careers that could save 
bright girls from marriages to dull men” (17). 
In Rosalind Franklin and DNA, Anne Sayre describes 
the influence of Franklin’s father, Ellis, on her life and 
career.  (Correspondingly, the mothers of the women 
scientists in 50s science fiction films are rarely 
mentioned.17)  Though Franklin’s father encouraged her in 
her intellectual pursuits when she was a girl (38-39), he 
opposed her wishes when she was ready to attend college 
and become a professional, arguing that she pursue more 
traditionally feminine work, such as volunteer service, 
instead (42-43).  Consequently, scientist Franklin even 
had to struggle against the lack of a very basic male 
support that fictional women scientists took for granted. 
 Like its predecessor, Beast from 20,000 Fathoms 
(1953), It Came from Beneath the Sea (1955) is situated 
within the giant creature trajectory of the 1950s “B” 
science fiction genre.18  Unlike Rocketship X-M, which 
weaves science adventure, love story, alien encounter, 
cautionary tale and more into an engaging drama, It Came, 
scripted by Them!’s George Worthing Yates, consists of 
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essentially two plots.  As the liner notes read, “The 
action is wet and wild in this sci-fi thriller that pits 
man—and woman—against a giant octopus.”  By default, 
catastrophe (in the form of a roused and hungry 
cephalopod) continually punctuates the love story between 
woman scientist and male hero, Navy Commander Pete 
Matthews. 
Whereas in Rocketship the interruption of the 
conflict between Graham and Van Horne crucially affects 
plot development, by 1955, the device of countering 
explorations of gender boundaries with the threat of 
catastrophe had become commonplace.  The conflict between 
woman’s new role as scientist and her ability to fulfill 
her expected role of wife and mother came to serve as, on 
the surface at least, a perfunctory counterpoint for the 
conquering of the beast, the meeting of a challenge.  
Despite this formulaic plot construction, however, the 
expanded parameters of gender performance in It Came from 
Beneath the Sea have the potential to transgress long-
established social taboos, particularly as articulated in 
the implicitly sexual relationship between the 
mentor/father figure and his female protégé. 
As with Massen’s Dr. Van Horne, Professor Lesley 
Joyce’s authority is established and supported by her 
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mentor.  Professor John Carter (described by Joyce as “the 
great John Carter of Harvard”) identifies his colleague as 
follows: “Professor Joyce is head of marine biology at the 
Southeastern Institute of Oceanography.  I would say she’s 
probably the outstanding authority on marine biology with 
the possible exception of Van der Hume himself.”  (Van der 
Hume is dead.)  Though Rocketship’s Dr. Eckstrom is dead, 
his position of patriarchal power seems to remain intact 
as Van Horne closes out the film in the arms of her young 
suitor.  With Van der Hume dead, however, Joyce is more in 
a position to assume his authority than engage in the 
traditional patriarchal exchange. 
Joyce’s authority is recognized not only by her 
mentor, but also by the military, the institution most 
representative of American male bonding, as well.  When 
the enigmatic sea creature is being bombed into harbor, 
for example, it is done according to Joyce’s 
specifications: 
Navy officer:  That’s the end of our first line 
of defense, Miss Joyce. 
Joyce:  Send the red alert. 
Navy officer:  Right. 
 
There is no deference in Joyce’s assumption of authority.  
There is no resistance in the officer’s unquestioning 
acceptance of that authority.  Like Van Horne, Joyce is 
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addressed either as Doctor or Miss, both terms suggesting 
the lack of a primary male in her life; that position has 
been occupied by her career. 
 Not only empowered to command the Navy, Domergue’s 
Lesley Joyce challenges gender relations on a primal 
level.  Bill Warren writes in his 1982 commentary on the 
film that “[t]here’s a hint of a romantic triangle between 
Tobey, Curtis, and Domergue, but it’s perfunctorily 
handled, and scripters George Worthing Yates and Hal Smith 
seem to have realized that everything between the effects 
is of little concern” (222).  The romantic triangle 
between Joyce, her mentor, and her suitor, however, is not 
perfunctorily, but rather confusingly, ambiguously, even 
timidly handled.  This discomfort is not surprising, 
because of the can of cephalopods it threatens to, indeed 
does, unleash. 
 Like pilot Floyd Graham in Rocketship X-M, Navy 
Commander Pete Matthews seems impelled to insert himself 
between the scientist and his most obvious rival: her 
work.  “Why don’t you take a break?” he persists.  There 
is another rival, however.  Mentor John Carter’s 
performance as father figure is not as consistent as Van 
Horne’s Dr. Eckstrom’s is.  The exchange of a 
protégé/daughter, conventional to the genre, between her 
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mentor/father figure and a virile young suitor becomes 
much less automatic.  “You’re pretty fond of him, aren’t 
you?” Matthews asks Joyce about Carter.  “Fond?  Why he’s 
magnificent!  He’s a brilliant scientist!” Joyce effuses.  
“Uh, for the record,” Matthews probes further, moving 
closer to Joyce, “are you tied up?”  And Joyce’s response 
as she rests her hands on his biceps?  “A girl has to have 
some secrets, doesn’t she?”  I don’t know what Joyce’s 
secrets are here.  Her response to Matthews is adult and 
erotic.  She seems unaware of even a potential attraction 
to Carter.  Yet she taunts Matthews with the possibility 
that he has a rival other than her work.  Is she just 
being coy?  Yet coyness seems inconsistent with her 
previously professional, straightforward demeanor.  The 
romantic plot must move forward, since it comprises half 
of the film, yet it doesn’t seem to know where to go. 
When Joyce returns to her position next to Carter at 
the workbench, Carter (like RX-M’s ingenuous Van Horne) is 
all business. “Do you have the results of the iodide 
solution?” he asks her.  He looks at her figures, looks up 
at her looking at him, she looks away abashed, then back, 
he smiles at her in a fatherly way, turns back to her 
figures, and she remains gazing at him, eyelids 
fluttering, eyebrows moving up and down, lips parted.  
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Joyce’s secrets, whatever they are, lie outside the 
boundaries of expected gender proscriptions of the era.  
Either she is initiating a sexual relationship with her 
father figure, or woman’s admittance into the sphere of 
male power has become dissociated from paternal 
sponsorship.  Moreover, this competent woman has 
appropriated the position of sexual aggressor.  It is she 
who will determine the conditions of her relationships. 
Soon after Joyce makes a breakthrough in discovering 
the nature of the beast, she leans back into a proud and 
supportive Carter, his hands on her biceps.  She gazes—
tauntingly?—at Matthews and clasps Carter’s hands into 
hers.  “That’s an interesting man,” Carter comments to 
Joyce as Matthews leaves abruptly.  “Isn’t he,” Joyce 
replies, her Elizabeth Taylor eyes following Matthews 
dreamily.  Carter suddenly becomes aware of Joyce’s 
sexuality.  He looks sharply at her.  Is this the reaction 
of a father who realizes that his daughter is becoming a 
woman?  Is it the reaction of a scientist suddenly 
noticing that a professional colleague is not just a 
genderless, “human” scientist, but a woman scientist?  Is 
Carter threatened that a woman whose adoration he has 
taken for granted is as suddenly uninterested in him as he 
was in her when she gazed dreamily at him at the 
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workbench?  No, the confused gender performances unleashed 
by this “hint of a romantic triangle” are more slippery 
than perfunctory—as slippery, in fact, as the giant 
sucking cephalopod, that in the film’s immediately ensuing 
sequence, raises its tentacles and drags a ship full of 
men, scrambling, yelling, as helpless as damsels, into a 
boiling sea. 
The confusion over how to resolve plot tensions 
created by potential changes in the genre’s conventional 
mentor/protégé convention is exacerbated when the 
character of the young suitor formally challenges the 
relationship between Carter and Joyce.  Matthews has 
invited Carter and Joyce to dinner at a fine restaurant.  
While waiting for Matthews to show up, Carter seems to 
make a play for Joyce.  “I’ve been a sober professor for 
so many years,” he says, “I feel I’m entitled to one night 
of foolishness.  May I have this dance, Doctor?”  Before 
Joyce can accept or decline the invitation, Matthews shows 
up, dashing in his white Navy uniform, and assumes the 
alpha male position:  “We, my dear Doctor, are going to 
dance,” he orders Joyce.  “With your permission, sir,” he 
defers to Carter.  If we are watching a love triangle 
unfold, albeit perfunctorily, we expect a challenge from 
Carter, a contest to determine who will claim Woman as 
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prize and then, of course, conquer what came from beneath 
the sea.  But how does Carter respond?  “Live it up, 
children,” he says.  So it appears then that he is the 
father figure, gainfully exchanging his daughter for an 
heir. 
“Oh my,” Joyce exclaims after dinner is over, “I 
haven’t eaten that well in years!”  When a self-confident 
Matthews discovers, however, that Joyce is intending to 
travel to Cairo with Carter for a Science Congress, he 
again angrily storms off.  Carter, as father figure, 
offers Joyce consolation but then immediately complicates 
this characterization by referring to her as “my darling,” 
reminding her that “tomorrow we’ll be on a plane,” and 
then reassuring her that “clinically speaking, no 
irreparable damage has been done.” 
As I read his comments to Joyce, Carter performs 
first as father figure, then as lover, and finally as a 
man not committed to monogamy.  This reading is based on 
my rather subjective addition of the phrase “to the 
possibility of your having a love affair with Matthews” to 
Carter’s presumption that “no irreparable damage has been 
done.”  That is, Carter seems willing to share Joyce with 
another man.  What is truly transgressive about this 
triangle is that Joyce, due to her sexual aggressiveness, 
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intelligence, and position of power, can exist as a 
potentially equal angle within an equilateral triangle.  
She can choose between the two men, she can choose both 
men, she can choose neither man, neither man can choose 
her, or the men can choose each other, without the need 
for a female intermediary to enact their male 
homoeroticism—and all of this, hypothetically (very 
hypothetically), can occur without consequences resulting 
from sexual and gender hierarchies.19 
While the film provides a positive, albeit 
complicated, representation of a professional woman, it 
also, like its progenitor Rocketship X-M, issues a 
corresponding caution.  This potential equalization of 
gender roles appears to be not without cost, as the 
Doctor’s name—Less Joy—would indicate.  In the final scene 
of the movie, Joyce, Matthews, and Carter are once again 
at dinner, this time celebrating their successful 
destruction of the monster.  Unlike the transformed (and 
thus doomed) lovers of Rocketship X-M, the participants in 
this controversial love triangle have their futures ahead 
of them.  Matthews, discovering that Joyce still intends 
to travel to Cairo with Carter, persists in preserving the 
old order:  “I mean, women can change,” he insists, “move 
away, get married, have families.”  And here is the 
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scientist’s ever logical reply:  “Well, there is that 
possibility, but A, there isn’t time for that to happen to 
me.  B, I can be reached at the school.  C, how would you 
like to collaborate with me on a book, How to Catch a Sea 
Beast?” 
The romance between Matthews and Joyce is described 
in Variety as not “particularly convincing, even though 
his reasons for falling are” (109).  And Joyce’s less than 
joyful response to Matthews’ earnest overture does not 
seem to contradict that interpretation. The prospect of 
collaborating on a book does read decidedly 
unromantically, especially when contrasted with an 
earlier, intensely erotic scene.  In that scene, Joyce and 
Matthews are in bathing suits, virtually nude, in medium 
shot on a beach where they’re tracking the monster.  Joyce 
slides down Matthews’ wet body, struggling to resist her 
own attraction to him.  As with 50s icon and perennial 
virgin Doris Day, a woman who exchanges marriage for a 
career must remain asexual.  When that woman, like Joyce, 
must display heightened sexual attractiveness in order to 
counteract her professional success in a traditionally 
male dominated arena, the tension is extreme. 
 Joyce’s verbal offer of intellectual collaboration, 
however, is superceded by the physical open-mouth kiss she 
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gives Matthews (while Carter looks on approvingly) as she 
cups his chin in her hand.  Indeed, it is not less joy 
that Lesley Joyce expresses but rather la jouissance, a 
possibility for total plaisir in which she, as well as any 
other participant in the triangle, can assume the 
initiative.20  Imagine the fear, then, embodied in the huge 
hungry cephalopod that causes men to emit high-pitched 
shrieks as they contemplate, indeed are complicit in, the 
loss of their male hegemony.   
As with Rocketship X-M, the radical message of It 
Came Beneath the Sea lies in the film’s attempt to 
extrapolate a socially acceptable representation of a 
successful woman scientist.  Because the film ends with an 
ambiguous sense of closure, however, the tensions inherent 
in transgressing gender boundaries are unintentionally 
heightened.  Yes, the nation is safe.  The monster has 
been defeated.  Professor Joyce, Doctor Carter, and 
Commander Matthews are gathered at table, a happy family.  
Yet the possibility of more monsters looms.  Despite the 
fact that Matthews wants Joyce to marry him and have a 
family, Joyce and Carter are still leaving for Cairo.  
When they return, Joyce will spend time with Matthews 
writing a book.  Will Matthews still be interested in her 
if she and Carter have been sexual?  Will both men end up 
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using her as a sexual object, leaving her ruined, bereft 
when they move on to marry other more socially acceptable 
partners?  Will Joyce find herself boxed into perpetual 
virginity?  How will this hypothetical triangle work?  
Clearly, without radical social changes, it is Joyce who 
must walk the most delicate line.  Thus, the film’s most 
significant warning lies in its inability to resolve just 
how a professional woman can manage to be sexual and 
asexual at the same time. 
Conclusion 
 Rocketship X-M and It Came from Beneath the Sea 
provide representations of women in science in 1950s 
America.  Each film presents a female scientist who is 
competent in her field.  Neither woman’s successes, 
however, completely alienate her from male approval.  Both 
are supported by male father figures; both are courted by 
virile young men.  To successfully challenge patriarchal 
gender roles while remaining viable members of a society 
struggling to maintain traditional gender roles, however, 
each woman must embody a persona delineated by strict 
parameters, parameters which are themselves determined and 
balanced against the successes they achieve. 
 It was Osa Massen’s persona of extreme naivete as 
well as her German otherness that allowed her, in 1950, to 
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extrapolate a future for a new American family without 
explicitly threatening it.  The portrayal five years later 
of a successful professor by the quintessentially 
American, and consequently more threatening, Faith 
Domergue, was offset by an extreme femininity, composed of 
exceptional beauty and interminable sexual availability. 
 Adherence to these strict parameters of gender 
performance, however, did not guarantee that these women 
would easily function in a society still dominated by 
patriarchal values.  Each character had to endure 
sacrifice in order to ensure her success.  While Van Horne 
and Graham explicitly considered the changes in gender 
roles necessitated by a family comprised of two strong 
professionals, the actualization of those changes was 
stymied by death and destruction.  While Joyce, Carter, 
and Matthews successfully collaborated in conquering a 
monster, an extrapolation of that collaboration into less 
extraordinary circumstances posed significant risk for 
Professor Joyce. 
In distinguishing the Creature of the science fiction 
film from the Monster of the horror film in Screening 
Space: The American Science Fiction Film, Vivian Sobchack 
writes that “many critics have seen these Creatures as 
personifications of the Bomb” and agrees that “there is 
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certainly a good deal of evidence to support that” (36).  
Though she asserts that “the Creature films of the fifties 
(and the early sixties as well) are less about horror than 
they are about the preservation of social order” (45), her 
ultimate conclusion is that the Creature “is an accident, 
something disconnected from human experience and human 
intention” (36).  Creatures “act only as foils to the 
collective hero (the organized institutions of society: 
scientific, military, political)” (45).  
As I have shown, however, feminist readings of 
Rocketship X-M and It Came from Beneath the Sea 
particularize the social order the creatures of this era 
are attempting to preserve.  These creatures are not 
simply and mindlessly railing against the horrors 
unleashed by the bomb, but are specifically targeting the 
changes in gender roles that resulted from women’s entry 
in the work force during W.W.II.  Of course the bomb 
changed the way the postwar society of the 50s defined 
itself in the world, but the threats to the traditional 
family unit that women’s emergence into science and the 
consequent gender permutations that resulted were 
extraordinarily threatening and destabilizing as well. 
Contemporary reviews also connect the fear of the 
bomb with a fear of changing gender roles.  In the March 
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1956 issue of The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction, 
for example, Charles Beaumont (qtd. in Menville) describes 
It Came’s “poor put-upon Creature” as one of many that 
“would have been content to stay at home with the wife and 
children forever, if only we humans had not begun to 
monkey around with hydrogen bombs” (73).  Indeed, staying 
at home with the wife and children becomes even harder 
when the wife is out exploring the vistas of science. 
 The opening sequence of It Came from Beneath the Sea 
provides another illustration of the intertwining of the 
anxiety resulting from the Bomb and the emergence of the 
woman scientist.  Commander Matthews and his nuclear 
submarine crew have just encountered the radioactive sea 
creature and are trapped underwater in its clutches.  
Matthews; Griff, his assistant in command; and Mack, an 
ensign, have the following conversation: 
Matthews:  Not afraid of a little radiation, are 
you Mack? 
Mack:  I’ve heard it makes you so you can’t have 
children, sir. 
Griff:  Mack was married just before we left 
port, Captain. 
Matthews:  Congratulations, Mack. 
Mack:  Thanks, Captain.  We’re counting on a 
family, sir. 
 
This new family is threatened not only by a radiation that 
can sterilize men, but by the consequences of a scientific 
development that challenges patriarchal dominance: the 
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very real, though perhaps unwitting, admission of women 
into science’s influential orbit and the science fiction 
film genre’s speculation on their potential achievements.  
Though Matthews reassures Mack that “We won’t hang around 
here any longer than we can help it,” we did hang around, 
and as we shall see in the following chapter, it takes a 
pretty big bug to get the woman back in the house. 
Endnotes 
 
1 See Filmography for an inventory of women in science 
in the “B” science fiction films of the 1950s. 
 
2 I don’t mean to imply here that the family structure 
of man as breadwinner and woman as mother/homemaker is in 
and of itself a bad model, particularly with respect to 
the undeniable biological differences between men and 
women.  What I see as constricting in the actualization of 
this model is the lack of options, for both genders, as 
well as the binary that defines them.  Also, the social 
consequences for women who blindly adhere to this model 
have traditionally increased their vulnerability.  They 
can devote their lives to a partnership, then get 
abandoned for a younger woman and “stuck” with the kids.  
They can struggle finding work because their talents as 
homemakers and mothers are not economically validated.  As 
Vivian Gornick describes some of the women she surveyed in 
Women in Science: Portraits from a World in Transition 
(1983), “There were a number of scientists in their 
fifties who had lived much of their lives as women for 
whom being a woman is a profession, and then in their 
maturity had discovered they had scientific talent and had 
become scientists” (16). 
 
3 Shrieking “We’ll fight you on the beaches, we’ll 
fight you in the streets, democracy will survive, we’ll 
never never surrender,” Rod Steiger’s General Decker 
becomes tinier and tinier as his shrieks becomes tinnier 
and tinnier.  This scene pays homage to The Amazing Puppet 
People, The Phantom Planet, and Dr. Cyclops.  Sarah 
Jessica Parker’s head is transplanted onto the head of her 
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pet Chihuahua while Pierce Brosnan’s head (sans body) is 
suspended by an elaborate metallic apparatus, referencing 
The Brain that Wouldn’t Die.  The Martian spaceship and 
its death ray are Ray Harryhausen’s from Earth vs. the 
Flying Saucers.  A rampaging robot replicates the 
rampaging aliens from Kronos and Target Earth.  And 
finally, the scientifically creative yet ordinary solution 
that ultimately defeats the aliens is taken directly from 
both Earth vs. the Flying Saucers (ultrasonic guns mounted 
on army flatbed trucks cause the aliens’ space ships to 
topple and crash) and Target Earth (vibrating oscillators 
mounted on army jeeps cause the robots’ heads to crack 
open): In Mars, army tanks with speakers blaring Slim 
Whitman’s “Indian Love Call” cause the aliens’ spaceships 
to crash and their heads to explode. 
 
4 In his section on iconography and convention, which 
he defines as the “recurrent images, figures, and objects 
that...uncontestably distinguish the genre from other 
genres (54), Luciano examines “the near repertory company 
of male performers who dominated the genre” (56).  
(Luciano delineates these iconographs and conventions as 
the actors, the machinery, the special effects footage, 
the stock footage, the landscapes, and titles and 
posters.)  He divides the actor/iconograph into two 
categories: the “romantic visionary hero” as exemplified 
by Richard Carlson (It Came from Outer Space) and Rex 
Reason (This Island Earth) and the “practical ‘guts ‘n 
glory guys’” exemplified by Kenneth Tobey (It Came from 
Beneath the Sea, The Thing) and Marshall Thompson (Fiend 
without a Face, It! The Terror from Beyond Space, First 
Man into Space)(57).  He further defines the “pragmatic 
man of action...found in the secondary roles,” exemplified 
by Morris Ankrum (Rocketship X-M, Kronos, Earth vs. the 
Flying Saucers) and Thomas Browne Henry (The Brain from 
Planet Arous, Earth vs. the Flying Saucers) (58).  “The 
actors themselves are a convention,”(60) he states. 
 
5 Annette Bening’s Mars character, for example, is a 
silly New Ager.  Pam Grier’s (beautiful, strong, quietly 
dignified as ever) city-bus-driving mother serves as 
homage (by her very presence as well as in her role) to 
1960s blaxploitation flicks which, as well as disaster 
film images, by the way, Burton conflates with his homage 
to the science-fiction genre.  His Natalie, though a 
professional TV reporter, is ditzy, unintelligent, and her 
primary function is to fall in love with the professor 
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(primarily so that the image of their bodiless kissing 
heads can close out the film).  While the women of the 50s 
films often did fall in love with the professor (the 
scientist, the military man, the doctor), however, they 
fell in love as equals, as exemplified by Jeff Morrow’s 
description of Faith Domergue’s Ruth Adams to Cal Meacham, 
the scientist who will eventually fall in love with her in 
This Island Earth:  “Dr. Adams here has been working along 
the same lines as you have, perhaps just a step behind 
you, although I might add that both of you are way ahead 
of anyone in your field.” 
 
6 English Heritage Society, qtd. in Sharon Bertsch 
McGrayne’s Nobel Prize Women in Science: Their Lives, 
Struggles, and Momentous Discoveries (1993), 332. 
 
7 Massen’s other roles, as recorded in The 
VideoHound’s Golden Movie Retriever (1995), include A 
Woman’s Face, with Joan Crawford (1941), Iceland, with 
Sonja Henie (1942), Background to Danger (1943), Cry of 
the Werewolf (1944), Master Race, with Lloyd Bridges 
(1944), and Outcasts of the City (1958). 
 
8 The same question is asked of Joan Allen’s 
character, Sen. Laine Hanson, by a woman reporter after 
the senator is selected as Vice-President Delegate in The 
Contender (2000): “Senator, Senator, yes, Ms. Hanson, do 
you feel that your being a woman played any type of a role 
in the President’s decision?”  In this film, the woman 
being questioned (almost) gets to answer for herself: 
“Well, I, uh, first I would like to say what an honor it 
is for me to be before you in this position, and, uh, I 
hope to serve up to the standards which President Evans 
set for me in that wonderful introduction.  Thank you so 
much, sir.”  The particulars of her direct response to the 
reporter’s question (“I, uh, certainly hope that...”) are 
stepped on (“First rate, Mrs. Hanson, first rate), 
however, as the scene segues to the briefing room where it 
is being replayed on television. 
 
9 See Appendix A for a (partial) listing of women in 
science and their male mentors in the science fiction 
films of the 1950s. 
 
10 See Appendix B for a corresponding listing of women 
in science and their virile young suitors in the science 




11 Whether or not Van Horne is responsible for the 
ship’s lack of fuel is debatable.  Here’s an example of 
how Eckstrom could have been the one to make an error: 
 
Eckstrom:  A differential 6 over m to the 30th 
power the half way check result is 262 thousand 
341 thousand both using tangent 8.  Correct? 
Van Horne:  That isn’t the result I have. 
Eckstrom:  They must be the same.  There’s an 
error  there. 
Van Horne:  I’ve made no error, Dr. Eckstrom. 
Eckstrom:  I have to say that you’ve made an 
error and discard your figures.  I’m sorry. 
Van Horne:  Don’t be. 
Eckstrom:  Surely you’re not going to let 
emotion enter into this. 
Van Horne:  Certainly not. 
Eckstrom:  We’ll continue computing using my 
results as a basis. 
Van Horne:  Yes, Doctor.  Except I feel very 
strongly, I should say, that we should try both. 
Eckstrom:  We can’t.  To complete either 
calculation will take 6 to 8 hours.  We can’t 
afford the time.  It’s either one or the other, 
Doctor Van Horne. 
Van Horne:  But it doesn’t have to be.  You 
can’t be arbitrary about imposing your will when 
these people’s lives are at stake.  Don’t you 
realize that?  You speak as calmly as if you 
were saying pass the salt.  Aren’t you human?  
Are you made of ice?  I’m sorry.  I apologize. 
Eckstrom:  For what?  For momentarily being a 
woman?  It’s completely understandable, Miss Van 
Horne.  Now shall we go ahead? 
Van Horne:  Yes, Doctor. 
Eckstrom:  Tangent L9. 
Van Horne:  Tangent L9. 
 
Here’s an example of how the fuel miscalculation could 
have been fated: 
 
Corrigan (after meteorites knock ship off 
course):  Boy, I’ve been through some pretty 
heavy flak in my day but that’s the worst I’ve 
ever had thrown at me.  Heavenly flak.  Ha ha!  
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Hey, maybe somebody don’t want us to get where 
we aim to get. 
 
Here’s another example of how Eckstrom, and not Van Horne, 
could be responsible for the ship’s problems: 
 
Van Horne:  Doctor, can you be quite sure these 
propulsions are safe?  We never proved them by 
experiment. 
Eckstrom:  The mathematical theory is beyond 
question. 
Van Horne:  O3 though.  Sometimes it behaves 
unpredictably. 
Eckstrom:  Woman’s intuition again? 
 
The ensuing propulsion is so high that everyone is knocked 
about, the engine controls lever is knocked into off 
position, all are unconscious for days as the ship zooms 
off course and out of control. 
 
12 Vivian Gornick, in Women in Science: Portraits from 
a World in Transition (1983), p.15, describes her 
subjects’ “pressing hunger” to work, how they “occupied 
peripheral, often humiliating positions for twenty and 
thirty years in order to do science” (15).  Such passion 
definitely threatens male primacy in the traditional 
family structure. 
 
13 The themes of career and love and the choices a 
woman must make are still current.  Here is an excerpt 
from an episode of the 21st century’s popular X-Files 
television series: 
 
Voiceover of writer at typewriter, thinking 
about female scientist/hero Dana Scully’s 
personality:  She was a marshal of cold facts, 
quick to organize, connect, shuffle, reorder, 
and synthesize hard values into discrete 
categories.  Imprecision would only invite 
sexist criticism, that she was soft, malleable, 
not up to her male counterparts.  Even now as 
she pushed an errant strand of Titian hair 
behind her ear, she worried her partner would 
know instinctively what she could only guess.  
To be thought of as simply a beautiful woman was 
bridling, unthinkable.  But she was beautiful.  
Fatally.  Stunningly prepossessing.  Yet the 
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compensatory respect she commanded only deepened 
the yearnings of the heart, to let it open, to 
let someone in. 
 
14 Adam Knee’s quite plausible reading of Chamberlain 
as homosexual in The American Science Fiction Film and 
Fifties Culture (1997) portends current attempts to 
include lesbians and gays as acceptable and natural 
constituents of American families. 
 
15 This precarious “tight spot” is similar to the 
ending of Alien (1979): 
 
“Final report of the commercial starship 
Nostromo.  Third officer reporting.  The other 
members of the crew—Kane, Lambert, Parker, 
Brett, Ash, and Captain Dallas—are dead.  Cargo 
and ship destroyed.  I should reach the frontier 
in about six weeks.  With a little luck, Network 
will pick me up.  This is Ripley, last survivor 
of the Nostromo, signing off.” 
 
In Alien, however, the pilot is replaced by a cat and 
Ripley, unlike Dr. Van Horne, does survive for a sequel. 
 
16 The love affair between Graham and Van Horne is not 
the only one that ends tragically.  The relationship 
between Eckstrom and Fleming expresses a close male bond, 
one not mediated by the exchange of a woman.  Here is a 
scene when the ship is ready to take off and the two 
friends are bidding farewell: 
 
Fleming:  Doesn’t seem real that the moment has 
finally has arrived after all these years. 
Eckstrom:  Has been a long time. 
Fleming:  A long time for two men to work 
together. 
Eckstrom:  Remember when we started what they 
called us? 
Fleming:  Young crackpots. 
Eckstrom:  Yes, and what are we now?  Maybe just 
crackpots. 
Fleming:  The only regret I have is that I must 
stay behind. 
Eckstrom:  Your job is no less important, Bob. 
Fleming:  I know but still... 
VOICE OVER:  X minus 6 minutes. 
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Fleming:  Karl, good luck. 
Eckstrom:  Thank you (they shake hands). 
 
Here is the scene after Fleming hears that Eckstrom has 
died: 
 
Fleming:  What about Dr. Eckstrom? 
Long close up.  Music swells.  He walks away.  
We see him in shadow, looking up. 
 
17 Perhaps the lack of representation of an 
influential mother is due to fact that women like Franklin 
often didn’t marry, necessarily choosing career over 
family.  According to Sayre in Rosalind Franklin and DNA 
(1975), Franklin never married, not because she was 
sexually unattractive, but because she was committed to 
her scientific work and found no man for whom giving up 
that work was worthwhile.  Also, Sayre argues that had 
Franklin married and become a mother, she would have left 
her work to raise her children because she believed that 
children needed the full-time care of a mother (52-55).  
Thus Franklin viewed herself as a scientist, not as a 
woman scientist, because even for her, those sets did not 
easily intersect. 
 
18 Lost Continent (1951) actually marks the beginning 
of the giant creature trajectory of 1950s “B” science 
fiction films.  Because the creatures are only 
peripherally connected with atomic radiation, however, 
this film is actually more connected with the fantasy film 
genre that includes such films as One Million B.C. (1940), 
Unknown Island (1948), Two Lost Worlds (1950) and 
ultimately Jurassic Park (1993).  It is The Beast from 
20,000 Fathoms that first directly connects the giant 
creature with the fear of atomic power that characterized 
the films of the 50s. 
 
19 This enactment of male homoeroticism is clearly 
suggested by the film.  It is not Professor Joyce who 
becomes the damsel in distress.  Rather it is Carter whom 
Matthews must rescue on the Golden Gate Bridge.  After the 
rescue, Joyce, as bridge between male affection, embraces 
first one man then the other as the monster destroys the 
bridge.  In return, later in the film, Carter rescues 
Matthews, the monster is destroyed, and the two men swim 





20 Jouissance (enjoyment, orgasm, bliss) and plaisir 
(pleasure) are complicated terms developed from Lacanian 
psychotherapy primarily by poststructuralist feminist  
theorists (or French feminists) Helene Cixous, Luce 
Irigaray, and Julia Kristeva.  These terms signify a 
physical, particularly sexual, pleasure or libidinal 
energy that operates beyond phallic (or phallocentric) 
conceptions of sexuality.  That is, expressions of  
jouissance and plaisir operate beyond language and thus 
escape the power, control, and structural rules of a male-
dominated symbolic order.  As such, they reestablish a 
connection with the Mother (or the Imaginary, the Abject) 
and are thus capable of challenging social conventions and 
disrupting traditional narratives. 
  
Chapter 3 
“Science is science, 
but a girl must get her hair done”: 
The Struggle to Balance Professionalism and Femininity 
in the Giant Insect Films of the 1950s 
 
It Came from Beneath the Sea concludes with the 
ultimate defeat of the multi-orificed “It,” which, along 
with the beast from 20,000 fathoms, a giant behemoth, crab 
monsters, giant leeches, and a giant claw, is a 
constituent of what Vivian Sobchack refers to in Screening 
Space: The American Science Fiction Film as the Creature 
film.  There is a clear connection between the gender 
imagery embodied in the “It” that came from beneath the 
sea and three particular films representative of a sub-
category of Creature film: the giant insect film.  The 
gender characteristics of the ants, tarantula, and praying 
mantis in Them!, Tarantula, and The Deadly Mantis 
correspond to the threat and instability embodied in 
attempts to represent women scientists in post-W.W.II 
America. 
The imagery in It Came from Beneath the Sea 
exemplifies the threat to male power that postwar society 
feared from the potential power of the female.  In its 
concluding scenes, for example, the “It” that came from 
beneath the sea slams its man-sized, slimy suckers on top 
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of panicked citizens as they run amok in the streets.  
Once forced by flame throwers back into the San Francisco 
Bay, the creature is impervious to the tiny 
phallus/torpedo Navy Commander Pete Matthews fires into 
it.  In angry retaliation, the creature sinuously wraps 
its tentacles around the military submarine that is 
pursuing it, rendering this emblem of the collective 
American phallus impotent in the water as its own bulbous, 
clitoral head bobs in seeming satisfaction.1  Holding the 
secret to the creature’s vulnerability, the movie’s male 
scientist, the great Dr. John Carter of Harvard, fires an 
explosive device through its eye/its “I”/its very identity 
and into its brain, both freeing the sub and rescuing the 
stunned, limp Peter (Cmdr. Matthews). 
The destruction of this creature, however, does not 
ameliorate the conundrum of how to represent a woman who 
is professionally successful and sexually accessible at 
the same time.  Nor does it eradicate the threat of more 
man-eating cephalopods.  This particular creature was only 
one of many naturally occurring giants that dwell, as the 
film’s Dr. Carter states, in “the extreme depths of the 
sea” and “almost never come up, unless they’re disturbed.” 
In this chapter, I explore the representation of 
women scientists in three giant insect films where 
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creatures are indeed disturbed.  These films contribute 
significantly to an understanding of the paranoia 
underlying changing gender roles in 1950s America.  As is 
my argument throughout this chapter, the energy required 
to suppress the particulars of this paranoia erupts into 
the insect plot.  While most critics argue that the films’ 
giant insects symbolize, as Sobchack writes, “collective 
nuclear fear definitely related to group anxiety about the 
uses of atomic energy” (49), I contend that they also 
(perhaps equally so, if not more so) exteriorize the 
gender-related tensions these films (as well as much of 
the criticism of these films) elide.  The genre’s bulbous, 
throbbing, truculent insects function as floating 
signifiers, a phantasmagoria of resistance, fear, 
complicity, and confusion as society attempts to adapt to 
women’s new opportunities. 
After the war was over and the soldiers returned 
home, women scientists, according to Margaret Rossiter in 
Women Scientists in America Before Affirmative Action 
1940-1972, began to experience an intensified 
discrimination in the work place, as cultural forces 
worked to undo their advancement and restore the 
traditional gender role of woman as keeper of the home.2  
The giant insect films exhibit a corresponding movement 
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from depictions of female characters in positions of real 
public influence, such as marine biologist Lesley Joyce 
and chemist Lisa Van Horne, to women in less powerful, 
less threatening professional roles.  As she becomes less 
threatening, however, the idea of at least a woman’s 
presence in the scientific arena becomes more acceptable, 
and representations of women in science become more 
representative of ordinary women in society. 
The beautiful women scientists depicted in Rocketship 
X-M and It Came from Beneath the Sea exhibit extreme 
performances of sexuality, performances that are 
themselves balanced against the remarkable career 
successes these scientists achieved.  The professional 
women represented in the insect films are likewise quite 
attractive (they are played by movie stars, after all).  
However, these characters embody the comfortable 
attractiveness of the American “girl next door” (the 
comfort of their appeal resting primarily on the condition 
that they remain girls).  As women who appear ready to 
work (or at least girls who are comfortably mature enough 
to work), they wear stylish business suits and cotton 
dresses, smart hats, and sensible low-heeled pumps.  Their 
hair is neatly cropped.  Their facial expressions are 
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genial and alert.  Their suitors’ reactions to them are 
likewise wholesome, affectionate and respectful. 
While each character does occupy a position of 
authority in the scientific arena, the scope of her 
professional influence becomes significantly limited over 
a short period of time in the three films I analyze in 
this chapter.  In Them! (1954), Joan Weldon’s Dr. Patricia 
“Pat” Medford is a practicing entomologist.  In Tarantula 
(1955), Mara Corday’s Stephanie “Steve” Clayton is a 
graduate student in biology.  In The Deadly Mantis (1957), 
Alix Talton’s Marge Blaine is an adjunct science 
professional, working as a magazine editor and 
photojournalist for the Museum of Natural History in 
Washington.  As the scope of her professional influence 
declines, however, each woman experiences an increasing 
independence.  Likewise, resistance to her presence in the 
work force is lowered. 
An analysis of this sense of balance between 
professional power and acceptability as a woman is 
particularly useful in the giant insect films because of 
the artificial sense of closure they attempt to create.  
Each of the insect films concludes with order restored as 
the giant insect’s ultimate defeat is witnessed by a cast 
of contented characters who include the woman scientist, 
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her new suitor, townspeople, members of the scientific 
community, as well as various figures of authority.  
Though social order has apparently been restored, the 
tension between woman’s emerging professionalism and her 
traditional role as wife and mother has been elided.  
Through an examination of Them!, Tarantula, and The Deadly 
Mantis and the women professionals portrayed in them, this 
chapter will show the delicate balance between 
professionalism and femininity that women of the 50s had 
to maintain.  It will show how the social tensions 
surrounding woman’s expanded professional roles during 
W.W.II and the subsequent social impulse to return her to 
a pre-Rosie-the-Riveter image of womanhood are displaced 
onto rampaging insects, creatures that must be brought 
under control for civilization as we know it to continue.  
Them!’s ants “may be the end of us,” Tarantula’s 
“oversized arachnid” may cause “the world [to] succumb,” 
and the deadly mantis, “this most dangerous monster that 
ever lived, challenged the security of our cities!”3   
Moreover, this chapter will show how the origins and 
specific sexual characteristics of the giant insects 
themselves characterize the threats they embody.  In Them! 
the primary threat comes from the female ant, or queen, 
and her powers of reproduction.  The males, or consorts 
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during her wedding flight, are relatively minor players, 
and it is the undoing of this imbalance of sexual and 
gender power that conquering the ants represents.  In 
Tarantula, the insect that threatens civilization is a 
lone animal (sometimes referred to as “he,” but primarily 
referred to as “it”).  Only this one insect must be 
destroyed—no small feat, however, considering the fact 
that, according to the trailer, “Bullets can’t stop it!  
Dynamite can’t kill it!”  What distinguishes this 
particular insect, with its hungry, drooling, vulvan maw 
and the lethal hairy stinger that rams itself mercilessly 
into shrieking (mostly male) victims, is its sexual 
characteristic of male/female androgyny.  Within this 
paradigm of insect as symbolic of gender tensions, it is 
the potential blending of gender roles, the inability to 
clearly demarcate male from female that allowing women 
into traditionally male bastions (hypothetically) 
promotes, that must be destroyed.4 
Them!’s giant ants are a direct result of atomic bomb 
testing: “A fantastic mutation,” as Dr. Harold Medford 
explains, “probably caused from lingering radiation from 
the first atomic bomb.”  Their origins are thus directly 
connected, as well as to Nature’s revenge for human hubris 
in making the bomb and America’s collective guilt for 
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using it, to W.W.II and the influx of women in the work 
force that resulted from American males fighting overseas.  
These radioactive mutations are portentous of changes to 
come, and their destruction does not guarantee success:  
“We may have entered the atomic age,” Dr. Medford 
summarizes at the movie’s conclusion.  “We opened a door 
into a new world.  What we eventually find in that new 
world, nobody can predict.”  The tarantula, however, is 
the direct result of a peacetime scientific experiment 
gone wrong.  As the videotape liner notes read, biochemist 
Gerald Deemer “has a plan to feed the world by using a 
growth formula on plants and animals.  But instead he 
creates a spider of mammoth proportions with an appetite 
to match!”  The danger represented by the giant mutation 
lies in the power of science and the post-W.W.II impulse 
to regulate scientists more strictly (especially if some 
of those scientists are going to be women). 
The deadly mantis is more connected to the Cold War 
than to W.W.II.  As Col. Joe Parkman addresses the nation 
in an emergency news report, “If the mantis is sighted, 
the procedure will be the same as though an enemy aircraft 
had been sighted.  Take no chances.  Report any unusual 
flying object.”  Like the tarantula, the mantis is a lone 
creature, more “he” than “it,” even further disconnected 
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from rampant reproductive terror.  Unlike either the 
tarantula or the ants, the mantis’s origin is completely 
natural.  It is simply a prehistoric creature, completely 
disconnected from the awesome power of science.  It is the 
knowledge that science can provide, in fact, that helps to 
capture it. 
With the entire nation involved and a prepared, 
highly organized military force at the ready, the lone, 
disoriented creature’s ultimate annihilation is never 
really in doubt.  Indeed, the creature itself, especially 
when seen flying through the air in long shot, looks like, 
well, it looks like you could swat it down with your hand 
and then step on it.5  In fragmented close-ups, however, 
the creature takes on an extraordinarily symbolic visual 
power, more connected to maternal power than either of the 
creatures that came before it.  Its conquering thus 
represents not a triumph over female power, but rather an 
ultimately more frightening repression of it. 
Through the progression of these three films, then, 
we see an apparent restoration of traditional male power 
and faith in the absolute goodness of science, rescued by 
the Cold War and purged of potential female dominance.  
However, as this chapter will emphasize, the enigmatic 




 As prototype for the giant insect film, Them! 
(screenplay by Ted Sherdman, story by George Worthing 
Yates, direction by Gordon Douglas) sets the pattern which 
subsequent films in the genre follow: a woman scientist or 
other non-traditional professional, under male 
sponsorship, helps to exterminate a giant insect as well 
as win the heart and respect of the male lead.  This 
pattern further establishes the requirements that the 
cinematic scientist balance her ability to be romantically 
accessible and professionally successful at the same time 
and furthermore, that she balance her professional 
competency (and potential independence) with allegiance to 
a patriarchal figure.  The energy required to maintain 
this balance is sublimated to the insect plot, in which 
all parties involved, including the female lead herself, 
must work collaboratively to eradicate the threat of a 
dangerous mutation. 
 Them!’s woman scientist is entomologist Dr. Patricia 
Medford, played by actress Joan Weldon.  Medford’s 
professional mentor in the film is her actual father.  
“This is the other Dr. Medford, gentlemen—my daughter, 
Patricia,” Dr. Harold Medford says, as he introduces her.  
The male lead is FBI man Robert Graham, whose immediate 
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response to the female scientist’s appearance affirms her 
suitability, despite her profession and the unattractive 
stereotype it implies:  “If she’s the kind [of doctor] 
that takes care of sick people,” he remarks, “I think I’ll 
get a fever real quick!”6 
 Weldon’s depiction of the first woman scientist in 
the giant insect genre was too far from societal norms to 
allow her to be successful as a Hollywood ingénue.7  Her 
performance endures, however, as an attempt to depict a 
woman scientist who is more scientist than starlet.  As 
protégé to her elderly father, Patricia, androgynously 
referred to as “Pat,” more than assists him.8  She and he 
together give orders as well as information to military 
brass.  The male love interest is depicted as her equal in 
the battle with the ants, even subordinate to her 
scientific knowledge. 
This representation of gender equality requires Pat 
Medford to negotiate a delicate balancing act.  Her 
relatively easy acceptance into a male bastion is 
justified  by the fact that she is mentored, not just by a 
father figure, but by the father himself.  Her expertise 
in science is offset by her appeal to the male lead (and 
by the fact that she seems amenable to his interest).  
What is difficult to neutralize is the ultimate depiction 
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of Medford and Graham as equals rather than as polar 
opposites of a gender binary.  The fear embodied in such a 
representation is not just that gender roles might no 
longer be fixed, but that the traditional gender hierarchy 
could be reversed, as it appears to be with the giant 
ants, ruled by their queens. 
This ultimate dissolution of the traditional gender 
binary can particularly be shown through a formalist 
analysis of how Pat Medford is depicted throughout the 
film.9  The filmic syntax links by association images of 
Medford and the giant ants in a manner that reinforces the 
challenge to traditional gender roles her potential power 
represents.  Typical representations of Medford consist of 
medium shots of her, her father, and Graham.  In a 
briefing room at the Pentagon, for example, she and Graham 
stand side by side in the rear right of the frame.  Pat 
Medford’s father, Dr. Harold Medford, stands at front 
left, so that Pat is in middle of the two men.  A 
traditional exchange is what is expected, with the father 
in the primary position, his daughter in between the two 
men. 
 However, an exchange is not made.  Rather, Pat moves 
to the rear of the frame as her father explains to the 
gathered military men the terrible threat posed by the ant 
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mutations. “Unless these queens are located and destroyed 
before they’ve established thriving colonies and can 
produce heaven alone knows how many more queen ants,” he 
warns, “man, as the dominant species of life on earth, 
will probably be extinct.”  This usage, privileging the 
male gender, reflects what is at stake here if a species 
that privileges the female, specifically her control of 
the methods of reproduction, takes over the earth.  
Because of Pat’s serious, looming presence in the rear of 
the frame as Harold Medford’s words are spoken, one senses 
an alignment between her and these powerful queens—one 
threatening the existence of man on Earth, the other 
threatening male social dominance. 
 The filmic syntax in a subsequent sequence reinforces 
this challenge to traditional gender roles that Pat 
Medford’s power represents.  In medium shot, Harold 
Medford is at the left front of the frame, Pat occupies 
the middle rear, and Graham is seated in the left rear on 
the phone.  Again the woman is placed between the two men 
as a potential medium of exchange.  This expectation, 
however, is again thwarted.  As a result of information 
received from the phone call, Pat moves up in the frame 
and leads Graham to the door.  She and Graham leave for 
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Brownsville, Texas to interview a pilot claiming to have 
seen a UFO, leaving the elder Medford behind. 
 Once in Brownsville, Pat Medford now occupies the 
front left position in the frame, the one previously 
occupied by her father.  Graham is seated to her left as 
the boyishly disheveled pilot (in pajamas) paces back and 
forth between them.  Not only has the father figure been 
eliminated, Pat has taken his place and a child figure has 
been added.  As in Rocketship X-M, Pat and Graham (like 
Lisa Van Horne and pilot Floyd Graham) can be seen to 
represent coequal parents of a new nuclear family, with 
the disheveled pilot (like the wounded young astronomer) 
as their vulnerable son. 
 Filmic syntax that places Medford in increasingly 
powerful positions in the frame further links her to the 
matrilineal ants and supports the threat to male power her 
power as female represents.  In Washington, giving a 
report to the military, the elder Medford stands at a map 
board in the front left of the frame.  Graham and Pat are 
seated in the rear of the frame so that Pat is in between 
the two men. Harold Medford reveals that two mutant queens 
and their accompanying male consorts have escaped from the 
original nest.  This briefing sequence is then intercut 
with a scene of one of the queens and their consorts 
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attacking a navy vessel.  As is typical of the Creature 
genre, this scene consists of running, shrieking, 
terrified men ultimately cowering before the giant 
mutation.  In Them!, the sequence ends with an 
uncharacteristically gruesome death of a radio operator. 
 Immediately after this savage slaughter of men, we 
see Pat, taking her father's place, standing at the map 
board reporting to the seated males.  Behind her in the 
middle of the frame looms the mammary-like dome of the 
capitol building as if to reinforce a new hegemony.  It is 
not the aged father’s potential son-in-law, but rather the 
daughter herself, who will inherit his position of 
patriarchal power if these ant mutations (Is Pat one of 
Them?) are not exterminated.  Medford’s success, 
professionalism, and scientific knowledge allow her not to 
function as a medium of exchange or even to occupy a 
secondary position of authority, but rather to occupy the 
primary position soon to be abdicated by her aged father.  
As the female of the ant species has come to dominate the 
male, so might she and her sisters in science if their 
power is allowed increase and multiply. 
 The penultimate scene of the film consists of a 
close-up of Pat and Graham together, both in army issue 
helmets and khakis, with identical serious expressions, 
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gazing not at each other but at the now burning ants.  The 
consequences of such an elision of difference in gender 
characteristics, however, have already been manifested in 
an earlier shift in plot tension.  The tension in the last 
third of the film shifts from defeating the ants and 
saving the world to rescuing two boys whose hardworking, 
devoted father the ants have already killed.  When I saw 
this film as a child, I felt that this shift in plot 
tension was anti-climactic, that the filmmakers probably 
hadn’t been able to think up anything more exciting once 
the giant ants had made their dramatic appearance.  
Examining this film now through a lens of gender analysis, 
this shift makes perfect sense because it reveals the 
implicit threat to traditional masculinity that is being 
posed by the increasing power of women.  The mass effort 
to rescue endangered boys is a metaphorical attempt to 
preserve a system of patriarchal hegemony by rescuing its 
heirs. 
 The character of the distraught mother, a minor stock 
character in many of the films of this genre, offers 
reassurance that tradition matters, even, perhaps 
especially, to women.  To mournful violin music, the 
beleaguered Mrs. Lodge—graying, fortyish, tenacious—extols 
the virtues of her missing husband:  “Hal works on Sundays 
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from nine to seven.  Extra job he has.  He works so hard 
for us.  He doesn’t have much time to spend with Jerry and 
Mike, so the three of them get up early on Sundays and go 
someplace to play for a few hours.”10  It is easy to see 
that the traditional nuclear family is under attack here, 
as the male is threatened by the social changes wreaking 
havoc on society—forced to work two jobs to make ends 
meet, dislodged from his refuge at home as the head of his 
family.11  That the entire military effort is focused on 
rescuing the two boys manifests concern for the 
preservation of this way of life, of traditional 
masculinity, or even of males themselves. 
 As Pat Medford rides through the Los Angeles sewers 
and reports via walkie-talkie from military vehicles just 
like the men, television news reports implore, “Stay in 
your homes.  I repeat, stay in your homes.  Your personal 
safety, the safety of the entire city, depends upon your 
full cooperation!”  The implication of this announcement 
linking home and safety is that if American women return 
to their homes, the family unit as we know it, as we need 
it, will persevere.  The paradox in the film is that if 
Pat Medford stays home, the beasts continue their reign of 
destruction all over the earth, because it is Pat 
Medford’s knowledge and daring that significantly 
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contribute to their conquest.  If she doesn’t stay home, 
however, her increasing participation in the scientific 
arena, and the participation of more women like her, will 
continue dislodging Lodges all over the country. 
 This plot diversion implicitly acknowledging the 
potential consequences of women’s increasing 
professionalism nonetheless does not overtly address the 
film’s paradoxical approach to women’s increasing 
participation in the American work force.  The giant ants 
themselves are manifestations of the tensions arising from 
this paradox, erupting like atomic bombs across the social 
landscape.  In Them! both male and female ants ravage the 
earth.  The ants we see doing the actual killing in the 
film are referred to as “he,” and their modus operandi is 
distinctly male: Powerful mandibles encircle the waist as 
the ant then thrusts its phallic stinger into the victim 
(again and again) from behind, killing with poisonous 
ejaculations of formic acid.  It is the female, however—
the queen—who poses the more serious threat because it is 
she who, as well as controlling the males, controls the 
method of reproduction. 
The hegemony of the traditional American family 
structure that will be replaced if the mutant ants take 
over the earth is established early on in the film, even 
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before we see the ants’ first victim.  “Hi Rich,” police 
sergeant Ben Peterson greets the police photographer at 
the site of a destroyed trailer, “How are the kids?”  
“Fine thanks,” Rich replies, “another one on the way.”  
“Good for you!” Peterson responds.  The ants’ method of 
reproduction reverses paternal determination of, indeed 
male involvement in, ancestral lineage.  While the male 
ants are unequipped for survival beyond the mating and die 
soon afterward (as explained by Harold Medford), the queen 
flies on, following the path of least resistance, until 
she can establish a place in which to lay her eggs and 
begin a new nest.  She will then “continue to lay eggs 
from the one mating for from fifteen to seventeen years,” 
creating, like Victor Frankenstein, a new species.12 
Moreover, the ultimate conquest of the mutant ants 
can be read as a rebirth process whose total success 
depends on the extermination of bad females.  The lone 
surviving queen has established a new nest in the sewer 
system under Los Angeles—“Seven hundred miles of tunnels 
under the city,” according to a city official, who admits, 
”We don’t know where they go,” evoking an image of 
interminable vaginal canals, unfathomable to men.  The 
rescuers must enter this mysterious female space through 
tube-like culverts with shallow water flowing through 
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them, enacting a reverse entry into a polluted birth 
canal.  Once found, the lost boys are pushed into the open 
hole of a dripping pipe, which will lead them into the 
arms of their natural mother, anxiously awaiting them 
outside.  Even love interest Graham must be rescued from a 
womb-like cave by soldiers firing phallic guns after 
support beams collapse on top of him.  When the egg 
chamber is finally discovered, it is teeming with winged 
queens malevolently humming in a semicircle, as in a 
coven, around the eggs of their new princesses.13  
Destroying these wicked ants will undo the imbalance of 
sexual and reproductive power that they represent. 
At the same time that the ants represent a potential 
reversal of gender hegemony, they also serve as physical 
manifestations of denial, as both men and women fight to 
deny the problems unleashed by woman’s admittance into a 
significant professional arena and the subsequent attempt 
to undo that admittance.  The conundrum remains:  How can 
a woman stay home who cannot stay home?  Paradoxically, 
the ants’ destruction thus represents only a denial of 
denial.  The tensions that caused them to erupt in the 
first place remain. 
The films that followed Them!’s pattern provided a 
specious sense of closure as they continued to elide the 
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very real tensions associated with women in the American 
workforce after W.W.II.  Mutant insects continued to erupt 
as physical manifestations of this elision, embodying 
social problems moviegoers wanted to escape and resolve at 
the same time.  Concomitantly, filmmakers continued to 
create (and moviegoers continued to support) 
representations of women whose professionalism, 
attractiveness, career successes, and career support 
existed in tenuous and constantly fluctuating balance.  
Tarantula 
 The thrill of Tarantula (screenplay by Robert M. 
Fresco and Martin Berkeley, direction by Jack Arnold) is 
not seeing the tarantula for the first time (no surprise 
there) but rather anticipating just how big and how 
horrible said tarantula will be (100 Feet High!) and how 
much (and whom) it will destroy.  Nonetheless, as Bill 
Warren writes in Keep Watching the Skies!: American 
Science Fiction Movies of the Fifties Volume I 1950-1957, 
“Tarantula was not only the first of the children of 
Them!, it was certainly the best” (226).  True to the 
pattern established in Them!, biology graduate student 
Stephanie Clayton, played by actress Mara Corday, is 
androgynously referred to as “Steve.”  Under the 
sponsorship of research biochemist Gerald Deemer, she 
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participates in the battle against a giant mutant insect 
and wins the heart and respect of affable town doctor, 
Matt Hastings. 
 Unlike Them!’s Pat Medford, however, Steve Clayton is 
more romantically accessible than professional.  Steve has 
neither the authority nor the knowledge of the already 
established Dr. Medford and functions as more of an 
assistant to her mentor/father-figure, the great Professor 
Deemer, than does Medford to her father.  Moreover, the 
focus of Clayton’s narrative revolves more around a 
potential romance with Dr. Hastings than it does around 
conquering the beast.  Her primary, though by no means 
inconsequential, concern is how to remain feminine and 
attractive while functioning as a successful scientist:  
“Science is science,” she informs Deemer on her way into 
town for an afternoon off, “but a girl must get her hair 
done.” 
 While Pat Medford takes her father’s place backed by 
the United States Capitol dome, Steve Clayton, concerned 
with her femininity, seems much less likely to encroach on 
male power.  Matt Hastings’ jovial attitude toward her 
profession reinforces the relative comfort he feels with 
her, in contrast to Medford’s, diminished power: “I knew 
it would happen,” he remarks, “give women the vote and 
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what do you get?  Lady scientists!”  Moreover, her well-
maintained appearance and relatively compliant persona 
indicate that, indeed, she can be counted on to act like a 
lady, as opposed to purely a scientist (or even a woman 
scientist).  She will not attempt to assume the power to 
which Pat Medford seems to aspire.  And indeed, as Matt 
Hastings responded to her, so did studios and audiences, 
as actress Mara Corday, unlike Them!’s Weldon, went on to 
play the female lead in 1957 in two more science fiction 
films, The Black Scorpion and The Giant Claw.14 
 Unlike Pat Medford or Lesley Joyce, Steve Clayton 
does not participate in the actual destruction of the 
film’s giant creature.  In Tarantula, neither do the 
scientists; this job is reserved strictly for the 
military, who douse it with napalm from the air, 
reflecting the country’s gradual return to confidence in 
military power.  Clayton’s achievements are much more 
mundane, practical, and for women of the era, actually 
attainable: she wrote a paper, submitted it to a team of 
scientists in her field, and was hired as an assistant in 
their lab.  This realistic depiction indicates an 
incorporation of woman’s changing role into society, as 
the character of a “lady scientist” is no longer so 
strange and threatening that it must be compensated for by 
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other more spectacular accomplishments or attributes—as 
long as the lady takes care of her appearance, that is. 
 In this realistic arena, Clayton does not meet with 
the resistance encountered by her larger-than-life 
predecessor. Despite her credentials, Them!’s Medford must 
nonetheless  explain her right, as a woman, to participate 
in the scientific adventure: 
 Medford:  A trained observer has to go into the nest. 
 Graham:  What for? 
 Medford:  There are more important things to find out 
than whether all the ants are dead.  You wouldn’t 
know what to look for. 
 Graham:  Well, you tell us what to look for, and 
we’ll... 
 Medford:  Look, Bob.  There’s no time to give you a 
fast course in insect pathology.  So let’s stop all 
the talk and get on with it. 
 Graham:  Okay, okay. 
In Clayton’s case, however, the idea that a woman would 
participate in scientific research (admittedly working in 
a lab as opposed to descending into unknown nests of 
danger) merits only a perfunctory acknowledgement: “Yes, 
Eric told me you were coming, but I didn’t expect to see a 
biologist that looked like you—that was intended as a 
compliment” is Deemer’s only reaction to his new 
assistant’s gender upon first meeting her.  Later, as he 
supervises her work at the lab bench, Deemer not at all 
grudgingly remarks, “You’re getting quite an expert at 
this.  I don’t know what I’d do without you.” 
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 Though this appreciative attitude reflects a sense of 
acceptance of women in the laboratory, Deemer follows his 
compliment with a specification of just how he appreciates 
his new partner:  “It’s one thing to develop a formula on 
paper,” he remarks, “another to make it work.”  That is, 
while he and his student are developing a working 
relationship, the female partner (though admittedly still 
a student) is situated as one of those technicians or 
practitioners who actually perform the work but do not 
necessarily contribute directly to or get the credit for 
the advancement of science.  It is Clayton, for example, 
who works with the dangerous radioactive nutrient as 
Deemer, the nutrient’s originator, cajoles and encourages 
her:  “Slowly, slowly, um-hmm, that’s it, take your time, 
Steve, take your time, now lift the lid on the vial, um-
hmm, easy, easy, now lift up the graduate glass and put it 
in the access chamber...well done, Steve!”  In “Postwar 
‘Adjustment’: Displacement and Demotion,” Chapter 2 of 
Women Scientists in America, Rossiter describes the 
situation of postwar women scientists who were gradually 
being relegated to “traditional areas of ‘women’s work’” 
(29).15  A comparison of Weldon’s portrayal of Pat Medford 
and Corday’s subsequent portrayal of Steve Clayton 
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reflects a corroborating feminization of cinematic 
representations of women in science. 
Indeed, Steve’s job description corroborates this 
hierarchical division of labor.  Explaining to Matt 
Hastings why she’ll be living with her professor, she 
exclaims, “See, it’s all part of my contract; I’ll be 
laboratory technician, cook, student, the whole works.”  
Just as Lesley Joyce’s open mouth kiss belies her chaste 
verbal offer that she and Commander Matthews collaborate 
on a book, Clayton’s potentially self-deprecating words 
are superceded by the visual images of her at work.  We 
never see her cleaning, typing, or even cooking for that 
matter, but rather assisting Deemer at the lab bench or 
studying at her desk. 
One scene in particular presents obviously non-
stereotypical “girl” behavior.  As Clayton and Deemer work 
together at the lab bench, both wearing identical visors, 
black aprons, white lab coats, Deemer instructs her to 
remove a rat from its cage.  Imagine the anticipated 
squeals from female members of the audience as Steve very 
calmly, very professionally, not squealing, not even 
shuddering, places her hand in the rat cage, gently picks 
up the actually rather frightened-looking rodent, delivers 
it to Deemer for a nutrient injection, then returns it 
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carefully to the cage.  This particular scene does 
capitalize on the stereotype of women being terrified by 
small creatures.  However, it nonetheless visually 
subverts that stereotype, counteracting the depiction of 
the woman scientist’s reduced scope of professional 
influence in a positive way. 
 As the scope of the cinematic female scientist’s 
professional influence is reduced, her independence from 
direct support of a patriarchal figure is increased.  Lisa 
Van Horne, for example, assumes command of Rocketship X-M 
only after the death of her mentor.  (Not a great job 
prospect, this command is already doomed because of the 
rocketship’s lack of available fuel.)  Likewise, Pat 
Medford stands to inherit her aged father’s position of 
authority only after he retires.  (His retirement, 
however, does not guarantee that other males in the 
profession will accept her; in fact, his absence could 
threaten her authority, tenuously based as it is on a 
family tie.)  Steve Clayton, as a graduate student, can 
earn a mentorship from any senior professor who deems her 
work acceptable.  While the death of Eric Jacobs, the 
initial professor who accepted her work, does not propel 
her into his position of authority, neither is she 
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dependent on his personal sponsorship to continue that 
work. 
 Granted, her success is still dependent on male 
sponsorship, but once this sponsorship is removed from a 
strictly patriarchal lineage (two times removed from her 
actual father in Clayton’s case), the relationship between 
mentor and protégé becomes less coded, more situated in a 
professional rather than family arena.  Clayton’s personal 
life (ideally, at least) is strictly her own: she can come 
and go as she pleases, she is responsible (ideally) only 
to the duties of her assistantship, and (again ideally) 
she can move on to a better position (one hopes with a 
nice letter of recommendation) once she completes her 
training and earns her degree.  One could even presume 
that Clayton, once experienced in the ways of women in 
science, could eventually mentor an enterprising woman 
graduate student herself.  As is typical of these insect 
films, however, the particulars of just how Clayton (and a 
potential partner) would balance her professional life 
with traditional feminine expectations are conveniently 
elided, the energy required to do so unyieldingly erupting 
into the insect plot. 
 Tarantula’s tarantula is a lone animal that poses no 
reproductive threat.  In fact, the hegemony of traditional 
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reproductive methods is established, as it is in Them!, 
early on in the film.  When we first meet Matt Hastings, 
he is returning to town after delivering twins: “The 
desert, gives people wonderful ideas,” he says.  The 
tarantula’s gender, separating it from the reproductive 
process, is primarily neuter:  “It’s coming, Matt, I can 
see it,” Steve Clayton shrieks.  It is also referred to in 
an impersonal manner, as “a horror,” “a creeping crawling 
monster.”  This perception of an impersonal neutrality 
reinforces Sobchack’s characterization of such a creature 
as one that only “mindlessly destroys anything it happens 
upon” (43). 
 This impersonal neutrality is countered, however, by 
grossly exaggerated sexual characteristics of both 
genders.  The mutant tarantula secretes pools of thick, 
white, semen-like venom, for example, “four and five feet 
across, two to three inches deep,” according to Hastings.  
It floods its victim’s wounds with a powerful solvent in 
order to, in an anti-birth process, predigest the flesh 
and absorb it into its own body.  Its phallic stinger 
thrusts between its terrified victim’s legs.  At the same 
time, close ups of the beast in its killing frenzy reveal 
a gaping vaginal maw whose swollen, glistening labia seem 
to pulsate with pleasure as they devour their victims 
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(usually men, screaming in shrill terror, exhibiting 
characteristics antithetical to acceptable male gender 
identity). 
 Though its killing can be perceived as an 
indiscriminate hunger (it kills horses, cattle, ranchers, 
policemen, hoboes, anything in its way), the spider’s most 
vicious attacks are directed toward Clayton, whom it 
terrorizes from outside her bedroom window as she studies, 
both comfortable and vulnerable in her nightclothes, and 
Professor Deemer, whom it drags into its maw with what 
appears to be a gigantic, hairy phallus.  More 
importantly, it destroys the house in which Clayton and 
Deemer lived as potential equals and conducted their 
research—the house, in fact, in which it itself was 
conceived.  Look at the consequences, it seems to be 
warning: You are taking something beautiful and natural, 
the male and the female and the difference between them, 
and deforming it.  You are feminizing men, giving the 
vagina a penis, you are bringing the safe structure of 
your own home life down upon you.  Like Them!’s Mrs. 
Lodge, now outraged instead of bereft, the rampaging 
mutant not at all mindlessly chases Steve Clayton out of 




The film’s conclusion provides a sense of order 
restored in the private as well as public sphere, as Steve 
(still in pajamas), Matt Hastings, and various city 
officials watch the giant tarantula, like the mutant ants 
before it, writhing in flames.  That Steve is still in her 
nightclothes in this final sequence exposes the 
vulnerability of the woman scientist.  That it is Clint 
Eastwood, eventual paragon of ultra-masculinity, in one of 
his earliest screen roles who finally destroys the 
tarantula (“All right men, fire two rockets on the first 
pass”) indicates the extent to which the masculine image 
will evolve in order to counter what was perceived as a 
masculinization of women.  The problem of how a woman can 
work like a man and still be a woman is resolved this time 
with the destruction of an androgynous arachnid, yet 
remains a reality for Clayton and the women scientists her 
portrayal represents. 
As the decade progresses, parameters circumscribing 
the balance of professionalism and femininity for 
cinematic women scientists in the insect films continue to 
tighten.  Likewise, these insect films show a restoration 
of faith in a masculine military force continues to 
increase.  Moreover, as representations of gender related 
tensions become less paradoxical, the erupting creature 
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becomes paradoxically both closer to, as well as farther 
from, representations of maternal reproductive power. 
The Deadly Mantis 
 The Deadly Mantis (screenplay by Martin Berkeley, 
story by William Alland, direction by Nathan Juran) 
illustrates the fungibility that, by 1957, the insect film 
had acquired. Alland, who produced Them!, and Berkeley, 
who co-wrote Tarantula, as Hollis Alpert and Charles 
Beaumont write, 
trotted down to the Los Angeles County Museum, 
where they looked at insects and other creatures 
in amber.  Spiders had been used (Tarantula), so 
had ants (Them!), so had lizards (King 
Dinosaur); but what about—the praying mantis?  
That was it! Berkeley returned to the studio 
and, after typing out a “formula sheet,” based 
on the successful Them!, reworked the picture as 
The Deadly Mantis. (qtd. in Menville 148) 
 
This gleeful opportunism leads Bill Warren to describe 
this film as not only “leaden and unimaginative” but 
“almost as poor as The Mole People, Universal’s worst SF 
film of the period” (335).16  Contemporary reviews concur 
with Warren’s opinion.  Brog. in Variety (March 27, 1957) 
for example, describes The Deadly Mantis as “tedious,” 
“poor,” and “rather tame.” 
 Nonetheless, as Alpert and Beaumont report, the film 
“made a million” (qtd. in Menville 148).  The convention 
of a woman scientist who (under male sponsorship, of 
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course) both confronts a giant insect and wins the heart 
of the male lead resonated with a 1950s American 
moviegoing public attempting to come to terms with postwar 
social changes.  The endings of these films provide a 
strong sense of closure to the insect plots onto which 
gender tensions are displaced.  Consequently, men of the 
50s (as well as unavoidably conflicted women) could 
envision a woman safe and contented in the home where she 
belongs.  At the same time, women and girls (as well as 
men and boys with progressive ideas) could envision a 
woman working outside the home in a professional capacity 
while retaining her female attractiveness in the arms of a 
likewise attractive, and of course naturally more 
successful, male lead. 
 In Mantis, the professional woman, played by the 
agreeably, but not extraordinarily, attractive Alix 
Talton, is Marge Blaine, a magazine editor and 
photojournalist for the Museum of Natural History in 
Washington.  The mentor-figure, to whom Blaine plays Della 
Street as it were, is museum paleontologist Dr. Ned 
Jackson, played by William Hopper (later famous as Perry 
Mason’s Paul Drake).  The beast they join forces to 
conquer is, as described on the videotape liner notes, “A 
gigantic man-eating mantis, released from a million-year 
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deep-frozen state that can walk, leap and fly!”  The 
movie’s romantic male lead is Col. Joe Parkman, described 
on the liner notes as “the commander in charge of putting 
an end to this beastly insect.”  As in Tarantula, there is 
a continued evolution of the pattern established in Them!, 
reflecting social changes in attitudes towards and 
opportunities for American women scientists. 
 First, the woman scientist in The Deadly Mantis is no 
longer a scientist per se, not even a student of science, 
but rather an established, successful adjunct science 
professional.  This position reflects Rossiter’s report on 
the prospects for women in science that in the expanding 
postwar economy, “most of the women added would be in 
traditionally feminine areas” (29).  Indeed, Blaine is 
described on the videotape liner notes as an “assistant” 
who is “assigned to help in this battle between man and 
mantis.”  She is not represented as an equal partner as is 
Dr. Joyce in It Came from Beneath the Sea, described on 
its liner notes as a “sci-fi thriller that pits man—and 
woman—against a giant octopus.” 
 As the liner notes make clear, Marge does not get the 
opportunity to confront the mantis directly.  She helps 
the scientist, the scientist helps the military, and the 
military destroys the monster.  Furthermore, she (as well 
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as the male scientist) fades into the background once the 
mantis is identified and located.  It is Parkman and the 
military who emerge heroes, worthy of the girl.  Faith in 
the military is even more restored than it is in 
Tarantula, as the mantis is destroyed in a more hand-to-
hand (or, more accurately, hand-to-claw) type method.  
Moreover, science is no longer a potential villain, but 
rather an essential component in helping the military to 
save the world. 
 Marge does, however, accompany Parkman, Jackson, and 
the military on exploratory missions and directly 
participates, even though she is technically present only 
as a photographer, in both the identification and tracking 
of the beast.  Jackson (rather patronizingly, I’m afraid) 
describes one specific contribution by Marge as “kind of a 
private deal,” and refers to it as “Operation Marge,” 
because, as he says, “she dreamed it up.”  Marge 
straightforwardly explains her mapping project to Parkman 
and General Ford: “We’re charting every unusual occurrence 
in the country.  Some may have been caused by the mantis.  
It might give us a clue.”  She qualifies her assessment of 
the project, though, by stating that the information is 
“too scattered to mean anything yet.”  This 
characterization of her participation further sustains the 
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hierarchical division of labor suggested in Tarantula, in 
which graduate student Clayton served as assistant to her 
professor at the lab bench.  It appears that while a 
woman’s contributions are welcome, these contributions 
have become valuable only in the way they utilize her 
organizational abilities, her ability to accurately record 
data, rather than her conceptual ability, raw courage, or 
ability to command. 
 A second evolution of the pattern established in 
Them! is evidenced in the balance between the female 
lead’s loss of professional power and a concomitant 
lowering of resistance to her participation in a major 
adventure.  There is less resistance to Blaine’s 
participation as a woman in The Deadly Mantis than to 
Medford’s in Them! or even Clayton’s in Tarantula.  
Whereas Medford confidently thrusts herself into the 
scientific adventure, Blaine is forced to weasel her way 
into participating.  It is as a professional, however, not 
as a woman, that Blaine is chastised.  “You’d do almost 
anything for a story,” her colleague Dr. Jackson concedes 
when he realizes she has gone over his head and gotten 
permission to accompany him as his indispensable 
photographer.  As with Clayton, however, this decrease in 
resistance to female participation is countered by the 
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hierarchical division of labor Marge’s position as “his 
photographer” underscores.  
 Furthermore, the decrease in resistance to her as a 
woman is combined, ironically, with an increase in her 
feminization.  It is only in an all-male military 
environment that Marge’s presence as a woman is regarded 
as anomalous.  She is not resisted in that environment, 
but rather enthusiastically welcomed.  “He’s with a woman. 
A female woman,” a smitten corporal announces when Blaine 
and Jackson arrive at the Arctic base, “I thought they’d 
stopped makin’ ‘em.”  Marge’s adoring reception by the 
corporal, indeed by the whole unit, is explained by 
Parkman, who tells Jackson, “We have a little joke up 
here.  The boys say there’s a woman behind every tree.  
Only try to find a tree.”  On a deeper level, however, it 
is the “female woman” who has been missing from society, 
the female woman whom the men, the real men, are welcoming 
home.  And only as a female woman, will her presence be 
readily accepted. 
 Restored to her rightful role, even her name is not 
one of those referred to by Warren as yet “another 
instance of a female scientist with a non-sex-specific 
name” (191).  Moreover, as a female woman, Marge is 
treated like a fairy-tale princess.  “She’s like a 
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butterfly, gliding across a lily pond,” the smitten 
corporal moons.  The adoring soldiers, despite the fact 
that they’ve been away from women for a long time, are 
polite, respectful, not even suggestively sexual.  There 
is no leering, no desperate hunger, no attempt to invade 
the cocoon of respectability that envelops Marge Blaine.  
Even a salacious wolf whistle is responded to as a 
wholesome compliment. 
 Concomitant with this increase in respectability, the 
parameters of Blaine’s sexual behavior contract.  Because 
she is a respectable female woman, as opposed to an 
aggressive scientist, her romance with Joe Parkman, unlike 
Lesley Joyce’s romances with her suitors, must conform to 
1950s sexually conservative norms.17  “It’s too dangerous 
to drive in fog like this,” Parkman remarks as they sit in 
his car at a red light, and then kisses her.  “Mmm, this 
is more dangerous; you’d better get going,” a nonetheless 
appreciative Marge appropriately admonishes him.  Of 
course the gentleman obliges, because Marge’s 
refeminization codifies male behavior as well.  Once woman 
is refeminized, men must treat her with traditional 
respect.  Most importantly, real men will protect her from 
rampaging mutants, to which they will heroically sacrifice 
themselves if necessary. 
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 A final evolution of the pattern established in Them! 
involves the balance between the declining scope of the 
cinematic female scientist’s professional influence and 
her rising independence from a patriarchal mentor.  Pat 
Medford is mentored by her father.  Lisa Van Horne is 
mentored by the top man in the field, who feels compelled 
to justify her presence on their adventure into space.  
Steve Clayton is mentored by a professor, and after his 
death, his colleague.  Lesley Joyce’s mentor-like 
relationship with John Carter is complicated by a sexual 
attraction, which raises suggestive possibilities.  Marge 
Blaine’s relationship with Dr. Ned Jackson, however, is 
fraught with neither paternal nor romantic attachments.  
He is her colleague, she works with him, he appreciates 
her.  Their working relationship demonstrates neither need 
for justification nor resentment of her presence: 
 Blaine:  Listen, if I’m ever going to get next 
month’s issue of the magazine out, we’d better 
start working.  I’ve done a feature.  “Life 
Parades through the Ages,” showing the 
progression of prehistoric creatures from 
jellyfish to dinosaurs to primitive man. 
  Jackson:  Sounds alright. 
 Blaine:  And I’m going to include the pictures 
we took on your last field trip. 
  Jackson:  That’s even better. 
 
Though he is still her superior in the work force, the 
mentor figure has become more of a boss or even colleague 
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than a father.  Indeed, one can imagine Blaine, with a 
requisite letter of recommendation from a professor or 
former employer, though admittedly still within a male 
dominated professional system, having applied for her 
position, interviewing for it, getting it, and then 
performing it—all as an ordinary process. 
While Blaine’s characterization indicates a (probably 
grudging) acceptance of women professionals, it further 
constricts possible deviations from the already precarious 
balance between career and social acceptability that 
representations of 1950s professional women, particularly 
in areas of science, had to maintain.  While she may be 
competent, a career woman’s aspirations must not 
transgress socially inscribed gender boundaries to the 
extent that she becomes aggressive.  While she must be 
attractive, she may not initiate, instigate, or even 
accept socially improper sexual advances.  While she may 
negotiate the professional arena independent of direct 
male sponsorship, she seems to have had to sacrifice a 
sense of play, her joie de vivre about life in exchange 
for this admittance to professional status. 
 Indeed, Alix Talton’s cinematic persona—an Eve Arden 
(Our Miss Brooks) efficiency combined with a Gale Storm 
(My Little Margie) look of innocence—seems not to have 
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resonated with the moviegoing public.  (As with Joan 
Weldon, there are few other movie listings to her credit.)  
She acts like a professional as Weldon does, but her 
character lacks Medford’s courage, knowledge, and power.  
Her character is compliant and amenable to male attention, 
as is Corday’s Clayton, but the strict parameters in which 
she is allowed to function seem to dampen any real 
enthusiasm for either job or romance. 
 Perhaps her performance didn’t resonate with the 
public because it too realistically reflected the gender 
tensions of the era.  Audience members who identified with 
the hero could envision themselves courageous and strong.  
Yet the fair maiden won over by their heroism, despite the 
smitten corporal’s effusions, is really quite ordinary, 
especially when compared to 1950s icons of hypersexualized 
femininity such as Marilyn Monroe, Jayne Mansfield, and 
Zsa Zsa Gabor.  Likewise, audience members identifying 
with Marge Blaine would certainly not be able to escape 
the tightening parameters of their own lives (or futures) 
by immersing themselves in her portrayal.  (The hero whose 
affection she gains is really not that spectacular either, 
especially when compared to the male romantic icons of the 
50s, many of whom, like Rock Hudson, James Dean, 
Montgomery Clift, and Sal Mineo, ironically were gay.)  
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Unfortunately, this more realistic representation of the 
gender-related tensions of the period sucks a bit of the 
life out of the insect plot, the outcome of which is never 
really in doubt. 
 Like the tarantula, the mantis is a lone animal that 
poses no reproductive threat.  “Though the female is 
larger than the male and invariably destroys her mate when 
he’s fulfilled his function in life,” as Ned Jackson reads 
from an impressive biology tome, like the tarantula that 
preceded it, the mantis’s gender is neuter (“It’s almost 
on top of us!”), if not occasionally masculine (“Hey, wait 
a minute, he’s been going straight south”).  Moreover, 
despite the formidable adjectives used to describe the 
giant creature (“a thousand tons of beastly fury,” “this 
most dangerous monster that ever lived,” and even, 
according to the military, a “very clear and present 
danger”), it itself is often times a rather unspecial 
special effect. 
 The mantis is officially stated in the film to be 
almost five times as big as an Air Force C-47, but when we 
see the actual model flying in long shot, it looks puny, 
ridiculous, impotent in comparison to, for example, shots 
of a real aircraft carrier in the ocean and to actual 
military footage with its complex military equipment and 
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precise organization of military men, each performing his 
specific role.  Instead of a deadly monster, the flying 
mantis looks more like a desiccated palmetto bug with 
balsa wood airplane wings strapped to its back, suspended 
in studio, and superimposed on the filmic image.  As a 
signifier erupting out of unexpressed gender related 
tensions, the insect seems to be weakening, as an 
equilibrium between what a woman may want to achieve and 
what society will allow her to achieve has between 
reestablished (though admittedly adjusted for new 
parameters of opportunity and independence). 
 In close-ups, however, almost none of which show the 
creature in its totality, the mantis fares somewhat 
better, especially when its shark-toothed tendril-like 
forelegs are highlighted.  In the requisite attack on a 
ship at sea, for example, a dark, hairy foreleg shoots out 
from the left rear of the frame at two terrified sailors 
and then plops onto the deck like a wet snake before we 
see a close-up of the mantis’s big-eyed head (and 
unfortunately goofy smile) as it opens its mouth to eat 
the now embracing, whimpering men.  (We’ve already been 
told by Jackson that the mantis’s “appetite is 
insatiable.”)  The creature attains a real power of horror 
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in close-up, however, when the images of it are so 
fragmented as to be indecipherable. 
 Stalking Marge (through the requisite window), its 
thorax appears as a head-shaped body part, straddled by 
leathery legs.  What appears as a hairy distension (it 
turns out to be only the top of the leg, though, the node 
as it were, where the limb attaches to the rest of the 
body) then descends into the frame of the window as Marge, 
unaware, turns slowly toward it.  Then the huge “V” of the 
mouth; the bulbous eyes like wet, glowing breasts, and 
Marge screams, again and again, in terror, as does the 
audience in the darkened theater.  This fragmentation of 
gender characteristics only makes them more powerful, as 
they become assimilated like metaphors, associationally, 
devoid of clear logic. 
 Julia Kristeva writes in Powers of Horror: An Essay 
on Abjection (1982) that what causes abjection is that 
which “disturbs identity, system, order.  What does not 
respect borders, positions, rules.  The in-between, the 
ambiguous, the composite” (4).  She further connects the 
force of this horror directly to “the cathexis of maternal 
function—mother, women, reproduction” (91).  In Sexual 
Generations: “Star Trek: The Next Generation” and Gender 
(1999), Robin Roberts, continuing Kristeva’s theme, states 
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that “the maternal functions as the abject, the horrific, 
because of its uncontrollable power over all human life” 
(146).  In The Deadly Mantis, both men and women suffer 
equal abjection before a fragmented, ultimately maternal, 
internalized symbol of humankind’s deepest fear, peering 
through unprotected windows of opportunity.  
Indeed, two male security guards are terrorized by 
the mantis in a manner remarkably similar to the way 
Blaine is terrorized.  They cower as indecipherable 
segments of the mantis ascend in the frame of a tiny 
window at the top of the Washington Monument, inside of 
which they huddle, clutching each other in wordless 
terror.  We see what appears to be a rising trunk, 
splattered with barnacles; a protruding lower lip 
underneath a black emptiness; what could be spread legs 
and bent knees; then an extruding bulge in the left of the 
window frame; another on the right; a rising inverted “V”; 
more lips; is that the head of a penis? the shaft? as the 
starving mantis crawls up monument.  Again, it’s the 
closeness of the fragments and the inability to 
consciously decipher them as one sex or the other that is 
so frightening. 
 Moreover, it is the threat that the mantis, or any 
other such mutinous creature, might burst through the 
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cinematically created borders that contain it that imbues 
this particular genre with its particular power of horror.  
In “Horror and the Monstrous-Feminine: An Imaginary 
Abjection,” Barbara Creed draws on, in particular, 
Kristeva’s concept of the border.  “[T]here is, of 
course,” she writes, “a sense in which the concept of a 
border is central to the construction of the monstrous in 
the horror film; that which crosses or threatens to cross 
the ‘border’ is abject.”  Creed notes that “[a]lthough the 
specific nature of the border changes from film to film, 
the function of the monstrous remains the same—to bring 
about an encounter between the symbolic order and that 
which threatens its stability.”  However, her focus is on 
the psychological intersections of borders: “the border 
between human and inhuman, man and beast,” for example, in 
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, Creature from the Black Lagoon, 
King Kong; or the border “between normal and abnormal 
sexual desire” in movies such as Cruising, The Hunger, or 
Cat People. (253)  However, it is a more functional, 
mechanical border, a frame within the photographic frame, 
that contains the monstrous in The Deadly Mantis, indeed 
in many of the films of the “B” science fiction film 
genre, in particular because of the demands of the medium.   
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 A simple matte shot contained by discrete boundaries 
and superimposed on live action is typical in many of 
these “B” films.  A woman undressing, for example, 
suddenly screams as she sights the giant grasshopper 
looming outside her bathroom window in Beginning of the 
End.  A diapered giant rampages through downtown Las 
Vegas, witnessed through the picture window of a local 
broadcasting studio in The Amazing Colossal Man.  The 
initial contact between scientist (and new bride) and 
flying saucer is observed through their car’s front 
windshield in Earth vs. the Flying Saucers.  In The Deadly 
Mantis, the window frame through which the creature 
attempts to stuff its fragmented body parts is itself 
contained inside the Washington Monument and is thus 
particularly representative of unrestrained disorder 
threatening to burst from the outside into the inside of 
patriarchal symbology.  The fragmentation of the image of 
the creature as seen through a frame within the 
photographic frame is the border that is being crossed, 
fragmentation itself threatening to spill over into 
(albeit a representation of) reality. 
 The unwitting power of these images is perhaps, in 
part, accountable for the appeal of these otherwise 
unsophisticated films.  As Creed writes, “Viewing the 
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horror film signifies a desire...for...being filled with 
terror/desire for the undifferentiated” (252).  The 
audience longs for what it cannot face.  It is 
significant, however, that the uncontainable terror in 
these films of the 50s encroaches on a symbolic order 
expressed as a governmental edifice or as the sanctity of 
an interior, because that order, whether it is interpreted 
historically or psychoanalytically, is what is being 
threatened in these films, indeed in the fifties.  Order 
must be maintained and is constantly being threatened, in 
particular in these films, as it applies to changing 
gender roles.  As is my argument in this chapter, it is 
the fear of female power that drives the terror (and 
consequent success) of these insect films.  In a 
psychoanalytic sense, that fear (as well as the power 
itself) is being pushed back into the unconscious where, 
unstated, repressed, it can only strengthen while it 
awaits its next opportunity to erupt. 
Concomitant with this repression of tension is an 
attempt in The Deadly Mantis to restore even the mutant 
insect to a state of normalcy.  Unlike either the 
tarantula or the ants, which resulted from science gone 
awry, the mantis’s origins are quite natural.  According 
to Jackson, it had been “locked in a prison of ice 
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millions of years ago” and was released by some sort of 
“unusual vibration.”  (The unusual vibration that has 
released it is actually an erupting volcano near the 
Antarctic Circle that results in an earthquake at the 
North Pole.)  The beast released on the earth in this film 
is simply a natural phenomenon, not a mistake caused by 
bad science, but merely a problem that science can 
identify (with the support of a female adjunct science 
professional) and a he-man military can control.18   In 
fact, there’s something really sad about the mantis’s 
prolonged death throes and eventual collapse.  As Bill 
Warren writes, “the mantis is, in fact, such an inept 
hunter and so harried and harassed by people, that it 
becomes slightly sympathetic, which couldn’t have been the 
intention of people working on the picture” (336).  In its 
death scene, the deadly mantis becomes almost 
personalized, with its moans, its cries, its spindly 
little arms.  A close-up of the screaming, wounded 
creature reveals its big, bug-eyed, sad insect head 
tilting from side to side uncomprehendingly, as if 
pleading, “Why are you hurting me this way?”  Inside the 
Manhattan Tunnel, a squadron of stalwart military men in 
protective suits and gas masks advance on the dying 
creature.  The phallic beams of their flashlights 
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penetrate the smoke of the murky, slick tunnel, resonant 
of the interminable vaginal canals of Them! 
Looking like Them!’s worried Mrs. Lodge, Marge wears 
a scarf, long coat, and anxious expression as she awaits 
Joe Parkman’s victorious emergence.  Once a vibrant young 
career woman, she is now a potential wife, functioning as 
nurturing mother to the eternal boy.  Ned Jackson says 
about the creature, “No question in my mind that he’s 
mortally wounded.  If we can keep him in the tunnel, he’ll 
die.”  The sensation of the creature’s death, however, 
more clearly reflects the sadness and guilt of repudiating 
the eternal mother than it does the exceptional 
annihilation of a prehistoric male. 
 Despite the conflicting emotions surrounding the 
creature’s death, the conclusion of The Deadly Mantis, as 
in Them! and Tarantula, provides a comforting sense of 
order restored as Jackson, Blaine, Parkman and other 
members of the military bear grateful witness to the 
monster’s defeat.  As in Rocketship X-M and It Came from 
Beneath the Sea, Mantis’s conclusion also crystallizes the 
dilemma facing women scientists in films of the era.  
Moreover, it corroborates the resistance to the 
advancement of women in science these insect films portray 
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by categorically separating visual manifestations of 
marriage and career. 
 After the mantis is defeated, collapsing in a sagging 
heap, Jackson tells Blaine, “There’s your cover for next 
month’s magazine, Marge.”  Blaine hesitates.  “Go on.  
Take your picture,” Parkman says, winking at Jackson.  
Frightened, then aggravated, Marge responds, “Would you 
mind telling me what’s so funny, Colonel?”  “Who me?  
Nothing at all,” Parkman responds, with a what-me-worry 
grin, “can I help you with the camera?”  “No thanks,” 
Marge answers, maintaining her independence, and advances 
slowly toward the dead, though huge, beast.  Marge gets 
one shot, the mantis’s huge claw slowly begins to rise 
behind her, and it’s Parkman to the rescue: “Look out 
Marge!”  She shrieks as Parkman swoops her up into his 
arms and carries her away from the descending claw, 
defeating the mantis’s final effort to secure her in a 
rival powerful embrace. 
 It turns out that the movement of the claw was quite 
benign—as Jackson explains, merely “an auto-reflex 
mechanism.”  Nonetheless, Parkman still holds Marge safely 
in his arms.  “Here, put me down,” Marge says in her usual 
forthright manner.  “I said, put me down!” she insists.  
“What’s the matter?” Parkman asks, dutifully putting her 
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down; “don’t you like it up here?”  Marge, like Lisa Van 
Horne trying to tend to business, reminds him, “I’ve got 
pictures to take.”  “Well, that can wait,” Parkman 
announces with authority as he deftly snatches her camera.  
And here’s the dilemma: “This is no place for romance, Joe 
Parkman,” Marge admonishes, as she struggles to get her 
camera back.  That is, for Marge and other women 
professionals (or paraprofessionals) in the field of 
science, romance can not coexist with a life of one’s own; 
marriage and career appear to be closed sets. 
 What is even more threatening to woman’s emerging 
professionalism is portrayed in the film’s final sequence, 
in which Blaine’s entire career is trivialized and her 
work taken away from her in what appears to be an explicit 
attempt to make her choice for her.  Torn, Marge submits 
to Parkman’s romantic advances.  “What about my pictures?” 
she asks.  “Let Ned do it,” Parkman says nonchalantly 
about this photo opportunity of a lifetime.  He then 
tosses her camera—an expensive, indispensable piece of 
professional equipment for which women like Marge have 
paid dearly in so many ways—oh, twenty feet or so, over to 
Ned, not even looking in his direction.  He and Marge, 
still in his arms, then embrace and kiss.  Jackson then 
takes their picture, as Marge becomes no longer the 
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subject of her own life, but the object of someone else’s.  
She is now a conquered beast to be photographed, a 
representative of domesticated female power on display. 
At yet another point of closure at the end of a film 
in the giant insect series, it appears that an intense 
burst of opportunity for women in the field of science has 
been effectively countered.  Regarding the situation for 
postwar American women scientists, Rossiter states that by 
“the late 1940s public opinion, ever ambivalent about the 
role of women, was far less sympathetic to the plight of 
the achieving woman than it had been earlier” (27).  She 
laments that “women scientists’ contributions to the war 
effort, highly publicized just a few years before, had 
been completely forgotten” (27).  Indeed, it appears by 
1957 in The Deadly Mantis that the precarious balance 
between a woman’s emerging professionalism and her 
traditional role as wife and mother has been resolved in 
favor of the traditional role.  Nonetheless, 
representations of female power lurked wordlessly, like 
fragments of a not-quite-dead mantis, in the smoky tunnels 
of the 1950s American unconscious. 
Conclusion 
 Rossiter writes the following regarding the place of 
American women in the postwar world: 
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Some persons thought that women should be 
allowed to work if they wanted to or had to.  
Others thought that they should all be at home 
raising children.  What female scientists should 
do was even less clear.  Although it was a 
common (and accurate) assumption that the 
postwar economy would be a highly technological 
one, requiring even more scientists and 
engineers than had been needed during the war, 
women and scientists continued to be two 
separate, almost mutually exclusive populations 
in most postwar thinking. (27) 
 
She further concludes that “the postwar period would have 
lasting and detrimental impact on women’s role in science 
for many years to come.  In women’s history there can be 
major steps backward” (28).  Indeed, Rossiter’s gloomy 
pronouncement seems to have been borne out in 
representations of women scientists in the giant insect 
films of the 1950s: “You’re going straight home young 
lady, and I’m the guy who’s taking you,” Joe Parkman tells 
Blaine at one point in The Deadly Mantis when he feels she 
is too tired to continue her work on Operation Marge. 
 Nonetheless, cinematic images of women working in the 
field of science, like Lesley Joyce’s open-mouth kiss, 
supercede even The Deadly Mantis’s overt representation of 
backlash.  For example, Marge looks simply smashing in a 
black turtleneck and tailored, gray pleated slacks, not 
the typical outfit for movie heroines of the genre.  
Furthermore, she’s in just about every scene with the male 
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principles, either taking photographs or contributing to 
the conversation.  And she seems to have a great time with 
Ned, her colleague, as he does with her, the two of them 
tossing a briefcase back and forth between them, for 
example, while Marge is finagling her way into the 
adventure, or Ned saying offhandedly, “C’mon Marge, grab 
your toothbrush” when they realize the mantis is heading 
toward Washington.  This relationship puts forth the idea 
that male/female relationships in the workplace do not 
have to be fraught with sexual tension, that men and women 
can be, well, friends. 
 There are two particular scenes in The Deadly Mantis, 
however, that overtly acknowledge woman’s changing role in 
society, despite attempts to return her to the home.  One 
scene intentionally alludes to woman’s growing 
independence; the other seems to have sneaked, almost 
accidentally, into the picture, yet its effect is 
revolutionary.  In the first scene, the smitten corporal 
asks Joe Parkman for permission to dance with Marge.  
(Marge and Joe Parkman have walked into the recreation 
room, where the uniformed soldiers, all male, are 
gleefully jitterbugging with each other—it’s an odd scene, 
to say the least.)  “With your permission, sir,” the 
colonel stammers, “would it be alright if, would it be 
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alright if I asked Miss Blaine to dance, sir?”  Parkman 
swells with pride at his own equanimity as he responds: 
“Corporal,” he says, “that decision is entirely up to Miss 
Blaine.”  This exchange is clearly intended to show that 
the modern man is confident enough to accept the idea that 
a modern woman is entitled to a will of her own, at least 
in the area of romance.  (Ironically, of course, it’s not 
up to Marge to make that pronouncement, indicating that 
progress in the area of treating women as equals still 
needs to be made.) 
 In the other scene that acknowledges woman’s changing 
role in society—I’ll just say it straight out: the woman 
doesn’t serve the coffee.  Not only does she not serve the 
coffee, she is herself served the coffee.  It’s the dear 
corporal again, not being deferential this time, but 
simply doing his job.  He’s carrying a tray with hot 
coffee around the radar room and offering a cup to 
everyone involved in tracking the mantis.  I know it seems 
trivial, and the scene is admittedly fleeting, but imagine 
yourself a ten-year-old girl watching these movies, always 
seeing the “girl” sooner or later serving the coffee, or 
no coffee being served at all, never even a todo being 
made about the woman not wanting to serve the coffee, and 
this is the kind of image, like a woman scientist’s not 
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being afraid to pick up a rat, that you hold to your heart 
and grow up with. 
 As evidenced by the three giant insect films I have 
discussed, the fifties did not mark the beginning of the 
end of progress for women, as I shall further discuss in 
the next chapter.  Rather the “B” science fiction movies 
of the period presented a plethora of images that 
encouraged and sustained both women and girls, despite 
social attempts to suppress them. 
Endnotes 
 
 1 The dramatic appearance of the newly hatched 
creature in Alien (1979) as it bursts—slick bobbing head 
over treacherous tentacles—out of a crewman’s bloodied 
belly is quite similar, though on a smaller scale, to the 
creature in It Came from Beneath the Sea.   
 
 2 See Swing Shift (1984) with Goldie Hawn, Kurt 
Russell, and Ed Harris for a realistic Hollywood 
dramatization of this era from a woman’s point of view.  
(Hawn is the producer of this film.) 
 
3 “Oh, we haven’t seen the end of them; we’ve only had 
a close view of what may be the end of us,” warns Dr. 
Harold Medford in Them!  “Will the world succumb to this 
oversized arachnid?” asks the narrator of the Tarantula 
trailer.  “And then this most dangerous monster that ever 
lived challenged the security of our cities!” warns the 
narrator of The Deadly Mantis trailer. 
 
4 In her explication of structuralist discourse in 
Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, 
for example, Judith Butler writes that “the bride 
functions as a relational term between groups of men; she 
does not have an identity, and neither does she exchange 
one identity for another.  She reflects masculine identity 




 5 In his 1982 Keep Watching the Skies!: American 
Science Fiction Movies of the Fifties Volume I 1950-1957, 
Bill Warren describes the model work on the mantis as 
“poor” and the flying model as “embarrassingly poor.”  
“The wings seem stationary,” he writes, “just blurred, and 
the rest of the body is stiff and immobile” (336).  In 
contrast, Them!’s ants are described by Warren as “full-
sized models” and “not stop motion or photographically 
enlarged real ants” (194). Even Tarantula’s tarantula, 
which again according to Warren “is played by a real one 
(or several)” terrorizing “miniature sets,” is more 
effective than the pitiful mantis (228). 
 
6 The stereotype of the woman scientist and the way 
her physical attractiveness and availability counter that 
stereotype are articulated overtly in the British 
production (with an American male lead) The Cosmic 
Monsters (1958) in a scene where government official 
Brigadier Cartwright must inform the soon-to-be-out-of-
control scientist Dr. Laird that his new assistant is a 
woman.  Gil Graham (played by Forrest Tucker, later of 
television’s F-Troop fame) reacts with dread to the news 
that the “new assistant is a woman.” 
 
  Laird:  A woman?  You must be joking. 
  Graham:  Oh, he has to be joking. 
Cartwright:  I’m afraid not.  There’s no one 
else available to operate this computer of 
yours. 
Laird:  But a woman.  This is highly skilled 
work. 
  Cartwright:  She’s very highly qualified. 
Graham:  Yeah, I know the type.  Frustrated, 
angular spinster.  Very dedicated to her 
calling, with no sense of humor, bossy and 
infuriatingly right every time. 
 
When the qualified (yet unexpectedly beautiful and 
available) assistant Michele Dupont (played with 
exaggerated French accent by actress Gaby Andre) arrives, 
Graham must adjust his preconceptions:  “Look, Michele, 
you’re taking unfair advantage.  I mean, uh, after all, I, 
I didn’t know you then.  What I mean is, the female 





 7 According to information retrieved from The Internet 
Movie Database (www.imdb.com), before Them! (1954), Weldon 
performed with Randolph Scott and Claire Trevor in The 
Stranger Wore a Gun (1953), played the female lead in The 
System (1953), and performed with other “B” movie hopefuls 
Ann Doran and Marie Windsor in So This Is Love (1953), 
directed by Them!’s Gordon Douglas.  In the same year as 
Them! she played the lead in The Command and Riding 
Shotgun.  After Them!, she played the lead in Gunsight 
Ridge (1957) and Day of the Bad Man (1958).  After 1958, 
she has no other movie or television credits. 
 
 8 “Marty” Hunter, Lee Hunter, Dale Marshall, Lesley 
Joyce, “Pat” Bennett, “Pat” Blake, “Nikki” Nicholson, and 
“Steve” Clayton are some other examples of the convention 
of giving androgynous names to women in science in the “B” 
science fictions films of the 1950s. 
 
9 I am indebted to Adam Knee for the terminology used 
to express this concept.  In The American Science Fiction 
Film and Fifties Culture, he writes, “The filmic syntax 
itself repeatedly links the woman scientist—and Graham’s 
interest in her—with volatility and danger by association” 
(97-98). 
 
 10 This scene can also be read as a reflection of 
class struggle. 
 
 11 A blond floozy (another minor stock character in 
these films) is interrogated about a traffic stop and 
whether or not it was related to the ants.  “Well, I’d, 
uh, spent the night with a sick friend,” she claims, “and 
uh, well, I’d rather not mention any names. He’s married.”  
Here, the traditional family unit is again threatened by a 
woman acting outside of gender proscriptions. 
 
12 In A New Species: Gender and Science in Science 
Fiction, Robin Roberts writes that her book “draws its 
title from Mary Shelly’s Frankenstein” (1), deriving it 
from Victor Frankenstein’s statement in that novel that 
“’a new species would bless me as its creator and source’ 
(Shelley 52)” (14).  Roberts argues that “the new species—
feminist science fiction—begins its life” with Shelly’s 
Frankenstein (1). 
 
13 In Aliens (19), as in Them!, a crucial and dramatic 
scene is the discovery of the underground egg chamber and 
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its terrifying queen, her body sodden with fresh eggs to 
come.  As in Them!, the eggs and queen are destroyed by 
fire.  While Them!’s heroine orders the burning, in 
Aliens, it is Ripley herself who wields the flame thrower. 
 
 14 According to VideoHound’s Golden Movie Retriever 
1995, previous to Tarantula, Corday had an ensemble role 
along with ZaSu Pitts and Mamie van Doren (as well as 
Allison Hayes of Attack of the 50 foot Woman) in Francis 
Joins the WACs (1954), which like her later films, also 
contained a non-human star.  (Francis is a mule.)  Her 
performance fits right in the middle: not as 
lightheartedly goofy as Pitts, not as sexy as Van Doren. 
 
 15 From Rossiter: “The best source on women’s 
situation and prospects in this transitional period, for 
both its data and its other information, is the series of 
eight employment bulletins on women scientists prepared by 
Marguerite Zapoleon, chief of the Employment Opportunities 
Section of the WB [Women’s Bureau], and her staff in 1946-
49....Zapoleon’s estimate that in 1946-7 the employment of 
women scientists was down about 10 percent in most fields 
from the wartime peak in late 1944 but still far above the 
prewar level of 1940 seems as accurate an assessment of 
the situation as we are likely to get.  Likewise, her 
expectation that the demand for them would continue strong 
for a few years at least, since the economy was expanding, 
but that most of the women added would be in traditionally 
feminine areas seems cautiously realistic....Zapoleon’s 
message was thus a mixed one: be something of a pioneer 
and go into science but conform and adjust to the 
prevailing prejudices there.  She did not tell young women 
that they were equal.  Nor did she suggest any strategy 
for their getting beyond these traditional areas of 
“women’s work.” (28-29) 
 
 16 I love The Mole People (1956, produced by William 
Alland, directed by Virgil Vogel, written by Laszlo 
Gorog).  Sometimes the worst, most formulaic films, the 
most contrived films, the films most interested in 
capitalizing on a successful trend reveal the most about 
contemporary social values.  For example, The Mole 
People’s naïve representation of race is evidenced by the 
ultimate impossibility of the lead male character to live 
with the woman from below (she dies once they reach the 
World of Light).  Plus, there is the meditative prologue 






University of Southern California,” bestowing academic 
credence on the film’s hypothesis.  There are the ornate 
headdresses and capes, each outfit personalized to its 
wearer; the perfectly submissive woman (she kneels before 
the lead male character and refers to him as “My Lord”); 
the dance sequence; the ritual sacrifice by burning of 
naked female virgins, their charred flesh forever linking 
horror and desire; the slavery of the dark Mole People, 
their eating out of troughs with the goats, their 
bullwhipping and eventual uprising; the hand-held phallic 
flashlight (the batteries of which ultimately run out) as 
a mistaken symbol of power.  Plus, the film stars science 
fiction icon John Agar (drunken husband of Shirley Temple) 
and Hugh Beaumont (Ward Cleaver, for goodness sake).  This 
film is so remarkably rich only the most literal minded 
can fail to appreciate it. 
 
 17 As Brett Harvey writes about women in The Fifties: 
A Women’s Oral History (1993), “Sexual experience was 
difficult to come by and risky unless you were married.  
Sexual activity could result in the loss of reputation—an 
essential commodity if marriage was to be your sole 
identity.  More important, in the absence of legal 
abortion, an extramarital pregnancy could be—and almost 
always was—disastrous” (xvi). 
 
18 Despite its primarily genderless identification, as 
a result of its origins, the mantis can also be read as a 
resurrection of pre-historic matriarchal society as 
articulated in, for example, When God Was a Woman (1978) 
by Merlin Stone. 
  
Chapter 4 
“How’re chances of me coming along?”: 
The Problem of Cinematically 
Representing a Heteroglot World 
 
 The cinematic women in science I have discussed in the 
previous two chapters of this project (Marge Blaine, “Steve” 
Clayton, and Drs. Lisa Van Horne, Lesley Joyce, and “Pat” 
Medford) are not isolated representations.  Rather, the 
trope of the woman in science is a central characteristic of 
“B” science fiction movies from the 1950s.1  Moreover, as 
the decade progressed, the opportunities for women to play 
scientists in cinema were not categorically diminished, as 
my reading of the insect films in Chapter Two could 
suggest.2  Rather, pre-feminist representations of women in 
science in these films continued to offer reflections of (as 
well as models for) social change. 
 As representations of women in science are central to 
the 1950s “B” science fiction films, neither are the 
triangulated relationships between these women and their 
male mentors (or father figures) and their dashing young 
suitors.  Indeed, the pattern that positions a woman 
emerging into professional fulfillment between an older and 
a younger male is a crucial characteristic of the trope 
itself.  This pattern is traditionally patriarchal; that is, 
the lead woman character is depicted at a moment in her life 
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when she is transferring her allegiance from one male head 
of household (the father figure) to another (the potential 
husband).3  Often the woman’s transference of allegiance 
reflects the tension between science and the military that 
characterized the post-W.W.II era.4  Some of these 
relationships take place in, and are thus complicated by, 
extraterrestrial settings.5  What critically distinguishes 
the trope of the woman in science in the “B” science fiction 
films of the 1950s from the traditional in positioning of a 
woman as a medium of exchange between patriarchal 
generations, however, is the complication of a woman’s 
emerging, as a result of her participation in a particularly 
scientific arena, as an individual in her own right.  
Further, the science fiction genre allows for extrapolations 
not characteristic of the realistic film.  In this chapter I 
discuss two films that, because of their similarities, 
provide insight into the nuanced consequences of shifting 
behavioral parameters for women in science during the 
crucial period between the end of W.W.II and the Women’s 
Liberation Movement that began in the 1960s. 
 Beginning of the End and Kronos, both released, as was 
The Deadly Mantis, in 1957, feature women who work in 
photography.  One is a renowned photojournalist, acclaimed 
particularly for her work during military operations in 
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Korea; the other is a darkroom technician working at a “Top 
Secret” Atomic Research Laboratory.  In the sense that 
photography illustrates the intersection of art and science, 
the use of photography as a professional arena appropriate 
for women illustrates an attempt to portray a woman who is 
not a pure scientist, but rather one whose codedly male 
pursuit of knowledge is diluted, and therefore made more 
acceptable to a contemporary mass audience, by the addition 
of the codedly feminine quality of art.  This palliative to 
the concerns of a mass audience ultimately seeking 
entertainment over anxiety (entertainment in these films 
being characterized by the instigation and consequent 
assuagement of anxiety) is a significant characteristic 
these two particular films have in common. 
 This feminization of the concept of woman in science 
is balanced in these two films by a variation of the 
traditional triangulation that positions the emerging 
woman scientist at the point of exchange between a suitor 
and male mentor.  Another significant characteristic these 
two films have in common is that both of the female 
protagonists, like Marge Blaine, appear to operate 
independently.  As professionals, they push traditional 
gender boundaries with rudimentary social sanction and 
sublimated patriarchal support.  This positioning suggests 
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not so much social acceptance but rather incorporation of 
the new roles for women that grew out of their emergence 
into the scientific arena during W.W.II.  At the same 
time, however, it exposes woman’s vulnerability as an 
individual in a world still uncomfortable with her new 
sense of identity. 
 Beginning of the End and Kronos are films 
particularly representative of the ideological 
consciousness of the era, in the way that they each 
contain and are defined by competing ideological voices.  
In that sense, it is particularly useful to look at them 
analogously, in part, to the way that Mikhail Bakhtin 
looks at the Dostoevskian novel in The Dialogic 
Imagination (rather ironic, I think, considering how 
dominated by paranoia about the Russians the American 
fifties were).  I read these films’ attempts to achieve 
aesthetic completeness as they aim for a successful and 
emotionally fulfilling integration of voices.  Likewise, I 
read the plots in these films, particularly the competing 
emotional through-lines that characterize them, as 
ideological voices struggling for dominance.  To use 
Michael Holquist’s terminology in his introduction to 
Bakhtin’s work, I find that when the “centripetal forces 
that strive to make things cohere” overwhelm the 
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“centrifugal forces that seek to keep things apart” 
(xviii), a film, though it may be satisfying holistically, 
is often less open to a feminist impulse to push against 
traditional gender boundaries. 
 Both Beginning of the End and Kronos have 
corresponding plot, or emotional through-lines, that 
contribute to the interplay of voices they display.  The 
primary plot line into which the viewer invests 
emotionally is, of course, the conquering of an 
extraordinary threat to the planet and all that such a 
battle represents.  In Beginning of the End, following in 
the giant insect tradition, Earth is threatened by, as 
described on the videotape liner notes, “a swarm of giant 
man-eating locusts that devour everything and everyone in 
sight.”  In Kronos, as the movie’s trailer proclaims, “a 
metallic vampire, stalk[s] the Earth, its purpose to drain 
it of its energy, every last bit of vitality.”  As is 
typical to the genre, both threats are countered by the 
efforts of dashing male scientists, who act both in 
conflict and in concert with military efforts.   
 Running throughout that primary structure, however, 
are two underlying emotional through-lines corresponding 
to 1) a woman’s place in the scientific adventure and 2) a 
woman’s place with a man.  In Beginning of the End, 
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photojournalist Audrey Aimes (clearly modeled on real-life 
contemporary Margaret Bourke-White) is continually met 
with a balanced interplay of resistance and acceptance 
throughout her determined efforts to participate in the 
discovery and ultimate conquest of the rampaging locusts.  
At the same time that she pursues the adventure, however, 
she is likewise pursued by the prospect of romantic 
involvement with the male scientist/protagonist.  In 
Kronos, darkroom technician Vera Hunter’s participation in 
the adventure is challenged only when it threatens to 
transgress acceptable gender behavior.  At the same time, 
it is Hunter herself who pursues romantic involvement with 
the justifiably preoccupied male hero. 
 In How to Read A Film: The World of Movies, Media, 
and Multimedia (2000), James Monaco describes the American 
“national culture” in the fifties as “intent on coaxing 
women who had gained a measure of independence during the 
war back in to the home” (270-271).  An analysis of 
Beginning of the End and Kronos will show, however, that 
this impulse was not as simplistic as Monaco presumes.  In 
the same way that Rocketship X-M provides a satisfying 
sense of dramatic closure and It Came from Beneath the Sea 
does not, Kronos successfully integrates all of its 
emotional through-lines while The Beginning of the End 
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does not.  Correspondingly, a sense of balance between a 
woman’s emerging professionalism and her traditional 
feminine destiny is achieved in Kronos.  In Beginning of 
the End, it is not.  By examining these two films and the 
underlying emotional through-lines that compose them, this 
chapter will explore two attempts to cinematically resolve 
an intense dialogic tension that characterized the 
fifties: the tension between woman’s persistent 
participation in the scientific arena and patriarchal 
resistance to that participation. 
Beginning of the End 
Beginning of the End (produced and directed by Bert 
I. Gordon6) alters the balance of the pattern established 
in Them!  The film’s representation of a woman 
participating in a scientific adventure is Audrey Aimes, a 
photojournalist with the National Wire Service, played by 
actress Peggie Castle.  The male lead, as described on the 
videotape liner notes, is “brilliant entomologist” Ed 
Wainwright, played by Peter Graves.  While a Aimes 
participates in the extermination of giant insect 
mutations at the same time that she wins the heart and 
respect of her male lead, however, her male sponsorship is 
not a focal point in the film.  The fact that she, like 
entomologist Pat Medford, received early support from a 
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father in the same profession is given perfunctory 
acknowledgement in a scene where she and the film’s young 
male scientist begin to get to know each other: 
Wainwright:  How’d you pick such an occupation? 
Aimes:  I think it sort of picked me.  I guess I 
was born inquisitive.  Ever since I remember I 
wanted to know the why and wherefore of just 
about anything I saw.  I inherited my knack with 
the camera from dad.  My curiosity supplied the 
nose for news, and the camera supplied the 
memory.  So there you have it. 
 
Despite the cursory acknowledgement of direct patriarchal 
support, clearly this female protagonist’s own talent and 
drive were the primary contributors to her to professional 
success.  Thus, the balance between a woman’s professional 
independence and allegiance to a patriarchal figure has 
been deemphasized.  The requirement that the cinematic 
scientist balance her ability to be romantically 
accessible and professionally successful at the same time 
thus takes on greater significance. 
 Graves’ wholesome good looks and soft-spoken demeanor 
clearly mark him as Aimes’s potential Mr. Right.  (Indeed, 
Graves is most famous for his role as a widowed father in 
the 50s prime-time television series Fury.)  It is 
significant that Graves is the entomologist in this film 
in comparison to Them!, where the male love interest, 
rough and ready FBI man played by James Arness (later 
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famous as Matt Dillon on television’s Gunsmoke) is clearly 
subordinate to and rather overwhelmed by entomologist 
Medford’s scientific knowledge.  In Beginning of the End, 
it is photographer Aimes who looks to Wainwright for 
scientific information. 
What Aimes is aiming at in total, however, is not so 
clear.  As I have stated above, she is aiming at 
Wainwright in order to gain access into the scientific 
adventure that will provide her with a great story.  
Obviously, as a photojournalist, she is a photographing 
subject aiming at objects whose narratives, she as a 
writer, will herself construct (as was Marge Blaine until 
her camera and story credit were taken away from her in 
The Deadly Mantis).  The conventional narrative in which 
her character is embedded, however, obliges that she aim 
(as must Blaine) at her very own Mr. Right. 
What is representative of the ideological 
consciousness of the era in Beginning of the End is that 
instead of science being represented as a goal toward 
which smart, talented, motivated women can aim, it is 
being used instead, in the person of an attractive family 
man, as a lure to bring intrepid women back into the 
comfort and safety of the family fold.  As Vivian Gornick 
writes in Women in Science: Portraits from a World in 
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Transition (1983), “Science is strongly marked by 
professional marriages” (86).  “Men and women spend long 
hours in the lab,” she explains, “the intensity of the 
work is eroticizing, sexual affairs explode easily, and 
often people fall in love and marry” (86).  These 
marriages do not evolve as equal partnerships, however, no 
matter how equal the partners may be during their 
courtship.  As Gornick writes, “If a husband and wife work 
together in science, it is almost invariably assumed that 
he does the real work (that is, the thinking), and she the 
subordinate work (execution of experiments)” (86).  Thus, 
the tenuous situation into which the successful, 
independent para-scientist Aimes naively inserts herself 
is every bit as threatening to her life and career 
(indeed, her very subjectivity) as the film’s man-eating 
locusts are to the world. 
In “The Professional Marriage: Four Physicists,” a 
section in Women in Transition, Gornick describes the 
trajectories of two professional marriages, one of which 
ultimately ended in divorce in the late 1970s.  In both of 
them, the distaff partner had the career advantage during 
and immediately after graduate school.  However, as their 
careers advanced, it was the husband who was offered the 
higher positions, the better research opportunities (86-
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93).  Correspondingly, the first half of Beginning of the 
End, the courtship and pre-courtship segments, represents 
Aimes as Wainwright’s potential equal in the adventure.  
In the second half of the film, however, once she and 
Wainwright have been scripted as romantic as well as 
professional partners, Aimes’s role is transfigured to 
that of professional assistant and traditional helpmeet. 
In Them!, FBI man Graham immediately affirms 
entomologist Medford’s traditional feminine attractiveness 
at the same time that he negatively stereotypes the woman 
scientist.  In Beginning of the End, entomologist 
Wainwright’s immediate response to photographer Aimes is 
neither complimentary nor disparaging.  Rather in the 
initial exchange between the two professionals, the 
genre’s traditional portent of romance is sublimated to a 
deceptive straightforwardness: 
Aimes:  I’m looking for the project director. 
Wainwright:  I’m the project director.  My 
name’s Ed Wainwright.  What can I do for you? 
 
Comfortably dominant in his scientific arena, Wainwright 
is happy to offer support to a colleague, albeit female 
and professional.  Comfortably secure in her ability to 
fend for herself, Aimes is willing to consider herself 
impervious to the gender disparities that can result from 
such professional partnerships. 
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 The lack of flirtation on Wainwright’s part is not to 
say that Castle isn’t an attractive actress or that her 
character isn’t meant to be appealing.  She is blonde and 
beautiful, shapely and sexy; she has an extensive 
filmography7 and unlike Weldon, quite fits the type of a 
50s starlet.  (She is described on the Internet Movie 
Database as a “tall, sultry green-eyed blonde” who “was 
usually somebody’s ‘woman’ rather than a girlfriend.”)  
However, her performance in this film is unilaterally 
criticized.  A contemporary review, for example, laments 
that Castle is “unconvincing as a national magazine 
newshen-photographer” (Holl. Variety, July 3, 1957).  In 
Keep Watching the Skies!, his 1982 retrospective on the 
era’s science-fiction films, Bill Warren, in a similar 
criticism writes that “Peggie Castle is inept as the 
newshen, who never seems to file a story” (326). 
 The seriousness of purpose with which Castle tackles 
the ostensibly cackling role of “hen” links her 
performance with Weldon’s similarly serious portrayal of 
Medford, a portrayal likewise not affectionately embraced 
by the American movie industry.  Castle’s Aimes actually 
smiles only once in the film, and that is only when she is 
attempting to retrieve her confiscated camera, the emblem 
of her professionalism, from a military official.  (Unlike 
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Marge Blaine, whose camera is tossed away from her by a 
military man in The Deadly Mantis, Aimes does, in fact, 
get her camera back.)  It is this serious portrayal that 
is primarily responsible for Castle’s negative reviews.  
This is not to argue that Castle’s portrayal itself is 
misguided or inept, but rather that it lends an import to 
her character that the script ultimately does not.  Her 
characterization of Aimes is too powerful for her ultimate 
surrender to a milquetoast of a man (albeit a good, kind 
man) to be believable. 
 Reviewers were critical not only of Castle’s 
performance, but of the entire film as well, which was 
reviewed in Variety as follows: “Low-budget, exploitation 
entry.  Grasshoppers run mad; so does mediocrity” (Holl. 
July 3, 1957).  Halliwell’s Film & Video Guide 2000 
describes Beginning of the End as “Bottom-of-the-sci-fi-
barrel rubbish, very boring to watch.”  Warren states, 
“Choosing giant grasshoppers as menaces is a decision so 
brainless, so lacking in any conception of the possible 
impact of seeing great big grasshoppers trying to look 
menacing, that only someone like Bert I. Gordon would have 
followed through on it” (324).  Warren’s acknowledges, 
however, that “The story actually has an intriguing 
beginning, not uncommon for Gordon, which indicates that 
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his talents don’t lie in creating monster movies, but in 
devising opening scenes” (325). 
 My argument is that it is not just the beginning, but 
the entire first half of the film, the set up to the 
resolution, that is intriguing.  It is the beginning of 
the end, the resolution of the set up, the attempt to 
represent both an independent woman’s place in a 
scientific adventure and a compliant woman’s place with a 
man, where the film loses its ability to successfully 
integrate the ideological voices that compose it.  This 
inability to integrate the two ideological voices (or 
emotional through-lines) is evidenced by comparing 
Castle’s portrayal of the charismatic Aimes in the first 
half of the film with her portrayal of an ultimately 
voiceless Aimes of the second half.  These performances 
are mediated and affected by Aimes’s relationship with the 
military (as representative of the patriarchy at large) as 
well as with love interest Wainwright. 
 In the beginning of Beginning of the End, Aimes is 
prevented by the military from photographing the site of 
destruction at Ludlow, Illinois, onto which she stumbles 
in search of another news story in the area.  Like an 
intrepid reporter she pretends to accept their order, 
smiles slightly, and then goes off to document the 
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destruction of the entire town, destruction reminiscent of 
war photos of Hiroshima or Dresden.  Subsequently 
chastised by the officer, her camera confiscated, she is 
not daunted, but rather demands to see the commanding 
officer, establishing her awareness of a chain of command 
and her willingness to use it and fit into it.  
When she confronts the commanding officer, she is 
immediately respected because of her accomplishments as 
well as for her support of the military: 
Captain:  Are you the Audrey Aimes who covered 
Korea for that picture magazine? 
Aimes:  That’s right. 
Captain:  I read the book you wrote after the 
war.  Liked it very much. 
 
She is then introduced to the next level in the military 
chain of command, Colonel Pete Sturgeon, who likewise, 
respects her work and responds to her as a professional.   
(Again, as with the Colonel Pete Matthews and Dr. Lesley 
Joyce, a phallic “Peter” functions as the gatekeeper to a 
woman’s professional success.)  The colonel, like the 
captain, is familiar with Aimes’s work:  “Audrey Aimes?” 
he asks.  “I’ve read a lot of your stuff.  Seen a lot of 
your photographs.” 
When Aimes interacts with the colonel, she does so in 
a straightforward manner.  Her request to participate in 
the adventure is unlike the typical request in the genre, 
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which is often crafty and underhanded.  “How’re chances of 
me coming along?” she asks.  The colonel’s response in 
likewise direct and encouraging at the same time that it 
is protective.  “Not this trip,” he says, “maybe later.  
In any case, not until we know what’s out there.” 
 Eventually, Aimes holds the colonel to his promise 
and challenges him directly when he seems to be reneging. 
Aimes:  Colonel, you just got back from Ludlow.  
You said after you got back I could go. 
Colonel:  I said maybe. 
Aimes:  Well, how about it? 
Colonel:  Tomorrow with the rest. 
Aimes:  Oh Colonel, be fair.  I played ball with 
you.  Give me the jump on the other reporters 
who’ll be in here.  At least let me take some 
pictures in Ludlow.  I promise I won’t put them 
on the wire until tomorrow. 
Colonel:  Well, I guess you’ve earned that.  For 
effort, anyway.  Barton, take Miss Aimes to 
Ludlow, and I hope you have a strong stomach. 
 
Aimes’s directness and persistence pay off.  The character 
being established in the first part of this movie is 
clearly an accomplished professional not afraid to engage 
directly with a hierarchical patriarchal system. 
When we finally see Aimes at work, her persona is 
clearly heroic, strong, and powerful.  Dramatic orchestral 
music plays over her photographing the destruction in 
Ludlow.  When Aimes speaks about her work, her voice is 
one of experience and authority: 
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Aimes:  I’ve had enough.  Some people use 
calendars to tell age.  I could use ruins to 
count mine.  I was twenty-five when I went 
through Seoul after it was shelled.  I was 
twenty when I took my camera into Cologne and 
Berlin after World War II. 
Captain:  Must be used to it by now. 
Aimes:  Captain, there’re some things you never 
get used to. 
 
When the captain makes a romantic overture toward Aimes, 
who is clearly attractive as well as competent, she 
rebuffs him effortlessly: 
Captain:  How about a drink to wipe away some 
memories?  Good way to get rid of the tears.  I 
know a little place... 
Aimes:  How do a hundred and fifty people vanish 
into thin air? 
 
At this point in the film, Aimes’s aim remains steady and 
clear.  She is not going to be distracted from her work, 
nor will she use her sexuality to gain entrance into or 
approval from the patriarchal system in which she is 
trying to establish herself. 
 It is significant that during these sequences in the 
first half of the film, Aimes is depicted driving 
confidently, blatantly exposed in an open convertible.  
She drives to Ludlow, she drives through the site of 
destruction, and she is sitting behind the steering wheel 
when she rebuffs the captain’s advances.   These images 
reflect mobility, freedom, and openness.  Likewise, she is 
in the driver’s seat when she initially interacts with 
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Wainwright, the man with whom the genre’s convention 
dictates she will eventually develop a romantic 
relationship.  Moreover, it appears that Wainwright views 
Aimes as the more adventurous professional: “Ah yes,” he 
says, finally realizing who Aimes is, “I remember now that 
every time I read one of your articles, it was dateline 
from some area of flood or famine or war.  Made me realize 
what a sheltered life we scientists really lead.”  
Furthermore, when Aimes and Wainwright are first 
confronted by the film’s monster, Aimes, unlike other 
screaming women of the genre, is the voice of reason.  
“No, stop,” she says as Wainwright rushes to rescue the 
terrified man shrieking helplessly in the creature’s 
massively masticating jaws.  “You can’t save him,” she 
rationally explains.  Wainwright responds to Aimes’s 
directive with one of his own.  “Get in the car,” he says 
and then drives them away.  At this point, the balance in 
the film begins to shift. 
 In fact, the helpless man’s death portends and 
corroborates Aimes’s own ultimate loss of subjectivity.  
Like Aimes, Wainwright’s colleague Frank Johnson is an 
“other.”  Described in Warren’s “Credits and Casts” in 
Keep Watching the Skies, Vol. 1 as a “deaf mute,” he is 
played by Asian-American actor Thann Wyenn.  Johnson’s 
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profession, botanist, signifies feminized science.  His 
primary duty, at least as visually represented in this 
film, is feeding Wainwright’s plants, like a woman 
nurturing her husband’s children.  As a deaf mute, he 
serves as Wainwright’s silent, wife-like partner.  
Moreover, as a feminized male, Johnson is out to recruit 
the mild-mannered Wainwright to his deviant lifestyle: 
“Well, leave it to Frank,” Wainwright confesses to Aimes, 
“he’ll make a botanist out of me yet.”  “Aren’t you a 
botanist?” Aimes asks him, assuming affinity by 
association.  “No, no,” Wainwright responds, defending his 
more masculine pursuit, “I’m an entomologist, the study of 
insects.” 
 Johnson’s feminization (and the potential for 
Wainwright to join him) is connected to representations of 
women in these films by radiation, symbol of W.W.II and 
the consequent rise of women in a traditionally male 
workforce.  As Wainwright explains Johnson’s disability to 
Aimes, “Working with radiation can be dangerous.  Accident 
last year cost him his speech and his hearing.”  Thus, it 
is the masculinized woman and her connection to W.W.II and 
the atomic bomb that threatens traditional masculinity, to 
the extent of even pushing the American male into an 
undercurrent of homosexuality, that dark anathema of 1950s 
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America.  As in Tarantula, where it took Clint Eastwood to 
save the day, the ideological imperative in Beginning of 
the End is for Wainwright to assert himself as a real man.  
Likewise, the imperative for Aimes is for her to take 
Johnson’s (unnatural) place and return to her own natural 
(speechless) state.  These imperatives direct the second 
half of the film. 
Confronting the military after their encounter with 
the man-eating locusts, Wainwright still treats Aimes as 
an equal partner in the now scientific/military adventure.  
Moreover, she is not yet reluctant to give her own 
directives: 
Aimes:  Why don’t you listen?  You’ve got to get 
some soldiers out there before more people are 
killed. 
Colonel:  Miss Aimes, the government asked me to 
exercise discretion in dealing with you.  Please 
don’t make it any harder for me than it is. 
Wainwright:  You have to believe us. 
 
While Wainwright still views himself and Aimes as a team, 
however, the formerly supportive colonel suddenly begins 
to patronize her.  Is his change in attitude a reflection 
of the tension between the news media and the military?  
Is he reacting to a woman’s giving him orders?  Is it 
because the stakes are suddenly higher, the destruction 
only beginning?  The logic behind his motivation doesn’t 
really matter.  What matters is that the second half of 
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the film, the resolution, is about to begin, and stripped 
of even para-scientific authority, the woman cannot 
participate as an equal in the scientific adventure.  At 
the same time, this particular woman, whose character has 
been established as daring and forthright, must now be 
focused on fulfilling the emotional through-line which 
establishes a woman’s place with a man.  
Even the partnership balance between Aimes and 
Wainwright begins to shift as it becomes clear that she is 
going to accompany him on what is rapidly becoming his, 
not their, adventure: 
Aimes:  What are you going to do? 
Wainwright:  I’m going to Washington.  Maybe the 
army people’ll listen to me. 
Aimes:  I’ll go with you.  Maybe I can help.  I 
saw them too. 
Wainwright:  Alright.  We’ve got to convince 
them, Audrey.  We may be witnessing the 
beginning of an era that'll mean the complete 
annihilation of man. 
Aimes:  Annihilation? 
Wainwright:  Annihilation.  The beginning of the 
end. 
 
What we are witnessing in this film, however, is the 
beginning of the end of the possibility that the film will 
be able to integrate the emotional through-lines in which 
the audience has already invested and thus emerge as an 
aesthetically complete whole.  At the beginning of the 
film, Aimes is in the driver’s seat of her own life, 
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aiming her way through a patriarchal system as an 
individual with an equal chance at participation in that 
system.  Once romance and the cultural imperatives 
surrounding it inevitably enter the picture, Aimes begins 
to lose her mobility, function, and especially her voice.  
Her ultimate performance retains only a posture of courage 
and competence, devoid of any significant action to 
support it. 
 As the possibility of fulfilling the emotional 
through-line of a woman’s place in the adventure begins to 
wane, the romantic plot, at least the appearance of it, 
intensifies.  As the grasshoppers rampage, the crux of the 
action in the film is centered in the lab where the 
military men are planning attacks and Wainwright and his 
scientists are working on developing powerful 
insecticides.  Wainwright, reading the newspaper, sees, as 
does the audience, the headline story: “Illinois Death 
Toll Mounts As Locusts Advance, Eye Witness Report, BY 
AUDREY AIMES,” when Aimes, wearing an enticing, bust-
revealing black dress, surprises him.  “I thought you went 
back to New York,” he exclaims.  “Well, the big story’s 
here,” she, true to her character as a photojournalist, 
replies.  “Look, your editor called you back because it 
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was too dangerous,” Wainwright admonishes. “I wanted to be 
here,” she pointedly replies. 
 Eventually it becomes clear that, incredulously, 
Aimes is not there to work on a story.  Even though the 
military wants the emergency lab evacuated, Wainwright 
insists on staying so he can continue working on an 
oscillator signal that will lure the grasshoppers into the 
lake.  “If you’ll just give me one man to replace Miss 
Aimes,” he pleads to the military brass, to which Aimes 
interjects, “I’m staying.”  The conversation continues: 
Wainwright: Well look, this is no time to be 
worrying about a big story. 
Aimes:  I’m not worried about a story. 
Wainwright:  Will you please leave before it’s 
too late? 
Aimes:  No. 
 
In the same way that Wainwright didn’t respond to Aimes’s 
earlier statement that she wanted to be there, he makes no 
response here.  She says “no” and he accepts it.  On the 
one hand, his acquiescence to her statement fits with 
Aimes’s characterization from the first half of the film: 
she’s determined and forthright and gets what she wants.  
On the other hand, it makes no sense that a 
photojournalist would not even bring a camera to the scene 
of perhaps the biggest story of all time.  It’s as if 
Aimes has traded her camera for a sexy dress. 
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 Soon Aimes’s behavior begins to adapt to what seems 
to be her new role.  Whether it’s because she’s in a sexy 
dress or because she is confined with a man in a room, she 
is suddenly more vulnerable, falling into Wainwright’s 
arms in fear every chance she can.  In exchange for this 
radical change in her persona, she is given token 
participation in the scientific adventure: She reads data 
from the oscillator for Wainwright and at his command, 
flips a switch that sends the oscillator signal to the 
lake, where it will draw the grasshoppers to death by 
drowning. 
At the end of the movie—the grasshoppers destroyed, 
the annihilation of man averted—Aimes and Wainwright 
embrace as dramatic orchestral music swells behind them.  
She looks up at him and says something, but we can’t hear 
her.  The soundtrack has been turned off.  The movie is 
over.  Aimes’s voice, as well as any hope that the movie 
would establish a coherent voice of its own, has been 
lost. 
 In Beginning of the End, the “centrifugal forces that 
seek to keep things apart” overwhelm the “centripetal 
forces that strive to make things cohere.”  The strength, 
independence, and technical competence of the female 
character overwhelm her ability to be represented as 
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subservient to as well as weaker than a potential husband.  
Consequently, the film is not satisfying as an aesthetic 
whole.  Though a failure in conventional artistic terms 
(as were so many of these films, however, the film was 
financially successful), Beginning of the End is a 
valuable indicator of boundaries which women of the 1950s 
could not exceed, but to which they could nonetheless 
aspire.  Actress Peggie Castle’s pre-feminist 
representation of the too powerful Audrey Aimes provided 
an inspiration to women and girls of the period, despite 
(or perhaps because of) the fact that her character’s 
subjectivity was silenced in the end.  In Kronos, the 
character of the woman is more suitable to 1950s 
conventions, and thus, the film’s ability to integrate its 
emotional through-lines is successful.  Nonetheless, the 
film contains undercurrents of subversion. 
Kronos 
 Kronos (produced and directed by Kurt Neumann8) also 
alters the pattern of triangulation established in Them!.  
While a woman participates in the identification and 
extermination of an invading creature at the same time 
that she wins the heart and respect of a male lead, she, 
like Audrey Aimes, does not operate under obvious male 
sponsorship.  How she came to her profession, in fact, is 
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not addressed.  In the scene where we are introduced to 
her character, she is represented as a professional whose 
participation is not at all anomalous: 
Culver:  Is there anyone standing by in the 
darkroom? 
Gaskell:  Yeah, Vera is, of course.  Let’s get 
down there right away. 
 
This female protagonist’s presence in a scientific 
workforce is acknowledged as a given.  The need for a 
woman’s professional independence to be balanced by 
individual patriarchal sponsorship seems to have 
dissolved.  Moreover, professional availability initially 
appears to have superceded romantic allure in importance. 
 Kronos’s representation of a woman in science is Vera 
Hunter, darkroom technician at LAB CENTRAL, played by 
actress Barbara Lawrence.  The male lead is Dr. Leslie 
Gaskell, described in Variety as “a scientist who has 
charted the course of the asteroid which has transported 
[Kronos] to Earth, his efforts finally responsible for its 
ultimate destruction” (Holl. 3 July 1957).  Hunter, 
despite her initially independent characterization, 
however, is ultimately identified more in terms of her 
relationship to Gaskell than to her work.  Warren 
perfunctorily describes her, for example, as “Les’s 
coworker and fiancée” (327).  Variety’s contemporary 
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review condescendingly describes Lawrence as in the film 
“strictly for distaff interest, but pretty.” 
Indeed, in comparison to Castle, Lawrence’s beauty is 
less threatening, more conventional (according to the 
Internet Movie Database, she was named Little Miss 
Hollywood in 1942), as befits the comfortable stature of 
her character’s position as technician and fiancée.  Chris 
Holland and Scott Hamilton are more critical of Hunter’s 
representation of a woman in science, reporting on their 
Stomp Tokyo website that she in fact “isn’t a scientist—
she works in the observatory’s basement dark room.  She’s 
being kept in her place, apparently” (11/24/98).  
Remaining in her place, however, allows her to be quite 
aggressive in achieving her goals, at least as those goals 
pertain to her hunt for a man, specifically, her coworker 
and superior, Dr. Gaskell. 
 This apparent attenuation of Hunter’s professional 
import, however, is balanced by her inclusion in just 
about every scene in the adventure, if not the film 
itself.  Throughout the movie, we consistently see Hunter 
as a woman who, like Marge Blaine, is being paid to do her 
photographic work (work albeit technical rather than 
purely scientific), being competent, and being valued and 
depended on by her coworkers.  In a traditional montage 
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indicating military and scientific preparations, for 
example, we see Hunter plotting computer data on a glass 
map, again like Blaine in her “Operation Marge” (only in 
this film, Hunter is officially recognized as part of the 
team).  In fact, the LAB CENTRAL team officially consists 
of Gaskell, Hunter, and computer scientist Dr. Arnold 
Culver (in the genre’s traditional affable sidekick role). 
What is representative of the ideological 
consciousness of the era is that this comprehensive 
inclusion is predicated on the woman’s acceptance of her 
role as a subordinate, though crucial, partner in the 
scientific arena.  When the team takes a helicopter to 
investigate Kronos, for example, Hunter is present (though 
Gaskell, as the male lead, is in the pilot’s seat).  When 
the team takes a jeep to inspect a power plant that Kronos 
has destroyed, Hunter is included (though, again, it is 
Gaskell who is driving).  Likewise, Gaskell, Hunter, and 
Culver all participate in figuring out a way to destroy 
Kronos.  (While Hunter provides the spur for the final 
solution, however, it is Culver who gets the credit for 
the epiphany that ultimately determines this solution.)  
All three team members are again present in the film’s 
final scene, where Kronos’s defeat is assured.  (It is 
Gaskell, however, who receives the credit: “If your plan 
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fails,” the general tells him directly, “only the 
mountains can stop him.”)   Thus, while Kronos depicts a 
woman who contentedly accepts that her scientific role in 
the workforce must necessarily be a reduced one, as 
compensation, it also depicts a patriarchal system that 
not only doesn’t begrudge her constant presence but also 
relies on (and pays her for) her expertise. 
Further, Kronos clearly reflects the situation of 
women in science in America in the decade of the fifties.  
In “Growth, Segregation, and Statistically ‘Other’” 
Chapter 5 of Women Scientists in America, Margaret 
Rossiter describes the situation of women in science as 
follows: 
Our examination of several sources of statistics 
on men and women scientists of the 1950s and 
1960s...has revealed that there was such a great 
increase in the number of woman scientists that 
by 1970 there were, by the best count, about 
twenty-nine thousand....Although there were 
women in all fields and almost all subfields by 
then, most were concentrated in relatively few, 
including some so marginal that their name began 
with the word other. (120) 
 
Moreover, in Chapter 11, “Nonprofit Institutions and Self-
Employment: A Second Chance,” she reports that many women, 
perhaps because of the lower pay involved, found 
employment in non-profit or government institutes, 
institutions not unlike LAB CENTRAL, the government agency 
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where Hunter is employed.  Furthermore, she reports that 
“many of the jobs that were in practice open to women” 
were “those in laboratories, libraries, customer service, 
or governmental agencies” (94).  Finally, she writes, 
“After 1950 the federal government expanded greatly and 
employed many women scientists, including married and 
minority women and even couples” (277), couples not unlike 
Vera Hunter and Leslie Gaskell. 
Because of Kronos’s successful integration of the 
emotional through-lines circumscribing a woman’s place in 
the scientific adventure and a woman’s place with a man, 
the situation of women scientists being contented with 
lower-level or marginal positions is reflected as stable.  
This illusion of stability, however, is quite superficial. 
While the creature Kronos, also referred to as Ravager of 
Planets and Destroyer of the Universe, superficially 
appears to be a force disconnected from the trope of 
outraged entomological signifiers of gender anxiety, it is 
nonetheless obliquely connected to them in its own cold, 
metallic way. 
One way Kronos subverts its depiction of a stabilized 
intersection of women and science is reflected in the 
film’s critical reception.  Unlike Beginning of the End, 
which latched on to the tail end of the tradition of 
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outraged entomological signifiers, Kronos, in the 
tradition of the extraterrestrial invader, is reviewed 
rather favorably (though both films, as was true to the 
period, made money).  A contemporary review in Variety 
reports that “Kronos is a well-made, moderate budget 
science-fictioner which boasts quality special effects 
that would do credit to a much higher-budgetted [sic] film 
than this Regal production for 20th-Fox release.  Feature 
shapes up as a strong entry for the exploitation market” 
(Whit. 10 April 1957).  Warren, retrospectively, concurs, 
writing that “Kronos is intriguing enough and spectacular 
enough that it keeps threatening to burst the bonds of its 
budgetary limitations” (371). 
 Warren’s initial impression of artistic 
accomplishment, however, is immediately retracted.  As he 
further writes, “I have never been able to understand why 
Kronos splits people into two camps: those who like it and 
those who detest it.  There doesn’t seem to be any middle 
ground” (366).  Warren’s only speculation on why viewers 
have been so divided on their appreciation of this film is 
that perhaps it attempted to include too many elements: an 
asteroid, a robot, and a “possessed scientist” (366).  I 
would argue, however, that this dichotomy more likely 
results from the film’s superficial stringing out and 
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tying up of emotional through-lines.  Because the film 
obliquely confronts the tremendous ideological tensions of 
the period with respect to women in science, it thus 
engages the viewer on multiple psychosexual levels, in 
contrast to the  films that confront these tensions more 
overtly.  Viewers whom it does engage react to the film’s 
varying and ultimately contradictory stimuli.  Viewers 
resistant to or unaware of the gender tensions of the 
period are placated by the film’s minimizing of those 
tensions.  Those who sense or relate to the film’s 
underlying gender tensions can become not only unsettled, 
but also unsettled about why they are unsettled. 
 Furthermore, Kronos was, according to Variety’s 
contemporary review, “packaged by 20th with another Regal 
output, She-Devil.”  It is significant that while 
Neumann’s Kronos depicts a woman who, on the surface at 
least, barely challenges traditional gender expectations, 
his She-Devil, according to Warren’s synopsis, is a thief 
and a murderer who must be destroyed at the end of the 
film.  Neumann’s attempt in Kronos to quiet the 
ideological dialogue concerning the balance between  
woman’s new professionalism and her traditional feminine 
role is thus subverted by the direct articulation of the 
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period’s fear of woman in another simultaneously 
constructed and jointly presented text. 
 A way the film itself subverts its own depiction of a 
stabilized intersection of women and science is through 
its characterization of the superficially ingratiating, 
yet deceptively cunning Hunter.  Indeed, a generalized 
fear of woman permeates the film and is only transferred 
through Hunter’s character from the professional to the 
domestic sphere.  (This fear found full expression in 1958 
with The Attack of the Fifty-Foot Woman, a film that 
magnifies a woman’s sexual and domestic persona as she, 
after undergoing an extraordinary experience, becomes too 
big to fit in her own house.)  It is soon apparent in 
Kronos, that the “distaff” character, unlike Audrey Aimes, 
Pat Medford, Steve Clayton, Marge Blaine, Lesley Joyce or 
even Lisa Van Horne, is more coy than direct, more 
ancillary than autonomous, more interested in the man than 
in the science.  As I will show, it is only when Hunter’s 
participation threatens to transgress acceptable gender 
behavior that it is challenged, and then, only 
lightheartedly so.  However, the budding domestic 
situation between Hunter and Gaskell is not as stabilized 
as it initially appears.  The aggressive Hunter is both 
deceptive and aggressively seductive.  The film both works 
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and doesn’t work because we’re never really sure what 
Hunter is hunting. 
The “B” science fiction films of the fifties that 
feature women in science almost always contain an initial 
encounter scene, like the ones in Rocketship X-M, It Came 
from Beneath the Sea, Them!, Tarantula, and The Cosmic 
Monster, for example, where the male lead meets the 
attractive female lead as a woman and then realizes she is 
a scientist.  Warren is relieved in Kronos, however, that 
“when we fist encounter Les and Vera, they are already 
engaged and well on the way to being a comfortable, 
settled-down couple” (327).  Indeed, Hunter’s exchanges 
with Gaskell combine professionalism, flirtation, and 
sometimes just the easy familiarity of being romantic 
partners. 
However, Hunter and Gaskell’s relationship is not as 
comfortable and settled down as it appears on the surface.  
In fact, as their character names indicate, personal 
gender roles are reversed: an aggressive Hunter is paired 
with a starry-eyed Leslie, one of the few instances of a 
male in this genre with an androgynous name.  Moreover, 
Hunter is represented as being both supportive and 
jealous.  In the darkroom, attempting to draw him out, for 
example, she says, “I don’t understand you, Les.  You’ve 
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never been so tense about a planetoid before.”  “I know 
you better than that,” she persists when he simulates 
unconcern, “something else is on your mind.”  Her object, 
though, is always to use her female sexual power to seduce 
him into romance.  “Yeah,” he concedes, “that swing out of 
orbit, it’s not normal.  When I saw it, I got kind of 
chilled,” at which point, for example, she teases him for 
being “unscientific” and tempts him into a long kiss.   
Furthermore, as an aggressor, Hunter clearly outwits 
the trusting, unmindful, and feminized Gaskell.  Gaskell 
and co-worker Culver have traveled to a rugged area in 
Mexico, for example, where the asteroid carrying Kronos 
has crashed.  Hunter has helped in the planning of the 
trip but has not been included in the trip itself.  She 
manages, however, in a way Aimes never has to, to finagle 
her way in: 
Gaskell: (opening suitcase) That Vera!  Packs 
our equipment and leaves out the chemicals. 
(Hunter enters) 
Hunter: (coyly) Is this what you’re referring 
to, Dr. Gaskell? 
Gaskell:  Vera!  How did you get down here? 
Hunter:  Took a plane to Mazatlan, hired a jeep 
for the rest of the way.  Wow. 
Gaskell:  You know what I mean. 
Hunter:  Oh, I thought you might need these 
(hands him box of chemicals). 
Gaskell:  If you hadn’t been so careless... 
Culver:  Careless like a fox. 





Significantly, Gaskell never seems to realize how Hunter 
is manipulating her way not only into the adventure, but 
into his life as well. 
 In fact, the scene that features Hunter most 
prominently, a night scene on the beach in Mexico where 
the LAB CENTRAL team is tracking the monster, features her 
at her most seductive.  At the start of the scene, 
Gaskell, the idealistic visionary, ruminates on matters 
beyond the ordinary.  “I’ve never looked at the night 
sky,” he reflects, “without an awareness that there’s more 
our there than we can ever hope to understand, things we 
might sense if we weren’t too stupid to admit their 
existence.”  During this soliloquy, Hunter emerges from 
their Jeep silently, in a provocative bathing suit, runs 
to the ocean, and dives in, enticing her vulnerable prey, 
mermaid-like, to join her.  Finally tempted, Gaskell takes 
off his shirt and runs after her.  They swim out together, 
both surrendering to what could easily be interpreted as 
Freudian waves of undulating, all-consuming female 
sexuality. 
 However, the water in which Hunter and Gaskell 
submerge themselves is not so unitary a signifier.  A 
Jungian interpretation of water as a symbol of the 
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unconscious allows for a more comprehensive analysis of 
how film, and in particular this film, can reflect the 
ideological consciousness of the era in which it was 
produced.  A Jungian analysis provides an image of water’s 
dual nature as both life giving and destructive, not just 
as this dichotomy relates to sexuality but as it applies 
to all human fears and desires as well.  As Nancy 
Easterlin writes in her Darwinian analysis of “Little 
Mermaid” in “Hans Christian Andersen’s Fish Out of Water” 
(and in so many ways, these “B” science fiction films of 
the fifties are constructed like fairytales), “[O]ur 
physiological attunement to the environment attracts us 
unconsciously to water, of which we are largely 
constituted and for which we have a great need.”  At the 
same time, she argues, water is “also a potential place of 
death—a source of water-borne disease, the home of lethal 
and hidden creatures, the site of drowning, the origin of 
our identity and nonentity” (259).  Using this symbology, 
Hunter’s luring of Gaskell into the ocean thus both 
attracts and terrifies him, not just because of a Freudian 
ambivalence toward the sex act, but on a level where his 
very identity as a man can be destroyed and then recreated 
in forms as potentially liberating as emasculating. 
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 Easterlin quite naturally connects the symbol of the 
mermaid with the duality of water.  From this connection, 
the water in which Hunter and Gaskell immerse themselves 
can also be read as a symbol of the ambivalent situation 
of post-W.W.II women in science.  “Association with 
water,” Easterlin writes, “carries a higher emotional 
charge (whether positive or negative) and melds in a 
psychologically coherent fashion with the maiden, who 
herself represents unity and life-giving reproduction or, 
alternatively, destruction” (260).  Further, Easterlin 
characterizes the mermaid as “an apt symbol of the 
individual who feels alien in either world,” in the water 
or on the land, or in Hunter’s case, in the home or in the 
laboratory.  Thus Gaskell’s hesitancy at being lured into 
the water is quite justified.  Hunter, as representative 
of women in science in post-W.W.II America, is indeed 
drawing the vulnerable male into accepting a change in the 
traditional patriarchal structure of man as provider and 
woman as mother and homemaker.  The possibilities that 
could result from such change, as Dr. Lisa Van Horne and 
pilot Floyd Graham radically speculated just prior to 
their fatal crash in Rocketship X-M, include the joy that 
could come from new freedoms and opportunities.  At the 
same time, the possibilities that could result from such a 
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change embody as well the terrors inherent in 
relinquishing traditional constructions of gender. 
 Indeed, Hunter and Gaskell emerge from the water 
rejuvenated, transformed, recreated.  After they run out 
of the water laughing, Hunter throws herself down on the 
sand.  Gaskell immediately throws himself down next to her 
and finally kisses her, at which point she, in an overt 
reversal of traditional gender roles, proposes to him: 
Hunter: (sighs) Dr. Gaskell... 
Gaskell:  Hmmm? 
Hunter:  Will you marry me? 
Gaskell:  Why, Miss Hunter!  (They kiss)  Can 
you cook? 
Hunter:  Cook?  I wrote the book. 
Gaskell:  So? 
Hunter: (cagily) I whipped this up all by 
myself. 
 
Whereas a handsome, easygoing scientist is used as a lure 
to bring an intrepid woman back into the family fold in 
Beginning of the End, in Kronos, it is the woman who is 
the lure, seducing a scientist to accept a professional 
woman like herself along with all the possibilities such 
acceptance suggests.  While Hunter is superficially 
depicted as the type of woman these movies were trying to 
lure back into domesticity, she is obliquely depicted as a 
romantic aggressor trying to get the attention of a man so 
involved in his scientific work that he has become 
slightly feminized, at least on the romantic front.  
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Moreover, analogous to the way these films elide the 
question of how traditional female household duties would 
be handled by a working woman, the question of Hunter’s 
cooking ability is left open ended.  The “this” that she 
whipped up remains an open signifier, one critically 
destabilizing to traditional patriarchal familiarity.  It 
is clearly not insignificant that this scene is 
immediately followed by the sudden, portentous emergence 
of Gaskell’s slick, bulbous, Kronos-engorged asteroid out 
of the very water from which he and Hunter have just 
emerged.  In this film, as in so many of the “B” science 
fiction films of the 1950s, the fears surrounding 
potential dissolution of traditional gender boundaries 
refuse to remain submerged. 
The most pervasive way Kronos subverts its own 
depiction of a stabilized intersection of women and 
science is in the disturbing persistence of calculating, 
indefatigable female power embodied (or disembodied) by 
S.U.S.I.E., Dr. Culver’s ever-present computer.  “Synchro 
Unifying Sinometric Integrating Equitensor—Put ‘em all 
together, they spell S.U.S.I.E.,” Culver affectionately 
explains.  Like Wainwright’s Frank Johnson, S.U.S.I.E., a 
primitive cinematic representation of the computer as 
sentient being, does not possess the power of speech. 
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While Johnson is portrayed as a feminized male, however, 
S.U.S.I.E. is depicted as an ultra-rational female whose 
primary duty is providing superhuman calculations.  
Moreover, S.U.S.I.E.’s mental capacity appears to exceed 
that of her human operator’s: “Uh, it’s a little out of my 
line,” Culver responds when Gaskell asks him a difficult 
question, “but S.U.S.I.E. can give us the straight dope 
with no guess work.”  Furthermore, when S.U.S.I.E. is 
down, Culver, indeed the whole of LAB CENTRAL, is 
helpless.  
While Johnson is only subliminally depicted as 
Wainwright’s marriage partner, S.U.S.I.E. is overtly 
referred to as Culver’s female companion:  “S.U.S.I.E., 
speak to me!” Culver beseeches when S.U.S.I.E. 
malfunctions.  “Seems like your girlfriend is getting 
temperamental,” Hunter playfully responds.  While Johnson 
in Beginning of the End is represented as Wainwright’s 
lesser partner (and also the one who is sacrificed to the 
greater good of allowing a real woman to take his place as 
Wainwright’s second in command), S.U.S.I.E in Kronos is 
clearly the superior, as well as the more demanding, 
partner in her relationship with Culver.  While Johnson is 
obliquely connected by radiation to representations of 
post-W.W.II women in science in Beginning of the End, 
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S.U.S.I.E. is both connected to woman as symbol and 
disconnected from woman as individual.  S.U.S.I.E. is not 
a masculinized woman threatening traditional masculinity, 
but rather a dehumanized superwoman threatening the 
concept of humanity itself. 
This superwoman image both frames and persists 
throughout the movie, and is connected by filmic syntax to 
both Kronos and Hunter.  The first line of dialogue just 
after the establishing long shot of LAB CENTRAL is spoken 
by Culver, congratulating S.U.S.I.E. on both her ability 
and dependability:  “Atta girl S.U.S.I.E.,” he says 
directly to her, “I knew you’d come through.”  S.U.S.I.E. 
only begins to malfunction when approached by a scientist 
possessed by the alien power controlling Kronos and the 
asteroid carrying it.  It is significant that this 
disembodied superfemale is not only on par with Hunter, 
but is in fact envied by her because of the way her male 
partner treats her: “S.U.S.I.E. gets a lot more attention 
than I do,” Hunter complains as Culver announces his plans 
to pamper his temperamental girlfriend all night long if 
he has to.  “Ah, now I can go back to S.U.S.I.E., and you 
two can go to the movies,” Culver exclaims to Gaskell and 
Hunter in the last line of the film.  This eagerness to 
return to a potentially controlling power represented as 
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female undercuts the sense of closure that should 
accompany the subsequent concluding image of a beaten and 
smoking Kronos.  While the ideological imperative in 
Kronos is to represent a diminished intersection of woman 
and science as satisfactory for all concerned, 
S.U.S.I.E.’s persistence illustrates that this 
intersection is not only not diminished, but also remains 
unstable. 
 “Les, do you think they’ll send anymore down?” 
Hunter, referring to the destroyed Kronos, asks at the end 
of the film.  Gaskell reassuringly replies, “If they do, 
we’ll be ready for them.”  There is a sense of emptiness, 
however, that though order has been restored, as it 
typically is at the end of these science fiction films of 
the 50s, gender fears in Kronos were so obliquely, 
subliminally, and problematically addressed as to never 
really have emerged into the conscious world of the 
unconscious that is film.  Nonetheless, the film’s 
unresolved disturbances linger in the unconscious despite 
the sense of resolution posed by the superficially 
integrated emotional through-lines.  In fact, disturbances 
from the film invade the margins of the mind as women 
invaded and continue to invade provinces traditionally 




 Beginning of the End opens with a scene that is 
typically interpreted with respect to the sexual 
repressiveness of the 50s, especially as science fiction 
films came more and more to meld with teen exploitation 
films such as The Giant Gila Monster, Village of the 
Giants, or Mars Needs Women9: A teenage couple “necking” in 
a car on a dark lover’s lane is mutilated and destroyed 
(eaten, actually) by an as yet unknown apparently inhuman, 
supernatural force.  However, this focus on teen sexuality 
is complicated by the ideological imperative that natural 
relations between genders persevere.  As the lyrics to the 
film’s opening song “Natural, Natural Baby” state, 
You ask me why 
I’ll tell you this 
Don’t ever be afraid 
Big Lou is here 
Cause it’s natural, natural baby 
That’s what makes the world go round 
Yes, it’s natural, natural baby 
That’s what makes the world go round.  
 
Big Lou clearly refers to one of the songwriters, Lou 
Bartel, who (naturally) seems to take precedence even over 
his female songwriting collaborator, Harriet Kane. 
I don’t believe the song, and the vague “it” to which 
it refers, is arguing so much that sex itself is natural, 
though that is certainly an attitude that would appeal to 
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the baby boom teenagers to whom these films increasingly 
became directed.10  In the 50s, attitudes toward sex were 
much more complicated than the free love attitude that 
exploded in the late sixties and early seventies (before 
it was squelched by the very real inhuman almost 
supernatural specter of AIDS).  Rather what was “natural” 
was to restore the traditional gender boundaries and roles 
that were ruptured by the emergence of women into the 
fields of science during that other inhuman, almost 
supernatural, specter of horror, W.W.II and the atomic 
bomb that exploded out of it.  Nonetheless, 
representations of women determined to give meaning to 
their lives persisted and inspired their real-life 
counterparts to continue to move forward. 
Endnotes 
1 Some of the roles for women are traditional ones: 
Nurses Jane Marvin in The Alligator People and Nadine 
Storey in Not of This Earth, for example.  Some represent 
the trend of allowing women into the scientific arena as 
assistants, a tempered gain after their sudden success 
during and immediately after W.W.II, as discussed in the 
previous chapter: scientist’s assistants Linda Davis in 4D 
Man, Lee Hunter in Beast from 20,000 Fathoms, Carol Hanley 
Marvin in Earth vs. the Flying Saucers, Barbara Griselle 
in Fiend without a Face, and “Nikki” Nicholson in The 
Thing.  Others roles depict women as scientists in their 
own right, working in fields ranging from the 
traditionally female-friendly biology and psychology to 
the more male-dominated areas of mathematics and nuclear 
physics.  Moreover, some of these roles represent 
professional areas where women of the era were able to 
carve out niches for themselves in para-scientific fields, 
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such as computer operator Michele Dupont in The Cosmic 
Monster and darkroom technician Vera Hunter in Kronos.  
Finally, while we have yet to have a female commander of a 
lunar expedition in reality, as depicted in Project 
Moonbase with the role of Colonel Breiteis, the role of 
photojournalist Audrey Aimes in Beginning of the End was 
clearly modeled on Margaret Bourke-White, extraordinary 
photojournalist of her era. 
 
2 While Lisa Van Horne is a doctor of chemistry in 
Rocketship X-M in 1950, for example, “Nikki” Nicholson is 
only a scientist’s assistant in The Thing in 1951.  While 
Linda Davis is only a physicist’s assistant in 4D Man in 
1959, Iris Ryan is a medical doctor in The Angry Red 
Planet in the same year, and an astronaut as well. 
 
3 Them!, where “Pat” Medford’s mentor/father-figure is 
her actual father, epitomizes this pattern.  In other 
films, Tarantula and Rocketship X-M, for example, as I 
have previously discussed, the father/daughter 
relationship is coded as professor/protégé. 
 
4 In The Thing, for example, the American instinct for 
self-preservation, embodied by the aggressive and manly 
Capt. Patrick Hendry, wins out (and wins the love and 
allegiance of lab assistant “Nikki” Nicholson) over the 
quest for scientific truth and equanimity embodied in 
Nicholson’s boss and mentor, the idealistic (and codedly 
effeminate) Professor Carrington. 
 
5 Martian scientist Alita in Flight to Mars, for 
example, makes an agonizing decision to leave her aging 
father behind on the doomed planet in order to escape to 
Earth with dynamic rocketship engineer Dr. Jim Barker.  
What lies ahead for her on a planet that is not, as earth 
scientist Carol Stafford exclaims delightedly after 
encountering an all-automated Martian kitchen, “a woman’s 
paradise” is conveniently elided. 
 
6 Gordon’s filmography includes The Amazing Colossal 
Man (1957), Attack of the Puppet People (1958), The 
Cyclops (1956), Earth vs. the Spider (1958), and War of 
the Colossal Beast (1958). 
 
7 Castle’s filmography includes roles in “such films 
as Payment on Demand with Bette Davis, 99 River Street 






the Rain with Jane Wyman and The Seven Hills of Rome with 
Mario Lanza,” as reported on the Internet Movie Database 
by banes@netzero.net.  She also starred in one other “B” 
science fiction film: Invasion U.S.A. in 1952. 
 
8 Neumann also directed science fiction films 
Rocketship X-M (1950), She Devil (1957), and The Fly 
(1958). 
 
9 From the videotape liner notes for The Giant Gila 
Monster (1959): “A town full of nice folk and clean, cut, 
all-American, hot-rod racing, rock ‘n’ roll teenagers are 
terrorized by a lizard the size of an airplane hangar.”  
From the videotape liner notes for Village of the Giants 
(1965): “A small town runs into big problems when 
teenagers hit a growth spurt and turn into gallivanting 
Goliaths leading an anti-elder rebellion and terrifying 
anyone under seven feet tall.”  The tagline for Mars Needs 
Women (1967), as reported on the Internet Movie Database 
(www.imdb.com): “They were looking for chicks... to go all 
the way!” 
 
10 Even viewers today recognize the sexual 
implications of the movie’s opening scenes.  As reviewer 
Howard Paul Burgess states in his 21 September 1998 IMDb 
user comment, “[O]n the surface, the message of BEGINNING 
OF THE END is about messing with nature and splitting 
atoms when they should be left alone.  Yeah, yeah.  But 
there's also a subtext about having sexual thoughts of any 
kind (five seconds later you're eaten alive by a giant 
grasshopper) and how a woman should stay in her place. 
 
11 From Cat Women of the Moon videotape liner notes. 
 
Chapter 5 
“What then will the future reveal 
if this story is only the beginning?”: 
Where to Go from Here 
 
 By the end of The Phantom Planet (1960), the hero has 
discovered that there is life throughout the universe, made 
friends with people from another planet and even fallen in 
love, all the while being six inches tall.  As he is being 
transported back to Earth, back to full size and wondering 
who will believe the story of his strange adventure, the 
traditional grave voiceover of the genre intones, “What then 
will the future reveal if this story is only the 
beginning...the beginning...the beginning?”  Just so, this 
project will end by referring back to its own beginning as 
it makes projections into the future.  In the Coda to his 
Critical Theory and Science Fiction (2000), Carl Freedman 
writes, “As we have seen, it is in the nature of both 
critical theory and science fiction to speculate about the 
future.  It seems appropriate, then, to conclude this book 
with some speculations about the future of critical theory 
and science fiction themselves” (181).  In “Science Fiction: 
Its Nature, Faults and Virtues,” Robert Heinlein likewise 
connects science fiction with a movement toward the future, 
defining the genre itself as “realistic speculation about 
possible future events” (22).  However, to move into the 
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future, one should know from which beginning one will 
proceed. 
In this project, I have established a canon of films 
representative of the “B” science fiction films of the 1950s 
based on a particular set of parameters.  Those parameters 
have specifically established the importance of gender in 
these films, in particular as gender intersected with 
science in the post-W.W.II decade of the 1950s.  Situating 
the trajectory of the American science fiction film genre as 
originating within this particular cultural and historical 
moment, as I have in this project, characterizes that genre 
as an especially fertile site for the exploration of gender 
issues.  This characterization leads to significant 
possibilities for further exploration. 
We can use the genre of the “B” science fiction films 
of the 1950s to explore gender issues in this critical 
period in American cultural history.  Gender-centered 
readings can illuminate the expectations placed on the 
dutiful wife or fiancée of the period.  For example, 
Connie Stewart is a vulnerable mother-to-be in The 
Magnetic Monster (1953).  Fiancée Sally Fallon walks a 
fine line between submission and resistance in The Brain 
from Planet Arous (1957).  Ellen Fields is lured away from 
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her fiancé by an alien who looks just like him in It Came 
from Outer Space (1953). 
 Readings centered on mothering can illuminate the 
importance that role carried in the 50s.  For example, 
schoolteacher Cathy Barrett takes over the raising of an 
orphaned girl in The Monolith Monsters (1957).  Mrs. Lodge 
is a tenacious advocate for the rescue of her lost little 
boys in Them! (1954).  A mother sobs in despair after the 
daughter she chastised runs off with her boyfriend and is 
killed by The Monster that Challenged the World (1957).  
Mrs. Lavinia Hawthorne is a ferocious protector of her adult 
son’s secret in The Alligator People (1959). 
Gender-centered readings of films in which female 
characters have been paired can illuminate relationships 
between women during the 50s.  The Phantom Planet (1961) 
pits the conniving Liara against a mute and docile Zetha.  
An aging June Talbot drives Sally Howard, her young rival, 
to armed violence in The Leech Woman (1960).  The lives of 
devoted sisters Sarah and Anne Pilgrim intertwine in The 
Crawling Eye (1958).  Dale Marshall and Lauri Talbot 
struggle to bond as women separate from men in The 
Incredible Petrified World (1960).  The brilliant but 
duplicitous Captain Markova betrays a mute, guileless 
Tyirene in Beyond the Time Barrier (1960).  Geologist Ann 
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Anderson is supported by the older, married Dr. Mary Royce 
in It! The Terror from Beyond Space (1958).  Likewise, 
young “Nikki” Nicholson has the older Mrs. Chapman, a kind 
nurse, as a role model in The Thing (from Another World) 
(1951).  Conversely, eager fiancée Lucy Stevens has only a 
beautiful but cheating wife and an unsightly mute 
(eventually killed by her husband) in The Tingler (1959) 
to look up to. 
The effects of women in the workplace can be explored 
in films wherein co-workers engage in romance.  For example, 
Carol Hanley marries her boss with blessings from her father 
in Earth vs. the Flying Saucers (1956).  Linda Davis won’t 
marry her boss, who ultimately destroys himself, in 4D Man 
(1959).  Carol Stafford studies spaceship engineering in 
order to attract her boss, who ultimately falls for a woman 
who fell in love with science before she fell in love with 
him in Flight to Mars (1951). 
Depictions of futuristic female dystopias give evidence 
of just how much power women of the 50s were allowed even to 
imagine.  Astronaut/navigator Helen Salinger is, but for the 
love of a manly pilot, almost seduced into a world of female 
separatism by Alpha and the moon women in Cat Women of the 
Moon (1953).  Queen Yllana, the leader of Venusian Amazons, 
is revealed to have been hideously mutilated and 
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consequently repulsive to men, in Queen of Outer Space 
(1958).  In World Without End (1956), the traditionally 
feminine and submissive Garnet gets her man, while an 
aggressive Elaine gets her comeuppance.  Deena, however, a 
young mutant girl, emerges as a young woman who can have 
both the love of a man as well as an independent spirit.  
Films depicting women as monsters further illustrate the 
limits circumscribing female power.  Nancy Archer, for 
example, is much too rich in Attack of the 50 Foot Woman 
(1958).  Janice Starlin, powerful CEO, is transformed into a 
killer bee by her quest to remain in control of her company 
in The Wasp Woman (1960). 
Gender-centered readings of the “B” science fiction 
films of the 1950s can also illuminate boundaries that 
circumscribed masculine identity.  For example, war 
veteran Paul Webster, resurrected from death by the 
mysterious powers of science, fights to hide the animal he 
has become from the woman he married in The Alligator 
People (1959).  Heroic Lt. Col. Glenn Manning grows too 
big to function in the real world and is hunted down by 
the military he once served in The Amazing Colossal Man 
(1957).  Conversely, conventional American family man 
Scott Carey becomes so diminished in size that he 
disappears into the cosmos in The Incredible Shrinking Man 
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(1957).  Lieutenant Dan Prescott, once a dashing lady-
killer, turns into just a plain killer in First Man into 
Space (1959).  Scientist Jeremy Spensser’s brain fights 
the soullessness of the mechanical creature into which it 
has been transplanted by his well-intentioned but 
misguided father in The Colossus of New York (1958).  
Professor of paleontology Dr. Donald Blake uncovers the 
primitive violence of man’s true nature in Monster on the 
Campus (1958).  Devoted husband and father Andre Delambre 
becomes driven by detached self-preservation after merging 
with the world of nature around him in The Fly (1958).  
Dr. Gilbert McKenna’s lack of impulse control is 
exacerbated to the point that he winds up sucking blood 
out of a rat The Hideous Sun Demon (1959).  Finally, 
newlywed Marge Farrell discovers the childhood sweetheart 
she has just married is actually an alien in I Married a 
Monster from Outer Space (1958).  Interestingly, as in 
Jean Cocteau’s Belle et la bete (1946), the ordinary, even 
princely hero is much less compelling than the beast whose 
place he ultimately usurps. 
Just as gender-centered readings of films in which 
female characters have been purposely paired can 
illuminate the relationships between women during the 50s, 
they can also illuminate bonds acceptable to men.  The 
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most prevalent relationship between men in the “B” science 
fiction films of the 1950s, as this project has shown, is 
between the father-figure and a dashing young male, a 
relationship mediated by a young woman on the verge of 
sexual maturity.  Unmediated relationships, though rare, 
are nonetheless evident and surprising.  The relationship 
between Dr. John Carter and Col. Pete Matthews in It Came 
from Beneath the Sea (1955), perhaps because the 
hypersexual Dr. Lesley Joyce refuses to act as a medium of 
exchange, is significantly homoerotic, particularly when 
Carter carries a dazed Matthews away from the monster in 
an undulating underwater embrace.  Dr. Karl Eckstrom and 
Dr. Ralph Fleming, however, are depicted as life-long 
friends in Rocketship X-M (1950).  Though they are both 
elderly bachelors, their relationship, perhaps because it 
is so unmediated by a woman, is not at all homoerotically 
charged.  They seem simply to be two men who have chosen 
career over marriage and have supported each other 
throughout their lives.  Significantly, this relationship 
is terminated at the end of the film, as Dr. Eckstrom 
perishes on Mars. 
Not surprisingly, men are also depicted as participants 
in adversarial relationships.  The most prevalent 
adversarial relationship between men in the “B” science 
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fiction films of the 1950s, as this project has discussed, 
is between the idealistic scientist and the pragmatic 
military man.  Other less symbolic relationships, however,  
exist as well.  Dr. Leslie Gaskell, for example, resists 
the boss who constrains him in Kronos (1957).  Brothers 
Scott and Tony Nelson vie for the love of the same girl in 
4D Man (1959). 
Using the parameters I have set for the “B” science 
fiction films of the 1950s, we can compare remakes of these 
films to initiate a historical progression of gender (as 
well as other) issues.  Remakes to date include Invasion of 
the Body Snatchers (1978); The Incredible Shrinking Woman 
(1981), starring the incredible Lily Tomlin; John 
Carpenter’s The Thing (1982); David Cronenberg’s The Fly 
(1986); Tobe Hooper’s Invaders from Mars (1986); The Blob 
(1988); Not of This Earth (1988), starring former porn 
actress star Traci Lords as Nurse Nadine; HBO’s Attack of 
the 50 Foot Woman (1993), starring Daryl Hannah; made-for-
television It Came From Outer Space II (1995), the 
curiously flat I Married a Monster (1998), and the current 
remakes of Planet of the Apes (2001) and The Time Machine 
(2002). 
 Using the “B” science fiction films of the 1950s as a 
starting point, we can explore the trajectories set by the 
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science fiction films that followed them to examine how 
opportunities for women have changed, how the structure of 
the family has changed, how constructions of both female and 
male identity have changed, and finally, how these social 
issues have been incorporated into a genre that both 
reflects and predicts them.  For example, we can look at 
the evolution of woman as icon of sexual liberation, 
evidenced by the shapely “Raquel Welch in a wet suit!”1 in 
Fantastic Voyage (1966), Jane Fonda as sexy “queen of 
space” in Barbarella (1968), and Valerie Perrine as a 
“sexy movie star” in Slaughterhouse-Five (1972).  We can 
contrast this characterization with those in which women 
are represented less synecdochally, as is Julie Christie’s 
Linda/Clarisse in Francois Truffaut's adaptation of Ray 
Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451 (1967).  We can examine the 
male-fantasy reaction to the women’s liberation movement 
in The Stepford Wives (1975) as well as The Revenge of the 
Stepford Wives (1980), and the curious (and inevitable) 
female-fantasy reaction to the male-fantasy reaction in 
The Stepford Husbands (1996), where “wives get the upper 
hand on their spouses.” 
We can look at the evolution of male identity as 
ultra-masculine superhero (or villain), evidenced by 
Charlton Heston’s George Taylor in Planet Of The 
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Apes (1968) and Yul Brynner’s robot gunslinger in 
Westworld (1973).  We can look at male resistance to that 
stereotype as evidenced by Robert Duvall’s THX, the “rebel 
who dares to love” in George Lucas’s THX 1138 (1971).  We 
can look at the evolution of hero as boy, an evolution 
that begins in John Frankenheimer's Seconds (1966) with 
Rock Hudson’s Tony Wilson being granted “new life in a 
younger body”; proceeds through Logan's Run (1976), where 
“no one is allowed to live past the age of 30”; and 
culminates in Steven Spielberg's E.T. The Extra-
Terrestrial (1982), “one of the most popular films of all 
time,” with Henry Thomas’s quintessential boy-hero, 
Elliott. 
 We can explore the hypersexuality of Invasion Of The 
Bee Girls (1973)2, in which “beautiful but lethal ‘bee 
women’...literally love their men to death”; A Boy And His 
Dog (1975), where male fantasy becomes nightmare; Liquid 
Sky (1983), in which bisexual aliens feed on “chemicals 
produced in the brain during orgasms”; and the X-rated 
science fiction/pornography hybrid Cafe Flesh (1982).  We 
can explore as well the lack of sexuality in Stanley 
Kubrick’s extraordinary 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968), a 
film Carl Freedman refers to in “Kubrick’s 2001 and the 
Possibility of a Science-Fiction Cinema” as “the work that 
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establishes the science-fiction film with more 
incontestable authority than any other” (300).  We can 
explore the confluence of artistic and cultural forces 
that propelled Sigourney Weaver’s remarkably 50s-like 
heroine Ripley to the screen in Ridley Scott’s 
Alien (1979) as well as Scott’s representations of women 
in his other remarkable science fiction film, Blade 
Runner (1982). 
Using the “B” science fiction films of the 1950s as a 
starting point, we can investigate current science fiction 
films to discover new conventions involving gender as well 
as conventions that have persisted.  For example, MGM’s 
Supernova (1999) is as concerned with sex in space as it 
is with its alien creature plotline, culminating in a 
spectacular interracial, anti-gravity lovemaking moment 
between Angela Bassett as medical officer Kaela Evers and 
James Spader as co-pilot Nick Vanzant, a moment in which 
viewers could only imagine Lesley Joyce, Pete Matthews, and 
John Carter It Came from Beneath the Sea (1955).  In 
Universal’s Pitch Black (2000), Radha Mitchell (of High Art) 
plays docking pilot and reluctant captain Carolyn Fry.  
Uncharacteristically for the popular film genre, this 
heroine dies, like Lisa Van Horne in Rocketship X-M (1950), 
at the end of the picture.  Pitch Black also features an 
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intrepid boy character named Jack, who is revealed actually 
to be Ione when the creatures of the dark detect the odor of 
his/her first menstrual blood.  The film also stars the 
ultramasculine hero/villain Richard B. Riddick, played by 
current male action superstar Vin Diesel (of XXX, The Fast 
and the Furious). 
 Warner Bros.’s Red Planet (2000) stars Carrie-Anne 
Moss as space flight Commander Kate Bowman, celebrates 
couples in space, and features a female “multifunctional 
robo-assistant,” like S.U.S.I.E. in Kronos (1957), named 
AMEE.  According to the videotape liner notes, “in one 
mode,” AMEE is “as loyal as a puppy.  But a malfunction 
has locked her into a far different mode.  She’s become a 
killing machine bent on destroying the crew.”  Finally,  
the Fox network’s hugely popular X-Files both skewers and 
emulates the interchange between male and female partners 
in a science fiction adventure as initiated in the “B” 
science fiction films of the 1950s.  While Dana Scully as 
the hard scientist rescued Fox Mulder, the nostalgic 
dreamer, as often as he rescued her, her role in the 
adventure diminished significantly once she became mother 
to her distinctively conceived baby. 
 Thus, we can move forward from the particular 
reference point of the “B” science fiction films of the 
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1950s that I have established in this project as a 
fundamental foundation on which the trajectory of the 
modern American science fiction film rests.  Just as I 
felt I needed to ascertain a particular origin before I 
could assume a forward motion, however, I feel I must 
interrogate the nature of forward motion itself.  In The 
ABC of Relativity (1925), Bertrand Russell speculates on 
the nature of space and time: 
It is important to remember that space-time is not 
supposed to be Euclidean.  As far as the geodesics 
are concerned, this has the effect that space-time 
is like a hilly countryside.  In the neighbourhood 
of a piece of matter, there is, as it were, a hill 
in space-time; this hill grows steeper and steeper 
as it gets nearer the top, like the neck of a 
champagne bottle.  (80) 
 
It is then not outrageous to assume, as does Robert 
Heinlein in his fantastic (but possible!) short story “All 
You Zombies,” that space and time intersect in ways that 
are more circular than linear, more discrete than 
connected.3 
 Such a bending of space and time could perhaps 
explain the eerie similarity between the images of 
spaceships crashing into the United States Capitol in 
Earth vs. the Flying Saucers (1957) and hijacked jets 
crashing into the World Trade Center and the Pentagon in 
2001; the sense of deja vu so easily associated with 
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images of a terrified populace fleeing buildings 
collapsing as if trampled by a rampaging creature; our new 
fear of war.  Such a concept that time can move backward 
at the same time it moves forward leads us to anticipate a 
new future vision of the past in Keenan Ivory Wayans’ 
upcoming The Incredible Shrinking Man (2003), a vision that 
will, one assumes, foreground the issue of race that the “B” 
science fiction films of the 1950s veiled as a dark 
otherness.  We can anticipate new worlds and new wars in War 
of the Worlds (2004), yet another remake currently in 
production.  Indeed, we can continually experience cutting 
edge issues both viscerally and cerebrally in the unique 
synergy between representation and reality that is the 
American science fiction film. 
Endnotes 
1 This quote and all subsequent quotes, unless 
otherwise identified, are taken from the Movies Unlimited 
database (www.moviesunlimited.com), which advertises 
movies for sale. 
 
2 I’m an extra in this movie, one of the highlights of 
my life! 
 
 3 From Brian Greene, The Elegant Universe: 
Superstrings, Hidden Dimensions, and the Quest for the  
Ultimate Theory (1999): "In our universe, we observe three 
spatial dimensions, each of which, according to 
astronomical observations, appears to extend for about 15 
billion light-years (a light-year is about 6 trillion 
miles, so this distance is about 90 billion trillion 
miles).  As mentioned in Chapter 8, nothing tells us what 




on indefinitely or perhaps curve back on themselves in the 
shape of an enormous circle, beyond the visual sensitivity 
of state-of-the-art telescopes.  If the latter is the 
case, an astronaut travelling out into space, continuously 
going in a fixed direction, would ultimately circle around 
the universe—like Magellan travelling around the earth—and 
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The following Filmography contains production data 
for 114 “B” science fiction films from 1950 to 1966.  The 
information was obtained, confirmed, and compiled from a 
variety of sources, including videotapes of the films 
themselves, videotape liner notes, Bill Warren’s Keep 
Watching the Skies!: American Science Fiction Movies of 
the Fifties Volumes I and II, Halliwell’s Film & Video 
Guide 2000, and various other compilations. 
The films that featured women in science contain 
excerpts transcribed directly from the videotapes.  These 
excerpts are intended to illustrate the delicate balance 
between professionalism and traditional femininity these 
cinematic women in science needed to maintain. 
 
Abominable Snowman of the Himalayas, The.  Dir. Val Guest.  
Scr. Nigel Kneale.  Based on “The Creature” by Nigel 
Kneale.  Prod. Aubrey Baring.  20th Century-Fox 
(Regal), 1957. 
 
Alligator People, The.  Dir. Roy del Ruth.  Scr. Orville 
H. Hampton.  Story Orville H. Hampton and Charles 
O’Neal.  Prod. Jack Leewood.  20th Century-Fox 
(Associated Producers Productions), 1959. 
 
 Beverly Garland as Jane Marvin, Neuropathologist’s 
nurse. 
 Dr. McGregor:  Very competent girl. 
 Dr. Lorrimer:  And pretty! 
 
Amazing Colossal Man, The.  Dir. Bert I. Gordon.  Scr. 
Mark Hanna and Bert I. Gordon.  Story Bert I. Gordon.  
Prod. Bert I. Gordon.  American International (Malibu 
Productions), 1957. 
 
Angry Red Planet, The.  Dir. Ib Melchior.  Scr. Ib 
Melchior and Sid Pink.  Story Sid Pink.  Prod. Sid 
Pink and Norman Maurer.  American International (Sino 
Productions), 1960. 
 
 Nora Hayden as Dr. Iris Ryan, Doctor of biology and 
zoology, astronaut 
Col. O’Bannion:  You’re the first scientist I’ve ever 
known with lovely long red hair. 
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 Ryan:  And you’re the first pilot I’ve ever gone to 
Mars with. 
 
Astounding She-Monster, The.  Dir. Ronnie Ashcroft.  Scr. 
Frank Hall.  Prod. Ronnie Ashcroft.  American 
International (Hollywood International Productions), 
1958. 
 
Atomic Man, The.  Dir. Ken Hughes.  Scr. Charles Eric 
Maine.  Based on The Isotope Man by Charles Eric 
Maine.  Prod. Alec C. Snowden.  Allied Artists 
(Merton Park Productions), 1956. 
 
 Faith Domergue as Jill Rabowski, News photographer 
 Delaney:  You must have loaded the film wrong. 
 Rabowski:  I’ve been loading film since I was knee-
high to a tripod! 
 
Atomic Submarine, The.  Dir. Spencer Gordon Bennet.  Scr. 
Orville H. Hampton.  Prod. Alex Gordon.  Allied 
Artists (Gorham Productions), 1960. 
 
Attack of the 50 Foot Woman.  Dir. Nathan Hertz (Juran).  
Scr. Mark Hanna.  Prod. Bernard Woolner.  Exec. prod. 
Jacques Marquette.  Allied Artists (Woolner 
Productions), 1958. 
 
Attack of the Crab Monsters.  Dir. Roger Corman.  Scr. 
Charles B. Griffeth.  Prod. Roger Corman.  Allied 
Artists (Los Altos Productions), 1957. 
 
 Pamela Duncan as Martha “Marty” Hunter, Marine 
biologist 
Hunter:  You’ve already lowered the electric eyes 
into the cave? 
 Dr. Weigand:  Yes, you must place them on either side 
of one of the upper caves.  The lower canyons will be 
flooded by now. 
 Drewer:  Use the underwater channels to the ocean as 
your escape.  We’ll try to attract its attention from 
up here.  Take care, honey. 
 
Attack of the Giant Leeches.  Dir. Bernard Kowalski.  Scr. 
Leo Gordon.  Prod. Gene Corman.  Exec. prod. Roger 





Attack of the Puppet People.  Dir. Bert I. Gordon.  Scr. 
George Worthing Yates.  Story Bert I. Gordon.  Prod. 
Bert I. Gordon.  Exec. prod. James H. Nicholson and 
Samuel Z. Arkoff.  American International (Alta Vista 
Productions), 1958. 
 
Beast from 20,000 Fathoms.  Dir. Eugene Lourie.  Scr. Lou 
Morheim and Fred Freiberger.  Based on “Beast from 
20,000 Fathoms” by Ray Bradbury.  Prod. Hal Chester 
and Jack Dietz.  Warner Bros. (Mutual Pictures of 
California), 1953. 
 
 Paula Raymond as Lee Hunter, Paleontologist’s 
assistant 
 Hunter:  We met at the university.  I’m Dr. Elson’s 
assistant. 
 Prof. Nesbitt:  Oh, yes, of course.  The verdict—a 
prehistoric animal would be presumptuous to be alive 
today and would upset your neatly catalogued 
theories. 
Hunter:  I see you don’t remember.  I was a 
sympathetic bystander. 
Prof. Nesbitt:  Oh really?  How come? 
Hunter:  I have a deep abiding faith in the work of 
scientists.  Otherwise, I wouldn’t be one myself. 
 
Beginning of the End.  Dir. Bert I. Gordon.  Scr. Fred 
Freiberger and Lester Corn.  Prod. Bert I. Gordon.  
Republic (AB-PT Pictures Corp.), 1957. 
 
 Peggie Castle as Audrey Aimes, Photojournalist 
Aimes:  I’ve had enough.  Some people use calendars 
to tell age.  I could use ruins to count mine.  I was 
twenty-five when I went through Seoul after it was 
shelled.  I was twenty when I took my camera into 
Cologne and Berlin after World War II. 
Captain:  Must be used to it by now. 
Aimes:  Captain, there’re some things you never get 
used to. 
 
Beyond the Time Barrier.  Dir. Edgar G. Ulmer.  Scr. 
Arthur G. Pierce.  Prod. Robert Clarke.  Exec. prod. 
John Miller and Robert L. Madden.  American 
International (Miller Consolidated Pictures), 1960. 
 
 Arianne Arden as Captain Markova, Interplanetary 
pilot, science research assistant 
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 Dr. Bourman:  At speeds approaching that of light it 
is possible to break the time lock, the barrier that 
holds all things in a normal time relationship to 
each other.  That’s what happened to all of us.  We 
have slipped out of one time sphere and into another. 
 Gen. Kruse:  Captain Markova broke through in 1973 
during her third flight.  She was transporting 
supplies from Central Europe to the Venus planet. 
 
Black Scorpion, The.  Dir. Edward Ludwig.  Scr. David 
Duncan and Robert Blees.  Story Paul Yawitz.  Prod. 
Frank Melford and Jack Dietz.  Warner Bros. (Frank 
Melford-Jack Dietz Productions), 1957. 
 
Blob, The.  Dir. Irvin S. Yeaworth, Jr.  Scr. Theodore 
Simonson and Kate Philips.  Prod. Jack H. Harris.  
Paramount (Tonylyn Productions), 1958. 
 
Brain Eaters, The.  Dir. Bruno VeSota.  Scr. Gordon 
Urquhart.  Prod. Edwin Nelson.  American 
International (Corinthian Productions), 1958. 
 
Brain from Planet Arous, The.  Dir. Nathan Hertz (Juran).  
Scr. Ray Buffam.  Prod. Jacques Marquette.  Howco 
International (Marquette Productions), 1957. 
 
Brain that Wouldn’t Die, The.  Dir. Joseph Green.  Scr. 
Joseph Green.  Story Rex Carlton and Joseph Green.  
Prod. Rex Carlton.  American International (Rex 
Carlton Productions), 1962. 
 
Cat Women of the Moon (3D).  Dir. Arthur Hilton.  Scr. Roy 
Hamilton.  Story Jack Rabin and Al Zimbalist.  Prod. 
Al Zimbalist and Jack Rabin.  Astor (Z-M 
Productions), 1953. 
 
 Marie Windsor as Helen Salinger, Astronaut, navigator 
 Reissner:  I’m okay.  Go on and talk to Laird. 
Salinger:  Hmm? 
Reissner:  Go on.  After all, you’re his girl. 
Salinger:  For the duration of this trip, the only 
relationship I have with Laird is a scientific one.  
This is no time to tamper with the emotions. 
Reissner:  I bet you got that from him. 
Salinger:  It’s true. 
Reissner:  It’s hooey.  You can’t turn love on and 
off like a faucet.  Believe me, baby.  If I ever fell 
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in love with you I’d shoot you across the world, 
around the moon and all the way stations in between.  
Go on.  Beat it. 
Salinger:  Alright, Harold.  I’ll go talk to Laird, 
but it you don’t mind, it’ll only be about our 
landing. 
 
Colossus of New York, The.  Dir. Eugene Lourie.  Scr. 
Thelma Schnee.  Story Willis Goldbeck.  Prod. William 
Alland.  Paramount, 1958. 
 
Conquest of Space.  Dir. Byron Haskin.  Scr. James 
O’Hanlon.  Prod. George Pal.  Paramount, 1955. 
 
Cosmic Monster, The.  Dir. Gilbert Gunn.  Scr. Paul Ryder.  
Based on The Strange World of Planet X by Rene Ray.  
Prod. George Maynard.  Distributors Corporation of 
America (Artistes Alliance Ltd.-WNW Productions), 
1958. 
 
 Gaby Andre as Michele Dupont, Computer operator 
Dr. Laird:  My old assistant was injured.  We’re 
expecting another one today. 
Cartwright:  Oh lord, I’m sorry.  I’ve forgotten I 
was to tell you your new assistant is a woman.  
 Dr. Laird:  A woman?  You must be joking. 
 Graham:  Oh, he has to be joking. 
Cartwright:  I’m afraid not.  There’s no one else 
available to operate this computer of yours. 
Dr. Laird:  But a woman?  This is highly skilled 
work. 
 Cartwright:  She’s very highly qualified. 
Graham:  Yeah, I know the type.  Frustrated, angular 
spinster.  Very dedicated to her calling, with no 
sense of humor, bossy and infuriatingly right every 
time. 
Cartwright:  Sorry.  I know how you feel. 
 
Crawling Eye, The.  Dir. Quentin Lawrence.  Scr. Jimmy 
Sangster.  Prod. Robert S. Baker and Monty Berman.  
Distributors Corporation of America (Tempean 
Productions), 1958. 
 
Creature from the Black Lagoon (3D).  Dir. Jack Arnold.  
Scr. Harry Essex and Arthur Ross.  Story Maurice 





 Julia Adams as Kay Lawrence, Science research 
assistant 
 Dr. Williams:  Science is always taking the remote 
chance.  Why don’t we try it?  We might still turn 
failure into success. 
 Dr. Reed:  Well, there’s just one thing, Mark—going 
into unexplored territory with a woman. 
Lawrence:  I’m not afraid, David, and we’ve come this 
far. 
 Dr. Reed:  Yeah, I know, but I keep remembering what 
happened to Carlos’s men. 
 Dr. Williams:  That doesn’t sound like the dedicated 
scientist talking, David. 
 Thompson:  Dedication doesn’t mean risking the lives 
of others. 
 Dr. Williams:  Oh, I’ve always found that Kay was 
able to take care of herself. 
 
Day of the Triffids.  Dir. Steve Sekely.  Scr. Philip 
Yordon.  Based on Day of the Triffids by John 
Wyndham.  Prod. George Pitcher.  Exec. prod. Philip 
Yordon.  Allied Artists (Security Pictures, Ltd.), 
1962. 
 
 Janette Scott as Karen Goodwin, Marine biologist’s 
wife, assistant 
 Karen Goodwin:  Five percent nitric acid solution, 
negative. 
 Tom Goodwin:  It’s not that I expected a miracle.  I 
didn’t think we’d find a magic bullet, but nothing, 
absolutely nothing, seems to affect this tissue. 
 Karen Goodwin:  They live, they grow, they take 
nourishment, they have sensory response, they absorb 
and expend energy.  No matter what they’re made of, 
there must be something that’ll interrupt their life 
cycle. 
 
Day the Earth Caught Fire, The.  Dir. Val Guest.  Scr. 
Wolf Mankowitz and Val Guest.  Story Val Guest.  
Prod. Val Guest.  Universal-International (Melina 
Productions, Ltd.), 1962. 
 
Day the Earth Stood Still, The.  Dir. Robert Wise.  Scr. 
Edmund H. North.  Based on “Farewell to the Master” 





Deadly Mantis, The.  Dir. Nathan Juran.  Scr. Martin 
Berkeley.  Story William Alland.  Prod. William 
Alland.  Universal-International, 1957. 
 
 Alix Talton as Marge Blaine, Science magazine editor 
and photographer 
Blaine:  Listen, if I’m ever going to get next 
month’s issue of the magazine out, we’d better start 
working.  I’ve done a feature.  “Life Parades through 
the Ages,” showing the progression of prehistoric 
creatures from jellyfish to dinosaurs to primitive 
man. 
Jackson:  Sounds alright. 
Blaine:  And I’m going to include the pictures we 
took on your last field trip. 
Jackson:  That’s even better. 
 
Destination Moon.  Dir. Irving Pichel.  Scr. Rip Van 
Ronkel, Robert Heinlein, and James O’Hanlon.  Based 
on Rocketship Gallileo by Robert Heinlein.  Prod. 
George Pal.  Eagle-Lion (George Pal Productions), 
1950. 
 
Earth vs. the Flying Saucers.  Dir. Fred F. Sears.  Scr. 
George Worthing Yates and Bernard Gordon.  Story Curt 
Siodmak.  Prod. Charles H. Schneer.  Exec. prod. Sam 
Katzman.  Columbia Pictures (Clover Productions), 
1956. 
 
 Joan Taylor as Carol Hanley Marvin, Space exploration 
scientist’s assistant (then wife) 
 Dr. Marvin:  July 16.  To Internal Security 
Commission.  Re Skyhook.  Summary and progress report 
from Project Director Dr. Russell A. Marvin. 
 Mrs. Marvin:  And Mrs. Dr. Russell A. Marvin, without 
whose inspiration and untiring criticism, this report 
could never have been written. 
 Dr. Marvin:  Married two hours and already she’s 
claiming community property! 
 
Earth vs. the Spider.  Dir. Bert I. Gordon.  Scr. Laszlo 
Gorog and George Worthing Yates.  Story Bert I. 
Gordon.  Prod. Bert I. Gordon.  Exec. prod. James H. 
Nicholson and Samuel Z. Arkoff.  American 




Eye Creatures, The.  Dir. Larry Buchanan.  Assoc. prod. 
Edwin Tobolowski.  American International Television 
(Azalea Pictures), 1965. 
 
Fiend without a Face.  Dir. Arthur Crabtree.  Scr. Herbert 
J. Leder.  Based on “The Thought Monster” by Amelia 
Reynolds Long.  Prod. John Croyden.  MGM (Amalgamated 
Productions), 1958. 
 
 Kim Parker as Barbara Griselle, Paranormal 
scientist’s secretary 
Griselle:  Professor Woolgate was preparing these for 
publication. 
 Maj. Cummings:  Oh, are you collating his material? 
 Griselle:  I do most of it.  He dictates on this.  I 
edit the tapes and prepare the draft manuscripts. 
 Maj. Cummings:  Some job. 
 Griselle:  Mm hmm.  But interesting. 
 
Fire Maidens from Outer Space.  Dir. Cy Roth.  Scr. Cy 
Roth.  Prod. George Fowler.  Topaz Films (Criterion 
Films), 1956. 
 
First Man into Space.  Dir. Robert Day.  Scr. John C. 
Cooper and Lance Z. Hargreaves.  Story Wyott Ordung.  
Prod. John C. Croyden and Charles Vetter, Jr.  MGM 
(Amalgamated Productions), 1959. 
 
 Marla Landi as Tia Francesca, Aviation medicine 
cardiographer 
 Cmdr. Prescott:  Chief, what is Miss Francesca doing 
here? 
Chief:  Checking in some material for Dr. von Essen. 
Cmdr. Prescott:  I don’t understand you, Chief.  What 
sort of material? 
Chief:  She’s on Dr. von Essen’s staff, sir.  
Aviation Medicine Department.  I wish she was working 
here.  I’m all for science in skirts. 
Cmdr. Prescott:  Hmm...and the rest of the Navy. 
 
First Men in the Moon.  Dir. Nathan Juran.  Scr. Nigel 
Kneale and Jan Read.  Prod. Charles H. Schneer.  
Based on First Men in the Moon by H.G. Wells.  




Flight to Mars.  Dir. Leslie Selander.  Scr. Arthur 
Strawn.  Prod. Walter Mirisch.  Monogram (Walter 
Mirisch Productions), 1951. 
 
 Margaret Chapman as Alita, Martian Scientist 
Alita:  Are you Jim? 
Barker (not looking up from his work):  Uh-huh.  
That’s right. 
Alita:  Your new assistant has arrived. 
Barker (still not looking up):  Oh, thanks.  Show him 
in. 
Alita:  There’s no one to show in.  I’m your new 
assistant.  My name’s Alita.  (He looks up at her, 
stunned, takes his pipe out of his mouth, stands 
open-mouthed, speechless.)  What’s the matter?  Is 
something wrong? 
Barker:  Well, no, uh, no, uh, it’s just that I, uh, 
I...oh, sit down.  I’m, uh, I’m sort of puzzled over 
these, uh, uh, these new metals. 
Alita:  Well, this is the one you want.  Both can 
take the pressure, but this has a better coefficient 
of expansion for temperature variation. 
Barker:  You’ll do.  I should have known Justin knew 
what he was doing. 
Alita:  You like him? 
Barker:  Oh, I think he’s a wonderful man. 
Alita:  Then I think you’ll do too.  He’s my father. 
Barker:  Oh, [certainly].  Oh, well, uh, uh, let’s 
get to work, uh.... 
 
 Virginia Huston as Carol Stafford, Rocket scientist’s 
assistant, astronaut 
Terris:  This is where you will live.  Your sleeping 
rooms and other quarters are on either side. 
Stafford:  What I want to see is the kitchen. 
Terris:  The kitchen? 
Stafford:  Yes, where food is prepared. 
Terris:  Oh, we don’t have kitchens.  We call it the 
food laboratory, and we have a large one for each 
district.  You order your food and it is delivered 
ready to be served. 
Stafford:  This is a woman’s paradise! 
 
Fly, The.  Dir. Kurt Neumann.  Scr. James Clavell.  Based 
on “The Fly” by George Langelaan.  Prod. Kurt 




Flying Saucer, The.  Dir. Mikel Conrad.  Scr. Mikel Conrad 
and Howard Irving Young.  Story Mikel Conrad.  Prod. 
Mikel Conrad.  Colonial Productions, 1950. 
 
Forbidden Planet.  Dir. Fred M. Wilcox.  Scr. Cyril Hume.  
Story Irving Block and Allen Adler.  Prod. Nicholas 
Nayfack.  MGM, 1956. 
 
4D Man.  Dir. Irvin S. Yeaworth, Jr.  Scr. Theodore 
Simonson, Cy Chermak, and Jack H. Harris.  Prod. Jack 
H. Harris and Irvin S. Yeaworth, Jr.  Universal-
International (Fairview Productions), 1959. 
 
 Lee Meriwether as Linda Davis, Physicist’s assistant 
Tony Nelson:  That’s your assistant? 
Scott Nelson:  And secretary and right hand man. 
Tony Nelson:  You know, I could work here myself if 
you promised to get me one of those. 
Scott Nelson:  There aren’t any more.  I’m glad you 
like her, Tony.  I’m gonna ask her to marry me. 
 
From the Earth to the Moon.  Dir. Byron Haskin.  Scr. 
Robert Blees and James Leicester.  Based on From the 
Earth to the Moon by Jules Verne.  Prod. Benedict 
Bogeaus.  Warner Bros. (Waverly Productions), 1958. 
 
Giant Behemoth, The.  Dir. Eugene Lourie and Douglas 
Hickox.  Scr. Eugene Lourie.  Story Robert Abel and 
Allen Adler.  Prod. David Diamond.  Allied Artists 
(David Diamond-Artistes Alliance Ltd. Productions), 
1959. 
 
Giant Claw, The.  Dir. Fred F. Sears.  Scr. Samuel Newman 
and Paul Gangelin.  Prod. Sam Katzman.  Columbia 
Pictures (Clover Productions), 1957. 
 
 Mara Corday as Sally Caldwell, Mathematician and 
systems analyst 
 MacAfee:  Oh, I wish I’d had a camera with me. 
Caldwell:  Camera!  Before I went out on this radar 
assignment with Mitch, I was doing Earth curvature 
calibration work. 
Gen. Buskirk:  Well, how does that help us on this? 
Caldwell:  Well, we used film strips photographed 
from inside test rockets and from fixed cameras on 
observation balloons. 
MacAfee:  Sally, maybe you’ve got it! 
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Gen. Buskirk:  If those balloons are still up, 
there’s a bare possibility they photographed 
this...thing, whatever it is.  (On telephone) Gen. 
Edward Considine.  Pentagon.  Priority.  Fast! 
 
Giant Gila Monster, The.  Dir. Ray Kellogg.  Scr. Jay 
Simms.  Story Ray Kellogg.  Prod. Ken Curtis and Ray 
Kellog.  Exec. prod. Gordon McLendon.  Hollywood 
Pictures Corp. (B.B. McLendon and Gordon McLendon 
Productions), 1959. 
 
Hideous Sun Demon, The.  Dir. Robert Clarke and Tom 
Boutrous.  Scr. E. S. Seeley, Jr. and Doane Hoag.  
Prod. Robert Clarke.  Pacific International (Clarke-
King Enterprises Productions), 1959. 
 
 Patricia Manning as Ann Lansing, Atomic laboratory 
assistant 
 Dr. Stern:  You work with McKenna too, Miss Lansing? 
Lansing:  Yes. 
Dr. Buckell:  Yes, we’re all on the Dark Star project 
together.  Miss Lansing is Dr. McKenna’s laboratory 
assistant. 
 
How to Make a Monster.  Dir. Herbert L. Strock.  Scr. 
Kenneth Langtry and Herman Cohen.  Prod. Herman 
Cohen.  Exec. prod. James H. Nicholson and Samuel Z. 
Arkoff.  American International (Sunset Productions), 
1958. 
 
I Married a Monster from Outer Space.  Dir. Gene Fowler.  
Scr. Louis Vittes.  Story Louis Vittes and Gene  
Fowler, Jr.  Prod. Gene Fowler, Jr.  Paramount, 1958. 
 
I Was a Teenage Frankenstein.  Dir. Herbert L. Strock.  
Scr. Kenneth Langtry.  Prod. Herman Cohen.  American 
International (Santa Rosa Productions), 1957. 
 
I Was a Teenage Werewolf.  Dir. Gene Fowler.  Scr. Ralph 
Thornton.  Prod. Herman Cohen.  Exec. prod. James H. 
Nicholson and Samuel Z. Arkoff.  American 
International (Sunset Productions), 1957. 
 
Incredible Petrified World, The.  Dir. Jerry Warren.  Scr. 
John W. Sterner.  Prod. Jerry Warren.  Governor Films 




 Phyllis Coates as Dale Marshall, News photographer, 
undersea explorer 
 Sheila Noonan as Lauri Talbot, Oceanographer, 
undersea explorer. 
 Talbot:  You should have kept that.  It may be awhile 
before you get anything else to read. 
Marshall:  When I need your advice, I’ll ask for it. 
Talbot:  I’m sorry.  I didn’t realize... 
Marshall:  You don’t realize a lot of things.  You 
probably never will. 
Talbot:  I didn’t mean to intrude, Dale.  It was just 
a friendly joke. 
Marshall:  Friendly.  Heh, heh.  Well, you just 
listen to me, Miss Innocent.  There’s nothing 
friendly between two females.  There never was and 
there never will be. 
Talbot:  I’m sorry you feel that way.  I was hoping 
we could help each other. 
Marshall:  You don’t need any help and neither do I.  
Not as long as we have two men around us. 
 
Incredible Shrinking Man, The.  Dir. Jack Arnold.  Scr. 
Richard Matheson and Richard Alan Simmons.  Based on 
The Shrinking Man by Richard Matheson.  Prod. Albert 
Zugsmith.  Universal-International, 1957. 
 
Invaders from Mars.  Dir. William Cameron Menzies.  Scr.  
John Tucker Battle, William Cameron Menzies, and 
Richard Blake.  Prod. Edward L. Alperson, Sr.  20th 
Century-Fox (National Pictures), 1953. 
 
 Helena Carter as Dr. Pat Blake, City Health 
Department doctor 
 Dr. Blake:  Hi. 
 David:  Who are you? 
 Dr. Blake:  I’m Dr. Blake, David. 
 David:  What kind of doctor?  I’m not sick. 
Dr. Blake:  I know you’re not, but Sgt. Finlay said 
you had a story to tell, a confidential story  
Doctors are sort of like ministers.  You can tell 
them anything, so he thought maybe I might do. 
 
Invasion of the Body Snatchers.  Dir. Don Siegel.  Scr. 
Daniel Mainwaring.  Based on The Body Snatchers by 
Jack Finney.  Prod. Walter Wanger.  Allied Artists 




Invasion of the Saucer Men.  Dir. Edward. L. Cahn.  Scr. 
Robert J. Gurney, Jr. and Al Martin.  Based on “The 
Cosmic Frame” by Paul W. Fairman.  Prod. James H. 
Nicholson and Robert J. Gurney, Jr.  Exec. prod. 
Samuel Z. Arkoff.  American International (Malibu 
Productions), 1957. 
 
Invasion U.S.A.  Dir. Alfred E. Green.  Scr. Robert Smith.  
Story Robert Smith and Franz Spencer.  Prod. Albert 
Zugsmith and Robert Smith.  Exec. prod. Joseph 
Justman.  Columbia Pictures (Albert Zugsmith-Robert 
Smith Productions), 1953. 
 
Invisible Boy, The.  Dir. Herman Hoffman.  Scr. Cyril 
Hume.  Based on “The Invisible Boy” by Edmund Cooper.  
Prod. Nicholas Nayfack.  MGM (Pan Productions), 1957. 
 
Invisible Invaders.  Dir. Edward L. Cahn.  Scr. Samuel 
Newman.  Prod. Robert E. Kent.  United Artists 
(Premium Pictures), 1959. 
 
It Came from Beneath the Sea.  Dir. Robert Gordon.  Scr.  
George Worthing Yates and Hal Smith.  Story George 
Worthing Yates.  Prod. Charles H. Schneer.  Exec. 
prod. Sam Katzman.  Columbia Pictures (Clover 
Productions), 1955. 
 
 Faith Domergue as Dr. Lesley Joyce, Marine biologist 
Cmdr. Matthews:  Maybe you ought to help me convince 
her that she ought to beat it and let the Navy take 
over this job. 
Dr. Carter:  Beat it?  What does she say? 
Cmdr. Matthews:  What’s the difference what she says? 
Dr. Carter:  Look Pete, you don’t see many women in 
the seagoing Navy. 
Cmdr. Matthews:  Are you kidding? 
Dr. Carter:  Oh, shore-side women, sure, but there’s 
a whole new breed who feel they’re just as smart, 
just as courageous as man, and they are.  They don’t 
like to be overprotected.  They don’t like to have 
their initiative taken away from them. 
Dr. Joyce:  A, you’d want me to miss the opportunity 
to see this specimen, one that may never come again.  
B, you’d be making up my mind for me, and C, I not 
only don’t like being pushed around, but you 
underestimate my ability to help in a crisis. 
Dr. Carter:  My sympathies are entirely on her side. 
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Cmdr. Matthews:  Didn’t take me very long to lose 
that argument, did it? 
 
It Came from Outer Space (3D).  Dir. Jack Arnold.  Scr. 
Ray Bradbury and Harry Essex.  Story Ray Bradbury.  
Prod. William Alland.  Universal-International, 1953. 
 
It Conquered the World.  Dir. Roger Corman.  Scr. Lou 
Russoff.  Prod. Roger Corman.  Exec. prod. James H. 
Nicholson.  American International (Sunset 
Productions), 1956. 
 
It! The Terror from Beyond Space.  Dir. Edward L. Cahn.  
Scr. Jerome Bixby.  Prod. Robert E. Kent.  United 
Artists (Vogue Pictures), 1958. 
 
 Shawn Smith as Ann Anderson, Geologist, astronaut 
 Anderson:  Such a cold desolate world.  We saw so 
little of it. 
 
 Ann Doran as Dr. Mary Royce, Medical doctor, 
astronaut 
 Anderson:  Do you know what happened to Keinholz? 
 Dr. Royce:  Every bone in his body must be broken, 
but I’m not sure that’s what killed him.  That 
shriveled up effect, it...I’ll have to do an autopsy. 
 
Journey to the Center of the Earth.  Dir. Henry Levin.  
Scr. Walter Reisch and Charles Brackett.  Based on 
Journey to the Center of the Earth by Jules Verne.  
Prod. Charles Brackett.  20th Century-Fox, 1959. 
 
Journey to the Seventh Planet.  Dir. Sidney Pink.  Scr. Ib 
Melchior.  Prod. Sidney Pink.  American International 
(Cinemagic and Alta Vista Productions), 1966. 
 
Killer Shrews, The.  Dir. Ray Kellogg.  Scr. Jay Simms.  
Prod. Ken Curtis.  Hollywood Pictures Corp. (B.B. 
McLendon and Gordon McLendon Productions), 1959. 
 
Killers from Space.  Dir. W. Lee Wilder.  Scr. Bill 
Raynor.  Story Miles Wilder.  Prod. W. Lee Wilder.  
RKO (W. Lee Wilder Productions), 1954. 
 
King Dinosaur.  Dir. Bert I. Gordon.  Scr. Tom Gries.  
Story Bert I. Gordon and Al Zimbalist.  Prod. Bert I. 
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Gordon and Al Zimbalist.  Lippert Pictures (Zigmore 
Productions), 1955. 
 
 Wanda Curtis as Dr. Patricia Bennett, Chemist, 
astronaut 
 Voiceover:  The chemistry of the new planet was to be 
studied by Dr. Patricia Bennett, who completed the 
group of scientists.  She was noted for her thesis on 
the use of radiochemistry. 
 
 Patricia Gallagher as Dr. Nora Pierce, Geologist, 
astronaut 
 Voiceover:  The study of rock formations and its 
minerals is like reading the personal diary of a 
planet.  Dr. Nora Pierce joined the space expedition 
on August 27th.  Her doctorate in mineralogy was 
awarded for her mineralogical research in the 
Himalayan mountains. 
 
Kronos.  Dir. Kurt Neumann.  Scr. Lawrence Louis Goldman.  
Story Irving Block.  Prod. Kurt Neumann.  Universal- 
International, 1957. 
 
 Barbara Lawrence as Vera Hunter, Darkroom technician 
Dr. Culver:  The orbital shows a slight proturbation 
but it could be a grav pull from the moon. 
Dr. Gaskell:  No, I doubt it.  If I set the exposure 
meter at ten minute intervals, maybe we’ll get enough 
photos to make a fix. 
Dr. Culver:  Is there anyone standing by in the 
darkroom? 
Dr. Gaskell:  Yeah, Vera is, of course.  Let’s get 
down there right away. 
 
Land Unknown, The.  Dir. Virgil Vogel.  Scr. Laszlo Gorog.  
Story Charles Palmer.  Prod. William Alland.  
Universal-International, 1957. 
 
Leech Woman, The.  Dir. Edward Dein.  Scr. David Duncan.  
Story Ben Pivar and Francis Rosenwald.  Prod. Joseph 
Gershenson.  Universal-International, 1960. 
 
Magnetic Monster, The.  Dir. Curt Siodmak.  Scr. Curt 
Siodmak and Ivan Tors.  Prod. Ivan Tors.  United 




Man from Planet X, The.  Dir. Edgar G. Ulmer.  Scr. Aubrey 
Wisberg and Jack Pollexfen.  Prod. Aubrey Wisberg and 
Jack Pollexfen.  United Artists (Mid-Century Films), 
1951. 
 
Mars Needs Women.  Dir. Larry Buchanan.  Scr. Larry 
Buchanan.  Assoc. prod. Ed Tobolowsky.  Azalea 
Pictures, 1967. 
 
 Yvonne Craig as Dr. Marjorie Bolen, Space geneticist 
 TV newscaster:  After meeting nothing but big brass 
and tight-lipped politicians all day, reporters had a 
pleasant surprise when one expert jetted into 
Houston’s International Airport.  Dr. Marjorie Bolen 
turned out to be a stunning brunette who found it 
hard to hide her charm behind her horn-rimmed 
glasses.  Dr. Bolen wrote her thesis on space 
medicine and received a Pulitzer Prize for her book, 
Space Genetics.  Dr. Bolen will be part of a high-
level meeting scheduled at Monitor One for tomorrow 
morning. 
 
Mole People, The.  Dir. Virgil Vogel.  Scr. Laszlo Gorog.  
Prod. William Alland.  Universal-International, 1956. 
 
Monolith Monsters, The.  Dir. John Sherwood.  Scr. Norman 
Jolley and Robert M. Fresco.  Story Jack Arnold and 
Robert M. Fresco.  Prod. Howard Christie.  Universal-
International, 1957. 
 
Monster on the Campus.  Dir. Jack Arnold.  Scr. David 
Duncan.  Prod. Joseph Gershenson.  Universal-
International, 1958. 
 
 Helen Westcott as Molly Riordan, University lab 
assistant 
 Prof. Blake:  You know anything about paleontology? 
 Riordan:  I know that very attractive men study it. 
 
Monster that Challenged the World, The.  Dir. Arnold 
Laven.  Scr. Patricia Fielder.  Story David Duncan.  
Prod. Jules V. Levy and Arthur Gardner.  United 
Artists (Gramercy Pictures), 1957. 
 
Mysterious Island.  Dir. Cy Endfield.  Scr. John Prebble, 
Daniel Ullman, and Crane Wilbur.  Based on Mysterious 
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Island by Jules Verne.  Prod. Charles H. Schneer.  
Columbia Pictures (Ameran Films Ltd.), 1961. 
 
Not of This Earth.  Dir. Roger Corman.  Scr. Charles 
Griffeth and Mark Hanna.  Prod. Roger Corman.  Allied 
Artists (Los Altos Productions), 1957. 
 
 Beverly Garland as Nadine Storey, Hospital nurse 
 Storey:  There, that should do it. 
 Johnson:  How long have you been a nurse? 
 Storey:  I graduated seven years ago. 
 Johnson:  You are a good one? 
 Storey:  That’s no question to be asking a nurse.  
You relax now.  I’ll be right back. 
 
On the Beach.  Dir. Stanley Kramer.  Scr. John Paxton.  
Based on On the Beach by Nevil Shute.  Prod. Stanley 
Kramer.  United Artists (Stanley Kramer-Lomitas 
Productions), 1959. 
 
Panic in Year Zero!  Dir. Ray Milland.  Scr. Jay Simms and 
John Morton.  Story Jay Simms.  Prod. Arnold 
Houghland and Lou Russoff.  Exec. prod. James H. 
Nicholson and Samuel Z. Arkoff.  American 
International (Alta Vista Productions), 1962. 
 
Phantom Planet, The.  Dir. William Marshall.  Scr. William 
Telaak, Fred de Gorter, and Fred Gebhardt.  Story 
Fred Gebhardt.  Prod. Fred Gebhardt.  Exec. prod. Leo 
Handel.  American International (Four Crown 
Productions), 1961. 
 
Project Moonbase.  Dir. Richard Talmadge.  Scr. Robert 
Heinlein and Jack Seaman.  Prod. Jack Seaman.  
Lippert Pictures (Galaxy Productions), 1953. 
 
 Donna Martell as Col. Breiteis, Moon flight commander 
 Gen. Greene:  I hated to bump you out of the honor of 
making the first orbital flight, Bill, but, uh, well, 
it just had to be Breiteis.  You know our reasons. 
 Maj. Moore:  Well, that’s years passed and long done 
with, sir.  Breiteis is a good pilot.  I’d be the 
first to admit it. 
 Gen. Greene:  You used to like Breiteis, right? 
 Maj. Moore:  Frankly, sir, Captain Breiteis was a 
nice kid, but, well, Colonel Breiteis is a little 




Queen of Outer Space.  Dir. Edward Bernds.  Scr. Charles 
Beaumont.  Story Ben Hecht.  Prod. Ben Schwalb.  
Allied Artists, 1958. 
 
 Zsa Zsa Gabor as Talleah, Venusian Scientist 
Cruze:  Professor, what do you make of all this?  
There’s nothing but women. 
Konrad:  Perhaps this is a civilization that exists 
without sex. 
Turner:  You call that civilization? 
Konrad:  Frankly, no. 
 
Red Planet Mars.  Dir. Harry Homer.  Scr. Anthony Veillor 
and John L. Balderston.  Prod. Donald Hyde and 
Anthony Veillor.  United Artists (Melaby Pictures), 
1952. 
 
Reptilicus.  Dir. Sidney Pink and Poul Bang.  Scr. Sidney 
Pink and Ib Melchior.  Story Sidney Pink.  Prod. 
Sidney Pink.  Exec. prod.  J. H. Zalabery.  American 
International (Cinemagic Inc.-Alta Vista Productions 
and Saga Film), 1962. 
 
 Marla Behrens as Connie Miller, UNESCO scientist 
Professor Martens:  Welcome, Miss Miller.  We are not 
accustomed to see such a beautiful woman connected 
with science. 
Miller:  I assure you, Professor Martens, I am quite 
capable in my field. 
Professor Martens:  No insult, Miss Miller.  No 
insult.  As an old man, I feel free to accept beauty 
without apology. 
 
Return of the Fly.  Dir. Edward L. Bernds.  Scr. Edward L. 
Bernds.  Prod. Bernard Glasser.  20th Century-Fox 
(Associated Producers Productions), 1959. 
 
Revenge of the Creature.  Dir. Jack Arnold.  Scr. Martin 
Berkeley.  Story William Alland.  Prod. William 
Alland.  Universal-International, 1955. 
 
 Lori Nelson as Helen Dobson, Ichthyology graduate 
student 
Dobson:  You know, sometimes I, I wonder how I ever 
got started on all this.  Science, fish, ichthyology.  
Where will it all lead me?  As a person, I mean.  
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Most of the kids I went to undergraduate school with 
are already married and have children. 
Prof. Ferguson:  Is that what you want? 
Dobson:  I don’t know.  I, I just don’t know. 
Prof. Ferguson:  But surely you must... 
Dobson:  But what do you want? 
Prof. Ferguson:  Well, it’s different with me.  I’m a 
man.  I don’t have to make a choice. 
Dobson:  But I do? 
Prof. Ferguson:  It’s tough on you gals.  I’m not 
saying it’s right or wrong.  It’s just a fact. 
 
Rocketship X-M.  Dir. Kurt Neumann.  Scr. Kurt Neumann.  
Prod. Kurt Neumann.  Exec. prod. Murray Lerner.  
Lippert Pictures, 1950. 
 
 Osa Massen as Dr. Lisa Van Horne, Doctor of 
chemistry, astronaut, fuel engineer 
Woman reporter:  From the woman’s angle, Dr. Van 
Horne, how does it feel making a trip like this alone 
with four men? 
Dr. Van Horne:  To tell the truth, I never thought 
much about it. 
Reporter:  Tell me, is there any specific reason why 
one member of the crew should be a woman? 
Dr. Eckstrom:  I’d like to answer that, if I may.  
The reason Miss Van Horne is making this trip is 
because of her pioneering research with monatomic 
hydrogen that enabled her to develop the first rocket 
fuel powerful and concentrated enough to make this 
flight possible. 
 
Space Monster (a.k.a. First Woman in Space).  Dir. Leonard 
Katzman.  Scr. Leonard Katzman.  American 
International Television, 1965. 
 
 Francine York as Dr. Lisa Wayne, Research scientist, 
astronaut 
Dr. Wayne:  Colonel, now that we’re under way, I hope 
that you’re not bitter about me being aboard. 
Col. Stevens:  I am not bitter, but as I stated when 
I filed my protest... 
Dr. Wayne:  Which was denied... 
Col. Stevens:  ...on a ship carrying only four crew, 
there’s no place for a woman. 




Col. Stevens:  Look Miss Wayne... 
Dr. Wayne:  Doctor Wayne. 
Col. Stevens:  Doctor Wayne.  There’s a couple of 
billion dollars tied up in this project, so when 
Earth Command gave me this mission, they wanted 
someone who had a fair chance of getting this ship up 
there and back again.  I thought I might at least 
help select my crew.  But I’m an officer, so I accept 
orders, but that doesn’t make me think they’re right. 
Dr. Wayne:  Why, Colonel, I’m beginning to think you 
don’t like women.  By the way, Colonel, I think I 
know where some of that billion dollars must have 
gone. 
Col. Stevens:  Oh? 
Dr. Wayne:  To build a special helmet...for that fat 
head of yours! 
 
Tarantula.  Dir. Jack Arnold.  Scr. Robert M. Fresco and 
Martin Berkeley.  Story Jack Arnold and Robert M. 
Fresco.  Prod. William Alland.  Universal-
International, 1955. 
 
 Mara Corday as Stephanie “Steve” Clayton, Biology 
graduate student 
Dr. Hastings: I knew it would happen.  Give women the 
vote and what do you get?  Lady scientists. 
Clayton:  Well, student, so far.  You see, I wrote a 
paper on the nutritional aspects of expanding 
populations, and Professor Jacobs read it and offered 
me a job for the summer. 
 
Target Earth!  Dir. Sherman A. Rose.  Scr. Bill Raynor.  
Based on “Deadly City” by Paul W. Fairman.  Prod. 
Herman Cohen.  Allied Artists (Abtcon Pictures, 
Inc.), 1954. 
 
Teenagers from Outer Space.  Dir. Tom Graeff.  Scr. Tom 
Graeff.  Prod. Tom Graeff.  Warner Bros. (Topaz Film 
Corporation), 1959. 
 
Terror from the Year 5000.  Dir. Robert J. Gurney, Jr.  
Scr. Robert J. Gurney, Jr.  Prod. Robert J. Gurney, 





Them!  Dir. Gordon Douglas.  Scr. Ted Sherdeman.  Story 
George Worthing Yates.  Prod. David Weisbart.  Warner 
Bros., 1954. 
 
 Joan Weldon as Dr. Patricia “Pat” Medford, 
Entomologist 
Graham:  What are you made up for? 
Dr. Pat Medford:  I’m going with you and Ben. 
Graham:  Oh no you’re not. 
Dr. Pat Medford:  Listen, Bob.  Someone with 
scientific knowledge has to go.  My father’s 
physically unable to do it.  That leaves me. 
Graham:  That leaves you here.  Now look, we don’t 
know what we’re going to find down there or what’ll 
happen, and there’s one thing for sure, it’s no place 
for you or any other woman. 
Dr. Harold Medford:  I didn’t ask her to go, Robert.  
She wanted to, and being a scientist myself, I 
couldn’t very well forbid her. 
Dr. Pat Medford:  A trained observer has to go into 
the nest. 
Graham:  What for? 
Dr. Pat Medford:  There are more important things to 
find out than whether all the ants are dead.  You 
wouldn’t know what to look for. 
Graham:  Well, you tell us what to look for, and 
we’ll... 
Dr. Pat Medford:  Look, Bob.  Three’s no time to give 
you a fast course in insect pathology.  So let’s stop 
all the talk and get on with it. 
Graham:  Okay, okay. 
Dr. Pat Medford:  Don’t worry, Dad. 
 
Thing (from Another World), The.  Dir. Christian Nyby.  
Scr. Charles Lederer.  Based on “Who Goes There?” 
by John W. Campbell.  Prod. Howard Hawkes.  RKO 
(Winchester Pictures), 1951. 
 
 Margaret Sheridan as “Nikki” Nicholson, Nobel 
scientist’s secretary 
 Dr. Carrington:  Are you getting all of this, Nikki? 
 
 Sally Creighton as Mrs. Chapman, Nurse 





This Island Earth.  Dir. Joseph Newman.  Scr. Franklin 
Coen and Edward G. O’Callaghan.  Based on This Island 
Earth by Raymond F. Jones.  Prod. William Alland.  
Universal-International, 1955. 
 
 Faith Domergue as Dr. Ruth Adams, Nuclear physicist 
 Exeter:  Dr. Meacham, we happen to know that you’re 
on the threshold of discovering limitless amounts of 
nuclear energy, more specifically the conversion of 
lead into uranium.  Dr. Adams here has been working 
along the same lines as you have, perhaps just a step 
behind you.  Although I might add that both of you 
are way ahead of anyone else in your field. 
 
Time Machine, The.  Dir. George Pal.  Scr. David Duncan.  
Based on The Time Machine by H.G. Wells. Prod. George 
Pal.  MGM (Galaxy Productions), 1960. 
 
Tingler, The.  Dir. William Castle.  Scr. Robb White.  
Prod. William Castle.  Columbia Pictures (William 
Castle Productions), 1959. 
 
Tobor the Great.  Dir. Lee Sholem.  Scr. Philip MacDonald.  
Story Carl Dudley.  Prod. Richard Goldstone.  
Republic (Dudley Pictures), 1954. 
 
20 Million Miles to Earth.  Dir. Nathan Juran.  Scr. Bob 
Williams and Christopher Knopf.  Story Ray 
Harryhausen and Charlott Knight.  Prod. Charles H. 
Schneer.  Columbia Pictures (Morningside 
Productions), 1957. 
 
 Joan Taylor as Marisa Leonardo, Medical student 
 Leonardo:  Will you leave this man alone and go back 
to your bed? 
Col. Calder:  Listen, Nurse, I’m in no mood to argue 
with you. 
 Leonardo:  I’m not a nurse.  I’m a doctor—or almost a 
doctor, and this man may be dying. 
Col Calder:  Alright, Almost-a-Doctor, do you know 
what’s wrong with him? 
Leonardo:  No, not exactly. 
Col. Calder:  Well, I do, and I know it’s fatal.  
Eight of my crew have already died from it.  Now if 





27th Day, The.  Dir. William Asher.  Scr. John Mantley.  
Prod. Helen Ainsworth.  Exec. prod. Lewis Rachmil.  
Columbia Pictures (Romson Productions), 1957. 
 
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.  Dir. Richard Fleischer.  
Scr. Earl Felton.  Based on 20,000 Leagues Under the 
Sea by Jules Verne.  Prod. Walt Disney.  Walt Disney 
Productions, 1954. 
 
Village of the Giants.  Dir. Bert I. Gordon.  Scr. Bert I. 
Gordon.  Based on The Food of the Gods by H.G. Wells.  
Prod. Bert I. Gordon.  Embassy Pictures (Bert I. 
Gordon Productions), 1965. 
 
Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea.  Dir. Irwin Allen.  Scr. 
Irwin Allen and Charles Bennett.  Story Irwin Allen.  
Prod. Irwin Allen.  20th Century-Fox (Windsor 
Productions), 1961. 
 
Voyage to the Prehistoric Planet.  Dir. John Sebastian.  
Scr. John Sebastian.  Prod. George Edwards.  American 
International Television, 1965. 
 
 Faith Domergue as Marsha Evans, Astronaut, pilot, 
 Evans:  I will keep the Vega in orbit in order to 
ensure the safe return of the Sirius with our men.  
We all feel it unnecessary to wait for the arrival of 
the Astra. 
Prof. Hartman:  This is Professor Hartman speaking.  
Your plan is quite logical, but I’m concerned about 
the possible psychological danger to you in remaining 
too long alone on the Vega.  (Aside) Get me Evans’ 
psychological test run, will you? 
Evans:  Well, I had expected to land with the others, 
but in view of the emergency situation, I feel this 
is a better plan.  Professor Hartman, I’m, I’m 
positive I can handle it. 
Sherman:  So am I , Doc. 
Prof. Hartman:  Who’s that? 
Sherman:  Sherman, Professor.  Didn’t anyone ever 
tell you ladies are tougher than men? 
Prof. Hartman:  (Looks at Evans’ test results): Heh, 
heh.  You’re quite right, Sherman.  Perhaps I did 
forget.  Permission granted. 
 
War of the Colossal Beast.  Dir. Bert I. Gordon.  Scr. 
George Worthing Yates.  Story Bert I. Gordon.  Prod. 
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Bert I. Gordon.  Exec. prod. James H. Nicholson and 
Samuel Z. Arkoff.  American International (Carmel 
Productions), 1958. 
 
War of the Worlds, The.  Dir. Byron Haskin.  Scr. Barre 
Lyndon.  Based on The War of the Worlds by H.G. 
Wells.  Prod. George Pal.  Paramount, 1953. 
 
 Ann Robinson as Sylvia Van Buren, Library science 
teacher, USC 
 Van Buren:  I did a thesis on modern scientists, 
working for my Master’s degree. 
Dr. Forrester:  Did it do you any good? 
Van Buren:  Why, sure.  I got it! 
 
Wasp Woman, The.  Dir. Roger Corman.  Scr. Leo Gordon.  
Story Kinte Zertuche.  Prod. Roger Corman.  Allied 
Artists (Filmgroup-Santa Clara), 1960. 
 
When Worlds Collide.  Dir. Rudolph Mate.  Scr. Sidney 
Boehm.  Based on When Worlds Collide by Philip Wylie 
and Edwin Balmer.  Prod. George Pal.  Paramount, 
1951. 
 
World Without End.  Dir. Edward L. Bernds.  Scr. Edward L. 
Bernds.  Prod. Richard Heermance.  Allied Artists, 
1956. 
 
 Shawn Smith as Elaine, Head Martian scientist’s 
assistant 
Elaine (to Ellis)  My, you are so much more muscular 
than our men. 
Ellis:  The result of a misspent youth.  Got chucked 
out of school.  Had to go to work.  Strong back, weak 
mind, you know. 
Elaine (looking him up and down):  I like it.  I just 
wanted to remind you to visit us.  Just ask for the 
scientific section.  Anyone will direct you.  (She 
leaves) 
Dr. Galbraithe:  Well, the female of the species 
hasn’t changed much.  She still goes for a good pair 
of shoulders. 
Borden:  If the women have a vote here, Body 







Ellis:  Aw, now cut it out.  Listen, Doc.  How do you 
figure these people?  Why are the women so, so vital 
and the men so different? 
Dr. Galbraithe:  I’m having a talk with the head man.  
If I find out anything, I’ll let you know. 
 
“X” the Man with the X-Ray Eyes.  Dir. Roger Corman.  Scr. 
Robert Dillon and Ray Russell.  Prod. Roger Corman.  
American International, 1963. 
 
Diana Van der Vlis as Dr. Diana Fairfax, Medical 
science foundation administrator 
Dr. Fairfax:  I understood your objective when I 
first read your report. 
Dr. Xavier:  Why are you here? 
Dr. Fairfax:  Because the report is dated nine months 
ago.  Because since that time, you have drawn over 
twenty-seven thousand dollars of the foundation’s 
money, and we haven’t heard a word from you. 
Dr. Xavier:  Well, there’ve been problems. 
Dr. Fairfax:  Then report them. 
Dr. Xavier:  To whom?  A group of businessmen who 
can’t tell one quantum jump from another? 
Dr. Fairfax:  No, to me.  The foundation found your 
research worthy of support.  They also appointed me 
as liaison for this special project.  Listen, Doctor, 
I’ve given up my own research to help the foundation, 
and I won’t be talked to as if I were a child in 
kindergarten. 
Dr. Xavier:  I knew of your reputation, but I hadn’t 
heard about your temper. 
 
Zontar, The Thing from Venus.  Dir. Larry Buchanan.  Scr. 
Larry Buchanan and Hillman Taylor.  Assoc. prod. 








































































































































































































Female Leads and Their Love Interests 
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